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Touchy business gets squeezed 
Massage parlors have rubbed massage therapists the wrong way 
• By Andy Newman 
Massage therapiSts, who are strident about touching 
clients only in a non-sexual way, have sought for years 
to distance themselves from massage parlors, which 
are often associated with illicit sexual activity. 
But drawing a line between the two types of touch-
ing has not been easy. Both activities are called mas-
sage. Both are clumped together in the yellow pages. 
And since Maine law permits paying for a "genital 
massage," massage parlors have flourished. 
But in April, the Portland City Council decided 
that state law wasn't strict enough and outlawed geni-
tal massage in the city of Portland. After Portland 
passed its massage law, South Portland, Scarborough 
and Biddeford also outlawed genital massage - and 
officials in Old Orchard Beach and Saco are now con-
sidering similar measures. 
The laws passed easily but the confusion remains. 
What exactly is the difference between the massage 
you get from a certified massage therapist and the sort 
of massage you can get behind a flashing neon sign? 
With money from the Casco Bay Weekly till in my 
pocket, I ~t out to explore the murky world of mas-
sage. 
I received something called a Therapeutic Massage 
and something called a Bubble Bath Surprise. In the 
process, I saw high heels and I saw tennis sneakers; I 
heard Top-40 radio and I heard Vivaldi; I got excited, 
and I got relaxed. 
What did I learn? 
Massage is a very touchy business. 
Continued on page 8 
William (Uncle Billy) Hoadley peruses the jukebox at Uncle Billy's Southside Bar-B-Que and Takeout. CBW(fonee Harbert 
Paying the piper in Portland 
• By W.D. Cutlip 
No one will be surprised to hear that music is a 
commodity, a product that is processed, packaged 
and sold like bologna in brightly lit stores. In the 
words of Madonna, the most highly processed and 
slickly packaged slice of bologna alive today, 'We are 
living in a material world." 
A few people may be surprised to learn that 
recorded music is copyrighted, and that the rights to 
play reoorded music are bought, sold and licensed like 
Chevrolets or Subarus. The people who license those 
copyrights in the United States - the American 
Society of Composers and Publishers (ASCAP) and 
Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI) - respond to the 
unlicensed reproduction or rebroadcast of copy-
righted music like oops respond to the theft of a 
squad car. They don't like it. 
The same is true of live music, of course, and all 
this applies doubly to music played in public. The 
unauthorized use of copyrighted music in public 
places - especially for profit - has the potential of 
attracting attorneys like road kill draws flies . 
There have been several such incidents of musical 
litigation in Maine in recent years, many of them in 
Portland. 
So before you start to whistle a tune at your next 
yard sale, take a careful look at what has transpired. 
Because, while some people obey the law and 
others enforce it, ASCAP and BMI have been known 
to swing the law like an ax. 
And, boy, do those people have clout. 
Continued on page 12 
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Portland, MaiOe 
A review of the top news stories affecting 
Greater Portland: June 5 through 11, 1991. 
Portland may buy Gateway Garage 
A city plan to buy the Gateway Garage for $1.85 million is 
being criticized by a private garage operator who says the city's 
deal with Fleet Bank of Maine - Gateway's owner - will 
ultimately hurt Portland taxpayers who will pay for the city's 
purchase through a bond issue. 
Nick Kampf, the owner of the Congress Building parking lot, 
said the city should not be in the "pri vate enterprise business," 
and that it has unfairly outbid other interested groups under 
the pretext that it is going to lower parking costs and bring in 
new businesses. 
'There are no serious reasons for the city to buy the Gateway 
Garage," Kampf said. "Buying the garage back and saying 
they're helping lower parking rates is a very weak argument. 
The city also had an unfair advantage over other bidders 
because it won't have to pay $100,000 in back property taxes or 
hire a security force." 
The Portland Community Development Committee recom-
mended that the city buy the 680-space garage next to the 
Sonesta Hotel on High Street by selling $1.95 million in bonds 
to finance the purchase. The extra $100,000 would go toward 
repairs. 
Fleet Bank has agreed to the city's offer of $l.85 million, and 
Fleet will be responsible for the back property taxes, according 
to assistant city manager Mark Green. 
"We felt buying the garage would allow us to attract new 
businesses to that part of the city if parking was reasonably 
priced and safe," Green said. 
Green said the city got a "competitive price" on the garage. 
"By our estimates, we will make a profit on the garage in the 
first year," Green said. 
"The city's decision to buy the garage just doesn't make 
sense," Kampf said. ''Ultimately it is the taxpayers who are 
buying the garage." 
The Gateway Garage was built by the city in 1981 for $3.4 
million. The city sold the garage in 1986 to Lyndel "Joe" 
Wish camper and Donald Peters for $2 million. Wishcamper 
sold the garage for $5.5 mi1lion in 1989 to a partnership headed 
by William H. Webster. After Webster filed for bankruptcy 
protection in March of 1990, Fleet took over the troubled garage 
and put it up for sale in March of 1991. When only one bid of 
$200,000 was made on the garage, Fleet immediately bid $1.7 
million and took it back. 
"That's when the city began talking to Aeet about buying the 
garage," Green said. 
The Portland City Council is expected to debate the garage 
purchase proposal at its June 17 meeting. 
State bond rating takes beating 
Standard &: Poor's announced on June 5 that it was lowering 
the state's top AAA bond rating to AA+, and now Moody's 
Investors Service may also cut the state's bond rating. The bond 
rating is a measure of credit worthiness; the higher the rating, 
the lower the interest the state must pay on its long-term 
borrowing. 
Lisa's Pizza runs 
out of dough 
Lisa's Pizza Inc., which 
grew in less than two decades 
from an Old Orchard Beach 
French fry stand to a south-
ern Maine pizza chain, filed 
for Chapter 11 bankruptcy 
protection on June 5. 
The filing in U.S. Bank-
ruptcy Court follows last 
month's shutdown of the 
chain's manufacturing plant 
in Saco and a restaurant in 
Auburn. The retrenchment 
resulted in the layoff of 27 
employees, or about one-
third the work force, said 
Kenneth M. Hagerstrom, 
company spokesman. 
Lisa's four remaining 
restaurants - in Portland, 
South Portland, Saco and Old 
Orchard Beach - will remain 
open, he said. 
In its Chapter 11 filing, the 
corporation listed $2.66 
million in liabilities and 
$933,719 in assets. The 
business is owned by Barbara 
and Laurier G. Plourde, who 
founded it 19 years ago as 
Beach French Fries in Old 
Orchard Beach. 
Lisa's still employs 47 full-
time and part-time workers, 
down from its peak of 100 
during the late 1980s. 
Hagerstrom said the 
company's problems re-
flected losses in the manufac-
turing operation and a drop 
in restaurant sales during the 
recession. 
Planned Parent-
hood rejects feds 
In a decision that is 
expected to cost southern 
Maine birth control clinics 
$140,000 in federal funds, 
Planned Parenthood of 
Northern New England 
announced June 11 that it 
would refuse to follow a 
Supreme Court ruling 
banning abortion counseling. 
"Planned Parenthood will 
not take the federal hush 
money," said NancyB. 
Kelleher, the agency's 
associate director. 
Kelleher called the May 23 
Supreme Court decision that 
forbids discussion of abor-
tions at federally funded 
clinics "government-
mandated censorship of 
health care." 
Gov. John McKernan and Democratic legislative leaders 
characterized the drop as a minor adjustment that could have 
been worse. McKernan, House Speaker John Martin and Senate 
President Charles Pray asserted separately that the reduction in 
Maine's general obligation bond rating actually represented an 
improvement over the full-notch reduction to AA that Standard 
and Poor's had originally proposed. McKernan called the 
downgrading "a sign of the times." 
McKernan and State Treasurer Samuel Shapiro are expected 
to tell officials from Moody's Investors Service on June 13 that 
the state is prepared to raise more taxes or cut state spending 
rather than borrow money from Maine's pension system, a plan 
that has drawn fire from Moody's. Moody's is scheduled to 
make an assessment on Maine's credit worthiness on June 14. 
Planned Parenthood of 
Northern New England 
currently receives $612,000 in 
federal funds for 25 clinics in 
southern Maine, New 
Hampshire and Vermont. Of 
that total, $140,000 goes to 
birth control clinics in 
Portland, Brunswick, 
Biddeford and Sanford. 
The agency is expected to 
lose all federal funding by the 
end of the summer. 
Standard &: Poor's announcement served as an official Wall 
Street acknowledgement of the state's budget problems. 
The analysts, reviewing the state's precariously balanced 
budget for the current fiscal year and embryoniC efforts to 
bridge a potential shortfall of $1.2 billion through mid-I993, 
linked their decision to "declines in key financial indicators, and 
continued softness in the state economy." 
The Maine branch of 
Planned Parenthood is 
planning a fund-raising drive 
to make up the $80,000 loss of 
federal money, which makes 
up 10 percent of its budget. 
The agency has also asked for 
more money from United 
Way and the state Depart-
ment of Human Services. 
United Way currently 
gives $100,000 a year to 
Planned Parenthood of 
Maine, while DHS gives 
about $320,000. However, 
DHS is expected to cut its 
contribution to the agency 
due to state budgetary 
constraints. 
Fleet axes 200 
Aeet-Norstar Financial 
Group Inc. announced June 7 
that it was consolidating 
operations and cutting costs 
by eliminating 200 jobs at 
Maine National Bank as part 
of its takeover of the failed 
Bank of New England. 
The 200 Maine National 
jobs are among 1,000 Bank of 
New England data process-
ing pOSitions being trimmed 
as Fleet merges BNE's 
operations into its own. Fleet 
spokesman Charles T. 
Conway Jr. said the 200 jobs 
would be eliminated from 
Maine National's operations 
and technology departments, 
which will be closed out by 
the end of the year. 
Maine National employees 
whose jobs are scrapped will 
be considered for other 
pOSitions within the com-
pany. Fleet did not rule out 
reductions in other depart-
ments at Maine National, 
which has about 770 employ-
ees, and analysts have said 
they expect a total of about 
400 jobs at the Maine subsid-
iary to be eliminated. 
The takeover of Bank of 
New England will make Fleet 
the largest banking company 
in New England, with assets 
of $50 billion. 
The Bank of New England 
acquisition came just weeks 
after Fleet was awarded the 
26-branch Maine Savings 
Bank, which also fell victim 
to the region's real estate 
bust. 
The two transactions make 
Fleet the dominant bank in 
Maine with 145 branches and 
about $3.5 billion in assets in 
the state. Fleet has said it may 
close about 40 of those 
branches because of overlap. 
RWS trashes 
curbside recycling 
An experiment in curbside 
recycling is being trashed by 
Regional Waste Systems Inc. 
because it was too expensive. 
Sherry Huber, director of 
the Maine Waste Manage-
ment Agency, said she fears 
the regional waste company's 
decision to pull out of 
curbside recycling could hurt 
efforts to continue the 
practice. 
"It's going to essentially 
stop cold, and what will that 
do to people's attitude about 
recycling?" she asked. "We 
understand the costs are out 
of line, but we hoped there 
might be an opportunity for 
the communities that have 
curbside to make a transition 
and make some changes in 
how things are run." 
Several neighborhoods in 
Portland, South Portland, 
Scarborough and Falmouth 
have participated in curbside 
recycling as part of a nine-
month experiment paid for 
• Continued, on page 4 
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FURNACE? 
Get A Second Opinion 
We're speCialists in: 
• Furnace replacement· Boiler replacement 
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Prescription M_asks in Stock (-1.5 to -10.0 Diopters) 
If you're nearsighted then ~hi7' is th~ mask. for you. Bring in 
your prescription - we will fit you Immediately. Great for 
Snorkeling and Diving. Mail orders accepted. 
tommy-'s 
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273 Congress St., Portland 772-5357 







ON THE MOON: 
THOREAU POEMS 
will read/rom his works 
Thursday,June 13, 7pm 
at 
38 Exchange Street, In the Old Port· 774-0626 
Mon. - Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-5 
APPROPRIATE 
for the 90's 
The young citizen 
discount 100/0 off 
dinner for 
adults under 55 
on Friday nights. 
18 Ocean Street 
South Portland 799-2232 
WE MAKE NEWS MATTER 
• Continued from page 3 
by RWS. 
The experiment, which 
involved 3,344 people, 
showed that curbside 
collection is the most effective 
method of recycling - and 
the most expensive. As a 
result, RWS says it's aban-
doning the experiment, 
effective July 1. That means 
its 16 member municipalities 
will be responsible for future 
collection and transportation 
costs from curbside recycling 
programs. 
Expanding the program to 
the entire region would cost 
$15 million - money that 
"simply doesn't exist," says 
Eric Root, deputy director of 
the municipally owned 
company. 
Door-to-door collection of 
recyclable trash cost RWs 
$154 a ton compared to $12 a 
ton for trash picked up at 
transfer stations. But the 
curbside program collected 
more than 10 percent of the 
total waste in test neighbor-
hoods, while drop-off sites 
collected just 4.2 percent. 
Towns whose trash is 
taken by RWS are preparing 
to boost recycling through an 
expanded system of transfer 
stations at which residents 
can drop off their recyclables, 
local officials say. 
AIDS on the rise 
The number of AIDS cases 
diagnosed in Maine stands at 
245 and is expected to 
increase to between 450 and 
500 by the end of 1992, 
according to a state official 
who says the incidence rate is 
the highest in northern New 
England. 
Geoff Beckett, a medical 
epidemiologist with the state 
Bureau of Health, warned 
against dismissing the 
number of AIDS cases 
reported in Maine as low 
compared with places like 
New York City, which has 
32,167 cases. 
"It's important to remem-
ber that Maine has a popula-
tion of only 1.2 million. It's 
interesting to note that per 
capita - per loo,DOO people 
_ Maine is not in the group 
with the lowest incidence 
rate. 
"Maine has the highest 
rate in northern New En-
gland, and is comparable to 
states like Wisconsin, Minne-
sota and Iowa. In fact, our 
rate per capita is grea ter than 
several states, such as those 
in the Great Plains," Beckett 
said. 
Peaches Bass, director of 
the Maine AIDS Alliance, 
agreed, saying, "For being a 
small, rural state, Maine has a 
big problem." 
Of the 245 Maine residents 
_ most of them homosexual 
men - diagnosed with AIDS, 
129 have died. 
Beckett said Maine's 
statistics on AIDS cases may 
be low by as many as 50 
patients, because they do not 
include people who moved to 
Maine after being diagnosed 
in another state. 
The Bureau of Health also 
estimates that another 1,500 
to 2,500 state residents have 
been infected with the human 
immunodeficiency virus that 
causes AIDS. 
'This is an estimate only," 
Beckett said. "Many people, 
perhaps most of those 
infected, do not have severe 
symptoms of the illness. 
Some may not even know 
they have been infected." 




mended that the state sell its 
plane, which the panel's co-
chairman said represents "a 
half-a-million dollars tied up 
in the air" that could be better 
spent elsewhere. 
The legislative committee 
recommended that the eight-
passenger Piper Navajo 
Chieftain be sold, that the 
two full-time pilots be laid off 
and that the governor and 
top legislative leaders who 
are the most frequent users of 
the plane travel on commer-
cial flights instead. 
This year's budget for the 
aircraft is about $161,000. It 
would increase to $186,000 
next year and nearly $190,DOO 
the following year under 
McKernan's two-year budget 
that starts July 1. The Trans-
portation Committee envi-
sions saving those funds and 
making $220,000 from the 
sale of the plane. 
The plane is having 
trouble in the air as well as in 
the State House. 
On June 5, McKernan, 
House Speaker John Martin, 
Senate President Charles Pray 
and State Treasurer Samuel 
Shapiro were aboard the 
plane when it was forced to 
bank sharply to avoid 
crashing into another small 
plane while approaching 
Teterboro Airport. 
"All I know is it was 
coming right at us," said 
Shapiro, who had joined the 
others for meetings with 
financial analysts in New 
York. "I could feel it and hear 
it more than I could see it." 
GOP denies Volle 
On June 8 the State 
Republican Committee 
rejected Paul Volle's bid to be 
seated on the committee. The 
state committee voted 37-21 
against Volle after hearing a 
report by a special panel that 
reviewed complaints sur-
rounding his election to a 
Cumberland County post, 
Committee Chairman 
Edward 5. O'Meara Jr. said. 
O'Meara said he is 
expecting Volle to file a 
lawsuit against the committee 
challenging its decision. 
Long at odds with party 
officials, Volle, a conserva-
tive, has led an insurgency 
that has caused a party rift in 
the Portland area. Volle's spat 
with party leaders turned 
bitter in 1990 after he pleaded 
guilty to a shoplifting charge. 
He was fined $500 and given 
a five-day suspended jail 
sentence. After the incident, 
Volle resigned his post as 
Cumberland County chair-
man, but was subsequently 
re-elected. 
A motion was filed in 
December challenging his ex-
officio seating on the county 
panel, which set up a flurry 
of exchanges pitting conser-
vatives against moderates. 
Nuke vandals 
strike again 
A second vandalism 
incident within two months 
in the Farmington area has 
been linked to Maine's search 
for a storage site for low-level 
nuclear waste. 
A bam owned by Thomas 
Eastler, one of seven mem-
bers of the Maine Low-Level 
Radioactive Waste Authority, 
was sprayed June 5 with 
fluorescent orange paint. 
Vandals used a stencil to 
depict the symbol for radio-
activity and wrote in large 
letters phrases such as "Eat 
nuke waste" on Eastler's 
bam, mailbox and milk room 
door. 
Eastler, a geology profes-
sor at the University of Maine 
at Farmington, appeared 
baffled that his property was 
targeted. 
"I'm just one of seven 
votes on the authority, and 
I've been a supporter of not 
having the faCility here ... 
Whoever is doing this has the 
wrong person and is knock-
ing on the wrong door," he 
said. . 
In the town oflndustry, 
farm equipment and a bam 
owned by a couple who 
offered to sell 500 acres to the 
authority for use as a reposi-
tory sustained similar 
damage in April. 
Gannett picks prez 
The Guy Gannett Publish-
ing Co. appointed James B. 
Shaffer, an executive vice 
president of The Sun-Times 
Co. in Chicago, as its new 
president and chief executive 
officer. 
Shaffer,46, is scheduled to 
take over the job on June 17, 
succeeding John R. DiMatteo, 
59, who will stay on with the 
newspaper and broadcast 
company in an advisory role 
until his retirement in 
September. 
Guy Gannett, a privately 
held company with 2,000 
employees, owns the Portland 
Press Herald and the Maine 
Sunday Telegram, both in 
Portland; the Kennebec Journal 
in Augusta and the Central 
Maine Morning Sentinel in 
Waterville. 
Six-pack yoke ban 
faces challenge 
Critics of Maine's sched-
uled, first-in-the-nation ban 
on plastic six-pack holders 
are still hoping to prevail, 
even though lawmakers 
• Continued on page 6 
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Its this fresh. 
We know what you're thinking. Unless you 
buy it off the dock or from a seafood place, it can't 
be fresh. Well, it's just not true. 
Sizzler has fresh fish every day. As fresh as it 
gets. And that includes all your favorites like Sword-
fish, Alaskan Halibut, Idaho Trout and Pacific Red 
Snapper. Whatever's in season. • 
So come into Sizzler and Sizzler 
get a fresh meal. We wouldn't be 
caught serving it any other way. (BUFFET COURT & GRILL) 
abacus is Maine's favorite source for 
contemporary American crafts and 
jewelry. We feature more then 300 of 
America's finest artisans, so you're 
bound to find something fun, beautiful 
or useful for yourself or to give a friend . 
american crafts 
Ste~ ing silver beasts by DeVIa Doolan 
44 Exchange Street ,Portland, ME 04101 
(207) 772-4880 
"-
U V THOUGHT I HAD LOST EUROPEAN 
r STYLE SKIN CARE WHEN I LEFT 
See what your shil1 has 
CANADA. BUT AT L'ESTHETIQUES 
been missing. L'Esthetiques -
IT'S AS CLOSE AS PORTLAND." 
DO MF BRUNS'MCK home of the two-hour faCial. 
ilL = L'Esthetiques' Skin Care Clinic Fallbrook Professional Building 
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Computing: 
25MHz 386 Computer 
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offer expires 6/ \6/9\ 
854-1365 
Gift certificates always available. 
visa/mclamex welcome. 
3 MUSTAPHAS 3 
The best world music 
band on earth. 
Friday, June 14 
~ 
The ROOTS of NEW 
ENGLAND MUSIC 
Master performers of 
Scots, Irish, French-
Canadian and Acadian music. 
Friday, June 21 




Britain's folk-rock legend 
meets America's newest 
singer-songwriter. 
Friday, July 5, 
First Parish Church 
* STRING TRIO OF 
NEW YORK 
The pinnacle of collective 
jazz creativity. 
Friday, July 26 
II 
FRANK MORGAN 
Jazz's finest alto player 
teams with pianist 
George Cables. 
Saturday, August 10 
*' JIM HALL 
The most influential jazz 
guitarist of the past 
quarter century. 
Saturday, September 7 
* An EVENING in 
SOUTHEAST ASIA 
A celebration of Oriental 
culture with Khmer, 
Hmong and Laotian 
performers. 
Friday, September 20 
* ACCORDIONS 
that SHOOK the 
WORLD II 
Five hot squeezebox 
masters from Louisiana, 
Colombia, Bulgaria, 
Finland and Quebec. 
Saturday, September 21 
* KATIE WEBSTER 
The swamp boogie queen 
and her two-fisted piano blues. 
Saturday, October 5 
All concern begin at 8:00 PM at the 
Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A 
Forest Ave., except where noted. Free 
intemotionol food-tasting preceeds , 
each PPAC concert, beginning at 7:00. "\ 
Hear a world of music. Subscribe 
today. You'. save money and you 
won't miss a solitary note. 
Season passes, passports Idiscounts for 
5 or more rixl and single tickets are 
avoiloble at the PPAC 80x Office, 
774-0465; or at Amadeus Music or 
Gallery Music. 
• Continued from page 5 
appear unwilling to block the 
ban from taking effect July l. 
In the House on June 6, a 
vote on a bill to allow the use 
of the "yokes" in Maine for 
another year fell four short of 
the 101 votes needed. 
The bill would delay the 
ban for one year, while 
requiring that six-pack 
holders used during that time 
be made of materials that 
break down naturally. 
Despite its rejection in the 
House, the bill still faces a 
Senate vote and could come 
back to the House in a 
weaker version. Only a 
majority vote would then be 
needed for the bill to take 
effect in September. 
A leading opponent of the 
one-year extension, Portland 
Rep. Herbert C. Adams, said 
more is at stake than the 
plastic six-pack holder ban, 
one element of a comprehen-
sive trash-reduction law 
enacted two years ago. 
"All aspects of the Maine 
solid-waste law are going to 
come under fire from indus-
try whenever the shoe 
pinches," said Adams. 
Andrews: railroads 
worth subsidizing 
An Amtrak study that 
spells out the costs of restor-
ing rail passenger service 
between Portland and Boston 
fails to take into account the 
economic and environmental 
benefits of the proposed 
route, U.S. Rep. Thomas 
Andrews of Maine says. 
"More jobs and economic 
activity, increased energy 
savings, a reduction in air 
pollution - all this is 
possible from greater reliance 
on the railroads," said 
Andrews. "But none of these 
benefits are considered in the 
report." 
The Amtrak feasibility 
study, conducted at the 
request of the state Depart-
ment of Transportation, 
concluded that restoration of 
passenger service along the 
route would require $50 
million in start-up costs plus 
at least $2 million in annual 
subsidies. 
The Amtrak report, 
released June 3, said the $50 
million initial investment 
would include $30 million for 
rail line improvements, $19 
million for locomotives and 
cars and $1 million for other 
equipment and supplies. 
In addition to the initial 
investment, the states would 
have to offset operating 
losses anticipated for the first 
few years of the service. 
Amtrak estimates that with 
three round trips daily, the 
service would lose $4.3 
million the first year and the 
states would be expected to 
pay at least $2 million in 
reimbursement. 
But Andrews urged that 
highway funds be diverted 
toward a revi val of the rail 
system, and hailed the stud y 
as an important first step 
toward restoring rail passen-
ger service to southern 
Maine. 
Portlanders rally 
for health care 
Advocates of a national 
health-care program modeled 
after Canada's rallied in 
Portland on June 6 to bemoan 
problems with the current 
system. 
Neil Rolde, a Democrat 
who made universal health 
care the centerpiece of his 
unsuccessful u.s. Senate 
campaign last November, 
appeared in Portland as a 
spokesman for Consumers 
for Affordable Health Care. 
The rally focused on a 
national report by the Public 
Citizen Health Research 
Group of Washington. The 
report alleges that adminis-
trati ve expenses will con-
sume up to $193 billion of the 
nation's total health-care . 
costs of $756 billion in 1991. 
In Maine, the report 
contends that $3.3 billion will 
be spent on health care this 
year, and that up to $812 
million will go to cover 
administrative expenses. 
"The answer is a single 
insurance plan for the state of 
Maine that uses a single-
payer system for reimburse-
ment as a way to eliminate 
red tape. The answer is 
universal health insurance for 
Maine," said Judy Pearson of 
Consumers for Affordable 
Health Care. 
Similar demonstrations 
took place in major cities 
throughout the country as 
part of a Jobs with Justice 
National Health Care Action 
Day. Jobs with Justice is a 
nationwide labor and 
community-action group that 
says the insurance industry 
has failed to provide afford-
able and accessible health 
care for all Americans. 
Summer hiring 
heating up 
A survey shows that 20 
percent of Maine businesses 
are going to be hiring this 
summer, but analysts say the 
poll doesn't necessarily mean 
that Maine is emerging from 
recession. 
Manpower Inc., a national 
temporary employment firm 
that conducts the quarterly 
survey, said southern Maine 
will see the greatest increase 
in summer hires from July 
through August. 
The study shows 23 
percent of Portland busi-
nesses are planning to 
increase their work force this 
summer. 
While Manpower factors 
temporary summer employ-
ment into its predictions 
about the economy, the firm 
also said overall condi tions 
have improved "dramati-
cally" compared with three 
months ago. 
''It could be a small sign. It 
migh t go back down again," 
said Terri-Ann Farrar, service 
representative for Man-
power's office in Sanford. 
South Portland 
eyes parking 
The city of South Portland 
may raise the cost of parking 
tickets and begin tOwing 
repeat violators to help raise 
more than $60,000 in rev-
enues to offset cuts in the 
proposed municipal budget. 
The money would be used 
to restore operating hours at 
the city's two librarie's and 
fund the Harbor Commission 
wi thou t raising taxes, 
according to City Manager 
Jerre Bryant. 
Under the so-called 
"scofflaw ordinance," the fine 
for general parking tickets 
would increase from $10 to 
$15 and the fine for parking 
in front of a fire hydrant 
would rise from $15 to $25. 
Cars with more than three 
unpaid parking tickets could 
be towed and impounded. 
The city council will 
consider Bryant's recommen-
dations at its meeting June ]7, 
when the 1991 -92 budget will 
be set. 
Sununu dines with 
Republicans 
White House Chief of Staff 
John Sununu paid a visit to 
Portland on June 7 to help 
raise money for the Maine 
Republican Party. 
More than 300 Republi-
cans, including Gov. John 
McKernan and U.S. Rep. 
Olympia Snowe, attended the 
$65-a-plate dinner at the 
Sonesta Hotel. 
Earlier in the day, Sununu, 
who has been criticized for 
his frequent trips at taxpayer 
expense, joined U.s. Sen. 
William Cohen at a Republi-
can party-sponsored recep-
tion at the Portland Museum 
of Art. 
Reported by Eric Hanne/iu5 
and the Associated Press. 
weird news 
or Wearing full medieval 
regalia and mounted on a 
silk-draped horse, Richard A. 
Breton appeared outside the 
central Maine convenience 
store where Dawn Hallee 
works and proposed mar-
riage June l. 
"I was shocked," recalled 
Hallee. "He said, 'My 
princess: And then he got 
down on his knees and said, 
'Will you marry me and be 
my princess?' I said, 'Yes.'" 
"When we met eight 
months ago, I told her that I 
was going to be her knight in 
shining armor. But I guess 
she never expected anything 
like this," said Breton, of 
North Vassalboro. 
"] wanted the proposal to 
be something special that she 
would always remember. But 
the old butterflies were sure 
in my stomach while I was 
doing it," he said. 
They're planning to wed 








Capture your tall or wide subjects with the 
KODAK STRETCH 35 Camera. Panoramic prints 
twice as long as traditional 3Smm prints - 3 1/2" x I 0". 
6 O MINUTE PHOTO INC. 
Ovemight developing available. 
37 Ocean Street, South Portland 767-2007 
157 Middle Street (Old Port) 761-2882 
DON'T BUY A MOWER ••• 
Until you've seen our selection and low prices 
• Mowers are assembled with gas and oil 
• All Briggs and Stratton engines wi 2 yr warranty 
• local deliveries arranged 
• We service mowers that we seU 
• Free delivery to Casco Bay Lines 
• No phone calls please 
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19' 31/2 H.P. push mower 
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ENJOY NEWEST TECHNIQUES IN HYPNOSIS WITHOUT 
HUNGER, ANXIETY, OR FEELING DEPRIVED. 
PRIVATE SESSIONS TO FIT YOUR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS, PERMANENTLY GAIN CONTROL OVER YOUR UFE. , 
BACKED BY A LIFETIME GUARANTEE 
"You've meant more to my personal 
growth than you can know. N M.M. 
"I'm not sure where to begin 
but to say thank you." C.C. 
CALL FOR INFORMATION 
OR APPOINTMENT. 
KATHERINE J. MOODY 
• After smoking for over 40 years I am finally a 
non-smoker thanks to you and your program. " 
E.S. 
CERTIFIED CUNICAL HYPNOTHERAPIST 
766-9723 
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3-Pack of Konica Film 
for only 
6.99 
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Free 2nd Set of 4" Prints 
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TOUCHY BUSINESS 
Continued from front page 
Massage is an ancient tradition that goes back more than 
3,000 years. But in the United States, massage has only come of 
age within the last decade. Since 1983, membership in the 
American Massage Therapy Association has swelled from 1,500 
to 12,000 - an 800 percent increase. From 1983 to 1988, the 
number of AMTA-approved massage schools increased from 12 
to more than 55. 
Rebecca Stephans is' president of the Maine Massage Thera-
pist Association. She said massage has become more popular as 
Americans have become increasingly attached to telephones, 
TVs and computers. Add to those technological advances social 
mores that find Americans rarely touching or embracing, and 
you see this culture is sorely lacking in physical contact, said 
Stephans. 
"Our culture is touch-deprived," said Stephans. "Touch is as 
necessary as food, water and air for emotional well-being in 
adults," she said. "Infants will die without touch, and adults 
really wither emotionally without it." 
Clients of massage therapists enjoy increased circulation, 
reduced blood pressure, improved posture, a strengthened 
immune system and a host of emotional and psychological 
benefits, said Stephans. 
But even as the number of people who reap the benefits of 
massage multiplies, misconceptions about massage persist. 
"Touch outside of a sexual encounter is alien to some 
people," explained Stephans. "They don't realize it's possible to 
be touched in a healing, non-sexual way." 
And there, as they say in the massage biz, is the rub. 
Bubble Bath Surprise 
With $100 cash from the Casco Bay Weekly till in my pocket, I 
drove to Old Orchard Beach to visit a massage parlor. 
When I got to the address for Kyra's ChrysaliS Club at 203 
Saco Ave., I was sure I had the wrong address. There was no 
marquee that said "Girls! Girls! Girls!" There was no scar-faced 
man lurking in front of the place in a dark suit. 
Rather, there was an immaculate ranch-style house of lightly 
stained wood. There were a deck and a garden in back of the 
house, and several rose bushes on the well-groomed lawn. 
I drove up the street to a 7-Eleven and telephoned the 
ChrysaliS Club. The woman who answered the phone assured 
me that I had the right address. It was 12:20 in the afternoon. I 
made an appointment for 12:30. 
"And what is it you'd like today?" asked the woman. 
I stammered. She told me the options. 
"What was the third one again?" I asked. 
"The Bubble Bath Surprise," she said, explaining that it was a 
bubble bath and a half-hour massage. She didn't say what the 
surprise was . 
"That sounds good," I said. 
A small typewritten note on the front door welcomed me to 
the Chrysalis Club and said that if I were wearing muddy boots, 
to take them off. 
I entered a carpeted room that had a couch and a coffee table 
scattered with magazines and a National Enquirer. In the far 
"Touch outside of a sexual encounter 
is alien to some people. 
They don't realize 
it's possible 
to be touched in a healing, 
non-sexual way. " 
Rebecca Stephans 
corner of the room was a desk with an open appointment book 
on it. 
I was greeted by a woman in her 30s. She had streaked 
blonde hair and said her name was Linda. She was barefoot and 
wore a long skirt and a black short-sleeved blouse. She said the 
Bubble Bath Surprise would cost $55 and asked for the money 
upfront. . 
Linda led me to a room and explained that she was gomg to 
go draw a bath and that she would return in few minutes. She 
told me to undress and to put on a white terry robe that hung 
on the door. 
I put on the robe, sat down in the only chair and picked up. 
an issue of Road & Track. A padded vinyl massage table stood In 
the center of the room. A large piece of nylon was draped from 
the ceiling over the windows, casting the room in a subdued 
light. A radio on a bureau in the comer of the room was tuned 
to a Top-40 station, and hanging near it on the wall was a 
framed statement "Gratuities Graciously Accepted." 
When Linda returned, she wore black high heels and a robe. 
/ 
,.-
OPEN 10 li!AM 
MASSAGE 
To Your Health Club in South Portland. In the yellow pages, the club advertises exotic 
dancers and a bubble surprise package in addition to massage. 
CBW(fonee Harbert 
She led me into the bathroom, where a tub was about one-third 
filled with bubbly water. There was an inflated pillow at one 
end of the tub and a yellow rubber ducky in the soap dish. 
Linda helped me out of my robe and I sat in the tub. She took 
off her robe to reveal a sheer, black one-piece negligee. Linda 
lathered me with a bar of soap and rinsed me off by dripping a 
sponge on me. We made small talk. 
"I bet you can't remember the last time someone gave you a 
bubble bath," Linda stated. (It was, of course, my mother.) 
"It's like a car wash," she said shortly after that. 'We get you 
squeaky clean in here, and then we take you into the next room 
and get you shined up." 
When Linda was done washing me, I got out of the tub and 
she dried me off with a towel. When she was drying my front, 
she squatted down and blew on me a couple of times. "Those 
are the only kind of blow jobs we give here," she said,laughing. 
Linda led me back to the room where the massage table was 
and directed me to lie face-down on the table. She squirted 
warm baby oil on my back and massaged my back, arms and 
legs. 
"You wanted the full body massage, didn't you?" she asked. 
I told her that I did. She asked me to tum over. 
As I turned to lie on my back, Linda took a step away from 
the table and rolled down her negligee. With her chest fully 
exposed, she hoisted herself up onto the massage table. She 
dangled her breasts between my legs and kissed my chest. 
Linda then got off the table and squirted oil on her hands. 
She massaged DJ.Y chest. She massaged my stomach. Then she 
reached between my legs. 
Linda's hands moved slowly at first. Then a bit more qUickly. 
Then faster ... 
And then I knew what the surprise was. 
Certified therapeutic massage 
Late in the afternoon of the next day, I visited the office of 
Pamela Richards, a massage therapist who attended massage 
school and practiced in California before moving to Maine in 
1985. 
When I made my appointment on the phone with Richards, 
she asked my full name, how I had heard of her, and why I 
wanted a massage. I said that she had been recommended by a 
co-worker at Casco Bay Weekly. 
Richards' office is on the third floor of a converted grange 
hall in the Srroudwater section of Congress Street. When she 
met me at her office door, Richards, 33, was wearing cotton 
pants with an elastic waist and a simple short-sleeved blouse. 
She was tanned and wore no makeup. 
There was a skylight in the ceiling of her bright and airy 
office. A framed pencil drawing of an anatomical chart hung on 
the wall. And the massage table at the center of the room made 
the one I'd lain on the day before rook like a booth in a breakfast 
joint. 
Since it was my first visit, Richards asked me questions 
concerning my medical history, diet and exercise regimen. 
'1Jnless there's a particular area you want me to work on, I 
usually do a full-bod y, non-sexual massage," said Richards. She 
added that clients usually got completely undressed for a 
massage but that I could leave my underwear on if that made 
me more comfortable. She told me that I would be covered by a 
sheet during the massage, and only the part of my body she 
was massaging would be exposed. 
Richards explained that she incorporated aspects of Swedish 
deep-tissue massage, acupressure, and something called 
"energy balancing" in her massage. She said the massage she 
would give me was vigorous, and that if it got painful I should 
breathe deeply "into the pain." She added that if she were really 
hurting me I should speak up. 
Richards left the room for a few minutes. I took off my 
clothes and lay on the table under the sheet. 
When she returned to the room, Richards played a Vivaldi 
recording on her tape player. 
I lay on my back. She told me to take a few deep breaths and 
she massaged my scalp, face and neck. The blend of safflower, 
olive and lavender oils that she used had a light, pleasant scent. 
Her touch was firm and strong. She touched me as if my skin 
were transparent and she saw exactly where the muscle and the 
tension were. 
"Are you helping me out here, Andy?" Richards asked as she 
massaged my neck. She sensed that my neck hadn't been 
completely relaxed. I let the full weight of my head rest on the 
table. 
Occasionally, Richards' hands stopped. She pressed her 
fingertips in at certain points. What felt like a faint electrical 
current traveled from my neck to the back of my head. I told her 
about the sensation. 
'That's great," she said, adding that J was responding to the 
art of acupressure. She said that what I felt was energy traveling 
along my "meridians" - what Oriental-based medicines 
describe as the channels of energy that flow in the body. She 
explained that acupressure relieves blocks, which cause tension 
along those meridians. 
As the massage progressed, I felt a heightened awareness of 
myself and my surroundings. I heard my own deep, rhythmic 
breathing blending with Richards' breathing and with Vivaldi. I 
heard the building's air conditioner go on and off and the 
rustling of the sheet as Richards covered up a section of my 
body she'd massaged. 
My eyes were usually dosed. When I opened them, looking 
up through the skylight, I saw a white cloud moving slowly 
across the blue sky. It moved almost imperceptibly, like a ship 
that is far offshore. 
When the massage was over, Richards left the room. She told 
me to take my time getting up, and said to crack the door when 
I was finished dreSSing. But she, too, sounded far away. 
I lay on my stomach and felt as if I were floating. 
Old stigmas and new laws 
"America is the only country in the world where the word 
massage has been used as a euphemism and front for illicit 
sexual activity," states A Guide to Massage Therapy in America, 
which is published by AMTA. "Massage parlors," which 
became popular throughout the country in the 1960s, often were 
targeted by police as fronts for prostitution. 
Portland was no exception. But Portland Deputy Police Chief 
Continued on page 10 
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COOK/H· 
When we started putting this place together, 
we had two things in mind - That it be fun, and 
that it be comfortable. We think we've done a 
good job on both counts. Last summer we hit 
every· flea market and junk shop from Hollis to 
Hollowell. If it was interesting (and cheap) we 
bought it. For better or for worse, our finds are 
scattered throughout our restaurant. Our latest 
addition, Francine, is watching over the back 
dining room from the ladies room roof. 
We offer our walls to the area's finest artists. 
We are showing works by L. Murray Jamison, and 
June 12 we will begin displaying Arthur Fink's 
photographs. His show promises to be fun and 
interesting. 
We have done our best to make our restaurant 
accessible to everyone - We have tried to make 
our prices accessible too. You'll be pleasantly 
surprised that quality food can be so affordable. 
The first Northern run of Bluefish and Tuna 
have arrived, and you'll find the freshest local 
seafood prepared in a variety of exciting ways. The 
rhubarb's ready for picking ... Strawberry Rhubarb 
Pie, Rhubarb Crisp, Pineapple Rhubarb Sorbet. 
So, for good cookin' in air conditioned comfort, 
Keep us in mind. 
~&~ 
774-1740 
SPRING AND HIGH STREETS 
MON-THURS 5 PM • 10 PM· FRI AND SAT 5 PM - II PM 
TUCI(ERMAN'S 
~U 
"THE SKI AND TENNIS PEOPLE SINCE 1936" 
FORMERLY CARROLL REED SKI SHOP 












For the Kid in every Dad! 
Lawn Sports are Here! 
. Surf Ball . Croquet· 
. Volley Ball . Horse Shoes· 
20% Off All 'Bathing Suits 
Locations Include: 
Freeport Portland 
Freeport Outlet 81 Free Street 





Continued from page 9 
Steven Roberts said local cops' efforts to shut down the parlors 
over the years have generally been futile. 
One problem with tightening the screws on the operations, 
said Roberts, was that some paid sexual contact does not fall 
under Maine's definition of prostitution. While Maine's prosti-
tution law prohibits performing sexual acts for money, the law 
does not define hand-to-genital contact as a sexual act. So the 
hand job I paid for in Old Orchard Beach was not illegal. 
But city councilors tied the hands of Portland masseuses on 
April 3, when they passed a local ordinance prohibiting them 
from touching a client's genitals or anus. The new law also 
required masseuses to be "fully clothed in non-transparent 
clothing" while giving a massage. 
In addition to those anti-prostitution measures, the law set 
proficiency standards for massage therapists, requiring them to 
have' grad uated from an accredited massage school. (Massage 
therapists who have not graduated from a school can be 
licensed by the city if they pass an equivalency test from the 
AMT A and get written recommendations from five accredited 
massage therapists.) 
Roberts said the law was backed by a "coalition between 
legitimate massage therapists, the (Portland) Public Safety 
Committee and police. 
"We're not foolish enough to think prostitution will cease 
because we get them out of the massage business," said Roberts. 
"But at least those professional masseurs who are legitimate 
won' t have to be painted with the same brush." 
Once the law went into effect, the Portland Police Depart-
ment didn't waste any lime putting the squeeze on massage 
parlors. Just two days after the ordinance passed, an under-
cover officer visited The Tropical One massage parlor on 
Congress Street and allegedly received a sexual massage. 
Xanh "Lilly" Pyle, who owns the parlor, is scheduled to 
appear in Portland District Court in July. If convicted, she faces 
a fine of up to $500. Pyle faces charges rather than the employee 
who allegedly groped the cop because the ordinance holds 
parlor owners responsible for their employees' actions. 
Pyle has since moved her operation to Saco. But Saco is now 
considering a similar massage ordinance that would send Pyle 
packing again. 
Pyle's parlor is among three that have moved to Saco within 
the last six months, according to Saco officials. They claim 
Portland' s crackdown on massage parlors drove the establish-
ments southward. The Saco City Council is expected to make a 
final decision on the proposal June 17. 
If Saco does pass the ordinance, it will join a growing 
number of communities that have followed Portland in banning 
sexual masSage. South Portland, Scarborough and Biddeford 
have all banned sexual massage within the last month. 
And the next town expected to rub out sexual massage is Old 
Orchard Beach. Mike Nugent, the code enforcement officer in 
OOB, said there is "overwhelming support" among the OOB 
Town Council to pass the measure. He said a vote may come as 
soon as June 18. 
If that happens, Kyra's Chrysalis Club will either change its 
routine - or start giving hand jobs under the table. 
By any other name 
After my surprise, Linda changed the sheet on the massage 
table. I tipped her $8, but she looked disappointed. 
"People usually leave at least $20 for the bubble surprise," 
she said . "I got half-naked for you and really pampered you." 
I told her that I hadn't meant to insult her, and handed her a 
$20 bilL She said it was OK She said she was jus t trying to 
make a living. I realized that above all else, this had been a cash 
transaction. 
The next afternoon, Pamela Richards explained that she 
charged on a sliding scale from $30 to $40. She said I should 
give only as much as felt comfortable. She also told me to drink 
plenty of water to rinse my body of the toxins that had been 
released from my muscles during the massage. 
These sorts of d ifferences are hard to see from the street. Like 
many other massage therapists', Richards' caring and profes-
sional touch is often misunderstood. She estimated that she has 
received 20 phone calls within the last year from men who 
wanted a sexual massage. She also recalled two instances of 
men saying after their massages that they were d isappointed 
because they had expected else. 
The Maine Massage Therapy Association's Rebecca Stephans 
has also received calls from men looking for a hand job. '1 t's 
similar to receiving an obscene phone call," she said . "It' s the 
same sort of invasive feeling . 
"Our goal all along has no t been to p ut other people out of 
business," said Stephans. "If things were different, people could 
just offer sexual services and not have to hide it behind some-
thing else. And maybe that would be OK ... I just wish they 
would call it something else." 
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tomm~'s 
K 0 S GEAR 
273 Congress SL, Portland 772-5357 
Open Mon-SaL 8 am-5 pm, Thurs. 'til 8 pm 
Living in 
Cotnfo 
Discover how healthy 
and comfortable 
your feet can be in 
original Birkenstock 
footwear. And discover the fresh new look of BirkenstOCk-
sandals and shoes in exciting new colors and styles. j 
Bil'ken.l'oc:k' 
walkab·'uL 
your Birkenstock store 
3~7Forest Ave.· Portland, Maine. 207-773-6601 
Sim I the best lace to bu Birkinstock footwear" 
SMALL FACE,): 
Ogdens' Nut Gone Flake 
A KAT 46964 
Led by Ste,en Marno« and Ronme Lane 
The Faces produced a successlul mIX 01' 
Cocimey lolk. Amencan soul, and power1ul 
raunchy rock Ogdens lealures Afterglow 
Lazy Sunday, Rollin ' Over, The bonus ' 
track on thiS release IS a faUCOUS I"e 
'erslon 01 Tin Sold1er ' 
THE NICE: 
Nice 
AK AT 47347 
Attherr mUSICal and 
popular peak Includes 
leader Kerth Emer&an s 
resplendent liounshes 
on plano aro:J organ, 
on rock classICS 
"Rondo 69" and "She Belongs To Me" (both recOlded lIVe 
at the Rllmore East), "Hang On To A Dream," This finat 
album stili stands as a landmatk melger 01 the """SIC 01 
Bach, Bob Dylan, and Bemsteln 
"THE IMMEDIATE SINGLES 
COLLECTIONS 
Vol. 1" AKiAT47351 and 
Vol. 2" AKIAT 46994 
l! 










"Feed the whole family" 
Of'en 5am to 2pm • 7 days a week! 
Fnday & Saturday Nights Ilpm-5am 
5 DANA STREET. THE OLD PORT. 761-9567 
Who needs a 
JESUS OF 
MONTREAL 
Ten Spot? ___ ------.\ 
Dad Does~.------- \ 
r 
\ 
SAT-SUN 1, 7 
MON -TUES 7,9 
HUMBLE PIE: 
Town And Country 
AUT 47349 
The second album by lhe k>gendary 
Quanetled by Peter Frampton, Steve 
Marrlltt IS one 01 the most complex and 
well·~ayed Ihey e'er recorded Embrac"lg 
acoustIC lolk, lau, aro:J claSSIC rock n roll 
('Heatlbeai"). Town And Countryleatures 
Humble Pie at ItS most mUSICally danng 
andambrtoos 
These days the gifts dads appreciate the most n are the ones they can really use. Valid at dozens of 
~Peop/es downtown businesses, Downtown Gift Certificates 
Heritage are custom-fit & guaranteed to match his suit or his 
Bank appetite. -- R . ! :.,. Speak to your friends.at any downtown People's 
. 1~=iI Heritage Bank about thiS perfect gift idea - or call 
"!!!I IPE at 772-6828. 
STROLL ON: 
The Immediate Blues Collection 
AKAT47348 
Chlomcles the earliest recordings by the 
UKs greatest btues masters, Featured ale 
rale eatfy lecoldlngs by Eric Clopton, 
Jimmy Page, Rod Stewart, John 
Mayall, Jeff Beck. The title track "Stroll 
On" by the Yardbirds, leatures 
Jlm"!y Page and Jeff Beck on gurtarsl 
MARIANNE FAITH FULL: 
Faithless AK AT 46963 
The 'lost Marianne Faijhlull album I 
Inctuding loul tracks missing Ilorr: 
most editions 01 ihls recording. Highlights' 
"Vanilla 0' Lay," "I'm Not Lisa," "I'm 
Looking For Blue Eyes," and "Sweet 
Little Sixteen," 
P.P. ARNOLD: The P.P, Arnold Collection AUT 47353 
P P Arnold, the First Lady 01 tmmediate, . was dlscoveled In 196£, while tounng the 
U K With Ike & T". Turner, Pat became the darhng 01 British pop, chanlng a 
Top Twenty hit Wltn her version 01 Cat Stevens The First Culfs The Deepest ThiS 
release Includes all 01 her greatest Immediate recordings Including songs prodUCed 
by Mick Jagger, Steve Marriott, and Ronme Lane Fleetwood Mac recorded a parody 01 
rockabolly IOf tmmed,ate under the name 
~arl Vince & !he Valiants The song was 
Somebody s Gonna Get Their Head 
Kicked In Tonight" (Volume 1), How 
about the "Mockingbirds" 01 Ihe 
"Masterminds"? You've heard 01 the 
groups thatihose acts members went 
to·10cc and Badlingel The Singles 
Colleclions Vall & 2 leatures Fleetwood 
Mac, Rod Stewan, the SmaH Faces, nol to 
mention IUlure members 01 Led Zeppelin 
Emelson, Lake & Patmer lOee, Badhnger, 
and The Velvet Undergrouro:J, 
DUNCAN BROWNE: 
CHRIS FARLOWE: 
The Chris Farlowe Collection 
AT AK 47352 
ChriS Fatlowe.-Ihe tegendary Bntlsh 
'blue-eyed sout singel, was tabeled 
the best rock vocahst in England by none 
other than M~k Jagger entltS Ie" that hiS 
record,ngs 01 Stones songs "Paint II 
tat.S' ~~\.\)t. CD 
CASSETTE 
Give Me Take You 
AK.AT 47350 
Duncan Browne's Give Me Take You IS 
'peela!. Featunng Browne on vocals and 
acoustic gUltll, the album IS an an·rock 
phantasmagona 01 poehc Iyncs and 
achinglY beaUillullnstrumentals fi lS on a 
par With the PSychedeltc-era Moody Blues 
and Donovan, With the mUSical panache 
01 Paut McCar1ney 
Black" and "Out Of Time" rivaled the W b k 
Oflglnal velSllns In intensity ThiS ear e a c 
collectlln Inctudes all 01 his UK hitS, aklng and "HAPPY TO BE A PIART OF With the Enc Burdon produced Think f"\ 
THE INDUSTRY OF HUMAN HAPPINESS" ... again! 
Available at Bad Habits 
Sony Music 
Special Products 
C 1991 Sony Mu.ic Eot.,.~ Inc 
11 
'. 
12 OIsco Bay Wuldy 









Fri . & Sot. 8:30-12:30 
Free Parking 
TOP 
OF THE EAST 
Sonesta Hotel Portland 
nS-5411 
New Beauty, 
New Conndence with 
Beautiful Hair Color 
from ~matrix' 
...... ""'OSM .. (;.Ull 
rREII!) ~t-7 7'"-Y'ER~ 
rc::z:5J1iM ffat-..- .fa~.,. 
lS::.k2l 781-5500 ~ 
Casco Bay Professional Park 




SEE PAGE 28 
DAD WANTS 
SLA K! 
AND HE GETS ITI 
THE HOUR OF SLACK 
AS WELL AS 
DAD'S NEW SLACKS 





Hugh Verrier leans on the jukebox In the Lookin Good Laundromat, 
where musicians used to play. 
CB W/Tonee Harbert 
PAVING THE PIPER 
Continued from front page 
Copyright laws in the United States have guaranteed 
composers "performance rights" since 1909. Ideally, anyone 
performing a given composer's music was required by law to 
pay a fee for the use of his or her work. Law abiding persons 
paid up with a smile; others had to be hunted down and 
brought to justice. 
Back then, this was easier said than done. America is, after 
all, a big country, and music halls were even then too numerous 
for anyone composer to police alone. ASCAP was formed by 
composers and songwriters in 1914 with the fond hope of 
collecting royalties from those far-flung music halls. In 1940, 
BMI was formed - mostly by composers and songwriters 
ASCAP members considered unworthy - for the same pur-
pose. Both organizations flourished; by 1950, music copyright-
ing had become a multi-multimillion dollar business. 
The practice of "blanket licensing" was originally developed 
to allow music halls unlimited use of copyrighted music. 
Blanket licenses relieved owners and operators from the 
burdensome task of recording and reporting how often copy-
righted tunes were played in their establishments. 
After the advent of records and radio, blanket licensing 
became a fact of American business life. Music rights were 
purchased wholesale by music halls, radio stations, bistros, 
shoeshine shops, lemonade stands, you name it. Anybody who 
wanted to use music to enhance their business either bought 
licensing contracts from BMI and/or ASCAP - or did without. 
And, for almost as long as anyone can remember, people 
caught using music "illegally" were royally stomped in court by 
BMI or ASCAP - or both. Some of those stompings were 
clearly appropriate. Piracy, after all, has long been a revered 
practice in the business world. 
But not every transgressor of the law is a pirate - not by a 
long shot. 
Upon reviewing the following legal actions taken by BMI 
and ASCAP here in Portland in recent years, you may begin to 
wonder if the minds behind those acronyms possess a sense of 
proportion. 
Clean music, filthy lucre 
In 1983 Hugh Verrier, owner of the Lookin Good 
Laundromat & Cleaners on Munjoy hill, hired local musicians 
to entertain his customers. According to Verrier, it seemed like a 
good idea at the time. 
''We were in a low-rent district, a poor neighborhood, and 
we were offering free entertainment to people who would come 
in," he said. "It wasn't anything big-time. We didn't have any 
seating or sessions or anything like that, just a laundry. 
"There were some stand-up musicians who would come in 
and jam," he said. ''Most of the time you couldn't recognize 
what the hell it was that they were playing." 
The musicians were paid $12 each for their services - or $10 
if they wanted to wash some clothes. To Verrier, it was not a big 
deal. 
To ASCAP, it was highway robbery. The Portland Press 
Herald quoted Kenneth E. Gilman, then East Coast division 
manager for ASCAP, as saying, "They (Lookin Good) are 
enhancing their business at the expense of writers and publish-
ers of music." Gilman sent in the legal marines. 
Verrier was aghast. "They sent people up from Boston two or 
three times on this thing," said Verrier. 'They were real 
highhanded. They spent a lot of money. 
''My attorney told me that they would get the most presti-
gious law firm in town to represent them," said Verrier. "He 
said if I took the chance and went to court with it and lost, I 
could lose my Laundromat- "He said they'd spend $100,000 on 
case because it would set a precedent," continued Verrier. "He 
said that, whether they could get a settlement or not, I was in a 
dangerous position. They have unlimited funds behind them. 
Their gross revenues that year were $250 million in royalties." 
According to Verrier, if the $162-a-year licensing fee was too 
steep, even the cost of winning such a case was not to be 
contemplated. "So I backed off on my attorney's advice," said 
Verrier. "I'm not so sure now that he was right." 
Verrier says that ASCAP got very little in return for their 
efforts. 'They got a black eye out of it," he said. '1t was picked 
up by every major newspaper in the country, it was on TV, it 
was everywhere. People would call me from all over the 
country because they saw it in the newspapers and say, 'Hooray 
for you. We ran into it and we had to back off.' Lots of people 
have been harangued this way." 
Paying thrice 
Not enough knowledge of copyright law can be just as 
dangerous as none at all. In the August 18, 1990 issue of 
Billboard magazine, columnist Phyllis Stark summed up the 
danger this way: "(Guidelines) for whether a business needs to 
be licensed are nebulous. Although there have been a number 
of precedent-setting court cases, each licenSing-fee case that 
goes to court is still considered on an individual basis." 
In other words, if ASCAP or BMI hangs tough and shells out 
enough money, chances are very good that they can get a 
favorable ruling in any court. 
Tom Black, owner and manager of Custom Sound Systems in 
Portland (a 3M affiliate that leases licensed music systems to 
area businesses), learned this lesson the hard way in 1985. 
Fifteen years in the music business did nothing to prepare him 
for ASCAP's litigious zeal. 
"Any time you play music commercially, you have to pay 
music rights," said Black. "And there are a few companies that 
have licensing setups with ASCAP and BMI so they can operate 
legally. What 3M did originally when they came out with their 
equipment was they got the rights to sell long-playing tapes 
instead of leasing them to people. 
'1 worked for 3M in Portland for many years, and then it 
faded out," said Black. 'Then 3M bought the business back, but 
decided not to run their own stores, so I took over this one. 
When I purchased the tapes from a 3M dealer in another state, I 
paid the music rights on those tapes. And I sold (the tapes). 
'Then, a few years ago, after 15 years of being in business, 
they (ASCAP) came after me," said Black. "They didn't want 
me doing what I was doing, and they didn't give me a legiti-
I , 
mate reason why I shouldn't be doing it." 
ASCAP came ?ut of their comer fighting. According to Black, 
ASCAP bro~ght m legal muscle from such disparate places as 
New York City and Augusta, Maine, to supplement the legal 
a~men of the t?p~raw~r Portland law firm they had initially 
hired to do the Job. 'You d be surprised to see how far they'd 
go to bag a small operation like mine," he said, "and I'm talking 
a really smllll operation here." 
, Bl~ck and his .attorneys w,~nt the distance - and lost big. 
"I?e Jud~e saw It their way, he said. ''What the judge actually 
said was Yes, Tom Black paid the music rights on the tapes he 
sold, but he was not authorized to transfer those music rights to 
the end user.' So what they were saying to me, and what I went 
to court for, was they wanted me to pay twice." 
Black paid more than twice. After covering the lawyers' fees 
and the fine - an undisclosed amount that exceeded the $3 000 
~SCAP had offered to settle for before the trial - Black fou~d 
himself paying with his peace of mind. 
" ''My lawyers were still trying to make a deal," said Black, 
when, four hours before my son's wedding, I was notified by 
the bank that they had gone into my business account and taken 
every cent except one dollar. 
"It really affected me, lifewise," he said. '1t really wore me 
down. They're terrible people to deal with. They deserved to 
get something, but not what they got. 
'The law is a legitimate law, I think," he said. "But they 
overstep their bounds. They try to get more than they deserve 
so that they can show their power." 
An unbeatable combination 
The power of organizations like ASCAP and BMI does not 
reside .in li~gious zea.l al~ne. Like panhandlers and parking 
cops, licen.sm~ organizations succeed by being thorough. Even 
a:ts organizations exempt under copyright law hear from their 
Big Brothers at ASCAP and BMI at regular intervals. 
''We hear from BMI about once a year," said Michael Petty 
artistic director of the Ram Island Dance Company. "They se:m 
to get a.copy of someb~y's ~ance organization's mailing list or 
somethmg and then stick their threatening letters back in the 
mail to us, as if they've never talked to us before." 
According to Petty, BMI's approach is remarkably devoid of 
ch~. "They come down with very strong-arm tactics," he 
said. They have the same kind of personalities as bill collec-
tors. They're rude, in a word. They presume that we owe them 
money for some reason, and I don't think we do. 
''Whether we do or not, it's a funny way to treat a potential 
customer - a very odd way to treat a potential customer" he 
said. "As an artist, [wouldn't want to be represented tha; way, 
really, by someone calling up my clients and treating them like 
sons of bitches." 
Indeed. However, this kind of surly salesmanship comple-
ments the above-mentioned courtroom consciousness-raising 
very well. Together, they're an unbeatable combination -like 
ASCAP and BMI. 
"It's a shame that you can take a 
really nice thing 
like the blues jam, a bunch of people 
getting together and playing 
in a small joint 
that everybody enjoys, and squeeze 
the lifeblood out of it. 
It's really a shame. /I 
Jonathan St,Laurent 
Jon~than St. Laurent, owner and manager of Uncle Billy's 
SouthSide Bar-B-Que & Takeout in South Portland, is the area's 
most recent recipient of this one-two punch. "Up until last 
~utumn, we u~ to ~ave ~ little neighborhood blues jam," said. 
It was really nice. Little kids with Suzuki violins and old folks 
with sousaphones would come in and play. I used to let them 
get up and play awful stuff, too. 
"It was just a Sunday night thing," he said, "reminiscent of 
the pub shows I used to see in East London, where anybody 
could get up and play. It was like open mic with no mic. And it 
was kind of fun." 
Enter ASCAP, stage left, threatening. 
"1 was really put off in my dealings with ASCAP," he said. 
"At first I decided to fight 'em. Then I decided that they had a 
whole lot more clout than I did, so I just did away with the 
blues jam." 
Laurent has not given up entirely on the possibility of live 
music at Uncle Billy's, but ASCAP's "sales" tactics have left him 
cold. Also, he doubts that ASCAP would be his sole burden for 
long. 
. "People clamor for the bl~e~ jam, and occasionally somebody 
Will get up and play some ongmal music," he said. "I'm almost 
inclined to pay the licensing fee, but then you'd have BMI on 
their heels." 
In place of the blues jam, Laurent installed a jukebox -
hardly a replacement, in his opinion. "The jukebox is licensed 
and they get fees o~t of th~t," he said. "So they're happy. So 
long as they're getting a piece of the action out of something, 
they'll leave you alone. But it just takes the fun out of the whole 
thing. A rib joint without live music is like Jamaica without a 
beach." 
What bothers Laurent most is that Uncle Billy's seems to 
have lost some of its appeal to the community. "It's a shame 
~~.at you can take a really nice thing like the blues jam," he said, 
. hke a bunch of peopl~ getting together and playing acoustic 
mstruments m a small Joint that everybody enjoys, and squeeze 
the lifeblood out of it. It's really a shame." 
Music isn't free 
Ji~ Steinblatt, public relations director at ASCAP headquar-
ters I~ N~w York, is sympathetic to Laurent's plight, but is not 
conmte. It's the principle of the thing," he said. 'They're using 
"We try our best. 
But people in this country 
are not brought up to respect the 
copyright laws. Everybody thinks that 
music is free. It's not. /I 
Jim Steinblatt 
copyrighted music to enhance their business - not in the way 
o~her people use musi~, wall-to-wall sp~akers playing the latest 
hits and that sort of thmg, but it's still a license-able use of 
music. 
"W d ' . e .on t wa.nt to stop them from using it," he said. "It's 
their chOICe. We Just told them that if they want to use our 
musIC, they need permiSSion. Our purpose was not to step on a 
little estabhshment in South Portland, by any means. We want 
people to use our music." 
From Steinblatt's perspective, Laurent's decision to kill the 
blue~ jam was entirely premature and unnecessary. "I think that 
the hcense fee that was established for them was about $150 for 
the whole year," he said. "If they have music there once a week 
that comes out to be $3 a night. That's less than the price of a ' 
plate of chicken in a barbecue place. 
''We don't want to keep people from singing," he said "but 
our job is to license the performance of our members' m;sic. It's 
a very n.ice thing ~o in':'ite people to come up and sing and 
everythmg, but I Imagme that some of it has to be business-
oriented to help bring in people and money. 
"ASCAP is a large organization with 48,000 members" he 
said. "And just as we have to license mom and pop busi~esses 
like ~nc\e ~illy' s, we represent a lot of mom and pop-type 
mus~c publishers and composers and lyricists, people who have 
day Jobs, people who are hoping that their music is going to get 
performed somewhere. 
''We try our best," he said. "But people in this country are 
not brought up to respect the copyright laws. Everybody thinks 
that music is free. It's not." 
Cindy Dupree, Steinblatt's counterpart at BMI's New York 
he~~quarters, sa~g the same tune. ''We exist to keep writers 
writing and publishers publishing," she said. "Most of our 
songwriters a.re. peop~e that you've never heard of. They're 
people who Sit m their homes day after day and write songs 
because that's what they do for a living. 
"And those songs are their property," she said. "When 
somebody uses . th~se songs, it's like somebody driving off in 
y?ur car ~n~ t~mking they have a right to use it - just by 
virtue of It slttmg there. 
''We keep the music going," she said. ''We are 120,000 
songwriters and publishers. We may appear to be a huge 
corporation, but when you really look at who we are, you see 
that a lot of the people we represent are just the 'average Joe' on 
the street." 
Maybe so. However, "Joe" had better not be caught standing 
on that street one sun~y day, singing somebody else's song-
one by Madonna or MIChael Jackson - with his guitar case 
open and two bits lying in the bottom of it. 
Otherwise, "Joe" had better retain counsel. 
w.o. Cutlip has been known to sing anything, anywhere, lit IIny time. 
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weak of 6/14/111 
HIV/AIDS Action Agenda 
In Ihe 90's: 
with Dr. Richard Keeling. 
(1 hr 21 min) 
Music for Ihe Celestial 
BodIes: 
A Short MusicaJ Interlude 
(9 min) . 
Michael Danahy: 
Songs of Love, Coffee and 
Anger. (1/2 hr) 
LIfe Stories of Youth: 
Accounts of Growing Up. (1 hr) 
Programs premiere Fri 7-10pm 
and are repeated Sat.:' Mon. ' 
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed., 
& Thurs. 9am-noon. 
Channel 37 in Portland, So. Port-





Atty, Stephen H. 
Mackenzie 
can help. 
"* No charge for initial 
consultations. 
Evening and weekend 
hours available. 
775-0028 
STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE EsQ. 
Attorney at Law 
50 EXCHANGE ST 
PORTlAND MAINE 
I • usco Bay Weekly 
Massage laws are out of hand 
Cities throughout southern Maine are outlawing genital mas-
sage, but if we think we've come up with a solution by shutting 
down massage parlors, we're fooling ourselves. 
their living providing it, sexual massage should be legal. It may 
not fit into many of our definitions of what is proper; nonethe-
less, it should be legal. 
We live in what Rebecca Stephans of the Maine Massage 
Therapist Association calls a "touch-deprived" society. It's no 
wonder people pay for so many types of touch, or that the need 
for physical contact drives people to massage therapists as well 
as to massage parlors. 
Banning genital massage is as misguided as the war on 
drugs. Like that war, the zeal is misdirected at suppliers when 
the real problem is our demand. 
But businesses like Linda's 
shouldn't call what they do massage. 
In researching this week's cover story, I had the opportunity to 
meet two Maine women who work hard to make a living. 
Because what happens there is not about releasing tension-
it's about releasing something else. 
Both know the power of touch and make their living out of 
people's need to be touched. One woman aimed to excite me. She 
did. Another aimed to relax me. She did. Both did their work 
well- with tenderness, pride and humor. 
It's a lie that I walked into Linda's for a massage. 
This lie harms hundreds of massage therapists in Maine. 
Pamela Richards is a certified massage therapist. She's also 
But what these women did should not be confused. 
working hard. And she showed me that it's possible to be 
touched in a non-sexual way, in a healing way. Her touch 
didn't stroke my libido; it soothed my soul. Linda performed her duties in lingerie and high heels. In the 
bath tub, she treated me like my mother. In the massage room, 
she treated me like a lover. And while I would not normally go 
to a stranger for sexual gratification, I can't deny that I responded 
to it. 
Richards' job is an important one. She restores the real mean-
ing of touch. Deep down, we all understand the power of touch 
- but we live in a culture in which even the closest of friends 
rarely touch. 
Nor can I condemn it. As long as there are men willing to pay 
for such a service, and women like Linda who choose to earn 
And we all need to rediscover the i!l1portance of touch, not 
penalize others for touching. (AN) 
Hostile takeover bid to engulf CMP 
• By Donald Maurice Kreis 
Having just paid the company president $500,000 
plus expenses to shut up and get out of town, the 
directors of Central Maine Power were understand-
ably skittish as they faced hundreds of potential 
inquisitors at CMP's annual shareholders' meeting 
in Augusta. But there was one shareholder question 
that gave new CMP President Matthew Hunter an 
excuse to stride gallantly to the podium and answer 
with self-assured clarity: No, he said, there were no 
indications that CMP is the target of a hostile 
takeover bid. 
Let's start one. 
This year's edition of CMF's annual shareholder 
love-in was a stellar example of why the customers 
should start taking over their electric company. Joe 
Collier-gate - in which former president Collier got 
twice his $250,000 annual salary just by agreeing to 
quit - has engulfed CMP in controversy not merely 
because this was an obscene expenditure, but 
because it is oh-so-typical of a company that used to 
be a national leader in conservation-oriented, public-
spirited utility operation. 
The "highlight" of the meeting was the self-
serving blather CMF's propaganda ministry drafted 
as a keynote speech for Chairman Carlton D. "Bud" 
Reed. Fully two-thirds of Bud's speech sought to 
"explain" Colliergate with assertions like this one: 
The company took Collier's luxury condo off his 
hands for a fast $267,000 because of the federal 
Older Workers Protection Act. "That law," babbled 
Bud, "requires offering more than contractually 
required separation benefits to workers over 40" in 
getting them to quit. Surely Congress in its wisdom 
did not pass that law to protect $250,000-a-year 
utility executives. Joe Collier is a worker like George 
Bush is an environmentalist. 
But even without the condo deal it appeared that 
Collier got precisely twice his contractually required 
benefits. He was supposed to get a year's pay for 
quitting; CMP gave him two. "The payment of two 
years' severance, as opposed to the one year's figure 
for a purely unilateral resignation, reflected the 
board's initiative in raising the issues that led to Mr. 
Collier's resignation," Reed decreed. "The severance 
paid was entirely consistent with that 1989 commit-
ment." 
It fell to a lowly owner of 2.001 shares to rise and 
ask Chairman Bud what the heck that means. Reed 
said CMP did what was required under its contract, 
which inescapably leads to the conclusion that 
Collier was fired - and CMP forked over the extra 
citizen 
250 grand to avoid 
the public spectacle 
of a presidential 
dismissal. 
Clark Irwin, who traded his reporter's halo for 
the utility pitchman's pitchfork a few years ago, 
wants you to know that contrary to suggestions in 
this space and elsewhere, it is CMF's stockholders 
and not its beleaguered ratepayers who are paying 
for the Collier buyout. He also wants you to know 
how gosh dam hard it is to find good utility presi-
dents these days; hence the $250,000 salary to a guy 
who is entitled to a year's pay just for quitting. 
None of this is consolation to the AFDC mothers 
CMP would like to shut off at Christmas time. And 
neither did it thrill many of the stockholders 
gathered for the annual meeting. But these stock-
holders know what the deal is at this yearly parody 
of democracy: a free meal in exchange for quietly 
helping CMP meet its requirements under federal 
securities law. No one in the cavernous Augusta 
Civic Center so much as requested a ballot when 
Chairman Bud said it was time to re-elect the three 
board members up for review this year. 
But next year, things will be different. The Citizen 
column is hereby announcing a search for a citizen 
member of CMP's board of directors - to be elected 
at the 1992 annual meeting next May. You get $6,800 
a year for the job - plus $600 for every meeting you 
attend. In these recessionary times, who could resist 
such compensation for the chance to nudge CMP 
away from seeking the right to disconnect impover-
ished customers in midwinter, and away from 
relentlessly lobbying for less conservation and 
higher rates? 
The Citizen column is accepting nominations for 
the position. Write to CMP Director Search, c/o 
Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland 04101. 
And while your pen is out, write to the share-
holder services department of CMP, Edison Drive, 
Augusta 04336, and ask about the common stock 
purchase plan. It allows CMP customers to buy 
CMP stock directly from the company with no 
commission. Invest as little or as much as you wish 
and you get the right to show up at next year's 
annual meeting to campaign for our citizen director. 
Imagine the spectacle: Every Casco Bay Weekly reader 
invests $25 in CMP stock, shows up at the 1992 
meeting, and leaps to her feet when Bud asks for 
additional director nominations. He waited about a 
nanosecond this year and, hearing none, moved on. 
Next year could be the year CMP has to face up 
to a hostile takeover bid designed to make this 
utility live up to the "Maine" in its name. A Maine 
utility should stand for common sense, energy 
conservation, frugality and environmentalism. 
Act now before the next $500,000 deal goes down. 
Donald Maurice Kreis owns 2.001 shares of CMP, and 
figures his original $25 investment will be paid off after two 
more years of free meals at the annual meeting. 
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Ken Hanlon climbs out of th hood 
Mayo Street wh h e compartment of his father's car on Portland's 
, ere e was changing the motor. seen 
Barton responds 
The disintegration of a 
mature, issue-Oriented 
political dialogue and its 
replacement by ideological 
puri ty and general self-
righ teousness is of grea t 
concern. The intensity of your 
June 6 editorial has height-
ened my feelings. 
For half of my first 20 
years, I lived in countries that 
were dominated byoppres-
sive dictators - Peron in 
Argentina, Franco in Spain, 
and post-Trujillo DOminican 
Republic. Important lessons 
about freedom were learned 
early. 
One pOignant memory 
was a conversation with a 
friend and his parents. With 
my interest in politics 
groWing, I asked a simple 
question, "So what do you 
think about Franco?" The 
nervous side glances and the 
absolute silence that followed 
are imprinted on my mind. 
Open debate in Spain meant 
more than social ostracism. 
letters 
Casco Bay Weekly 
welcomes your letters. 
Please keep your 
thoughts as brief as you 
can (300 words, max.), 
Include a daytime phone 
number, and address to: 
Letters, Casco Bay 
Weekly, 551A Congress 
St., Portland, ME 04101. 
In our country the right to 
agree or disagree is para-
mount. It is a stark contrast to 
totalitarian states. The 
emergence of personal 
attacks in our debate is not 
only repugnant but a scary 
reminder of my earlier 
experiences. Those societies 
justified robbing, cheating, 
killing, bullying, name-
calling, in the service of 
political correctness. 
That is the core of my 
strong commitment to our 
uniquely American celebra-
tion of personal and institu-
tional rights. The thought 
that there could be "the 
government's supplier" or a 
"Party newspaper" or a 
"state religion" or an "official 
morally correct position" is 
repugnant. 
In a free country, there is 
no such thing as one person 
being right and the other 
wrong. 
Like so many, I have been 
offended by the ascendance 
of this new morality. When 
the dialogue becomes 
exaggerated and symbol-
laden, it concerns me. When I 
see my friends engaging in 
the same self-righteous 
language that is more 
familiar to extreme groups, I 
get nervous. When the 
precepts that are at the 
foundation of our free 
enterprise system are totally 
misunderstood, I worry 
about our democracy. 
Here in Maine and 
throughout America, we 
have the rj.ght to choose with 
whom and where we work. 
Republican dentists have 
Democratic patients, newspa-
pers sell ads to politically 
incorrect enterprises, and 
public interest groups receive 
donations from the grand-
children of robber barons. I 
like it this way. 
Most of us are comfortable 
with the work we do and 
with the feelings that in some 
small way we are making a 
positive contribution to our 
community. That is how I feel 
about the Turnpike project. It 
should be improved for some 
basic reasons: it will need to 
be done in the near future, it 
will improve safety, and it 
will serve as a valuable 
economic catalyst at a time 
that Maine people need jobs. 
I am familiar with the people 
that work at the Turnpike 
and I like their commitment 
to the public. You appear to 
disagree. 
To suggest that we must 
agree on everything is no 
way to encourage the free 
exchange of ideas. Such 
zealotry will only hurt our 
society's delicate balance. 
As you go about your 
business of making the world 
a better place, please leave 
room for a few other con-
tributors. On many occasions, 
we will be in agreement in 
terms of the causes we are 
promoting. On other occa-
sions, we will be ad versaries. 
At all times, let's respect 






After reading Tony 
deMelo's rambling presump-
tions and random labeling in 
the letters column (CB W 
5.16.91), my friends, col-
leagues and I wondered what 
sort of individual would 
purport to be a pharmacist 
and name-call with words 
and cliches such as "people 
with this mentality," "igno-
rant," "druggies," and "those 
who try to obtain controlled 
substances under false 
pretenses." (Excuse me?) And 
finally, misspell the trade-
mark name of the very 
corporation that he was so 
staunchly defending. 
There is a simple explana-
tion: Tony deMelo, "pharma-
cist," does not exist. The 
Maine Board of Pharmacy, 
located in Gardiner, has no 
license on file for this indi-
vidual. CBW, I faithfully read 
and admire your publication, 
but you have been misled. 
Why do you ask for a 
daytime phone number to 
accompany a letter if you 
don't check its validity? 
Particularly one that is so 
malicious. 
I have spoken to several 
pharmacists (see, I do not 
dislike all pharmacists; only 
less then competent ones), 
and they have expressed 
embarrassment and outrage 
that "deMelo" claims that he 
represents them in any 
capacity. 
So now we all share in the 
knowledge that deMelo is a 
fraud. I will shrug it off and 
move on, still puzzled by one 
June 13, 1991 15 
• By Tonee Harbert 
though t: tha t Wellby's has 
still not explained their 
employees' actions that 
prompted my original 
complaint. As I close this, my 
fmalletter on the subject, I 






Regarding your Boulder 
Road editorial (CBW 5.30.91), 
I recall when the young, 
daring, and idealistic editor 
of CBWlived on Peaks Island 
(for the obligatory two years 
that seem to make one an 
expert on island living). He 
was thrilled when he got his 
dilapidated island car. And I 
recall he didn't mind bum-
ming a ride from me and my 
husband when it was conve-
nient. 
Apparently it's a lot easier 
to tell other people how to 
live their lives than to 
actually live by those stan-
dards yourself. 
Peaks Island is not a 
research laboratory for self-
centered elitists who want to 
experimen t wi th all their 
bright, "new" ideas about 
how to manipulate other 















SubmIssIons for Entertainment Weekly sections 
must be received In writing on the Thursday prior 
to publication. Send your Calendilr and Listings 
Information to: Ellen L1burt, Casco Bay Weekly, 
551 A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. 
• Celebrate and affinn 
diversity: Too much of the 
homosexual community's 
history is the story of 
silence, denial, absence, 
misrepresentation, and 
letting others speak for 
them. The Matlovich Society 
was created out of a need in 
Maine to tell the real story, 
enumerate gay and lesbian 
accomplishments, and 
provide affirming presenta-
tions and discussions. 
Leonard Matlovich was a 
Vietnam vet who became a 
test case for the gay com-
munity. Decorated in 
combat, he was also coura-
geous as a gay man who 
risked (and lost) his career 
by taking the U.S. Air Force 
to court for discrimination 
against homosexuals, and 
courageous as a man who 
died with dignity from 
AIDS. His epitaph, "Deco-
rated for killing two men, 
discharged for loving one," 
epitomizes the valor of gays 
and lesbians from all walks 
of life who have gone 
unsung and forgotten. The 
Matlovich Society aims to 
change that by identifying 
lesbian and gay achievers, 
then using this information 
to provide a positive sense 
of history and community 
both for themselves and the 
public. By changing atti-
tudes, society members 
hope to effect societal 
acceptance and equal rights. 
Meetings consist of a 30· 
45 minute presentation 
followed by discussion and 
socializing. Speakers for the 
There is no frigate like a Book 
To take us lands away-
Nor any Couners like a page of prandng poetry. 
This traverse may the poorest take 
Without oppress of Toll -
How frugal is the Chariot 
That bean the human Soul! 
~ Sail away with Emily on Monday, June 17. 
~~f1Ji?o 
CELEBRATE 
friday june 14th 
DANCE TO THE BEST INDUSTRIAL , 
POST MODERN , GOTHIC , AND 
NEW DANCE MUSIC WITH DJ 
SHAWN 9-1 
••••••••••••••••• 
saturday June 15th 
@ LDVJAv£NIH:: 
DANCE TO YOUR FAVORITE OLD 
WAVE TUNES THAT GOT CHEM-FREE 
NIGHTS STARTED AT ZOOTZ WITH 
DJ SPENCER 9-1 
••••••••••••••••• 
sunday June 16th, 7pm 
REINDEER RECORDS PRESENTS THREE 
LIVE BANDS, OUT OF REACH, 
RECKONING FORCE and from 
Boston SAM BlACK CHURCH 
Portland's Smash 
Hit Dinner Theater 
~ "Killing Mr. 
Withers" 
Dine 
'* * * '* '* 
Resel'vations: 883·1035 
Baker's Table 
Banquet Rm Old Port 
next few months include 
activists/authors Lois 
Galgay Reckett, C.T. Butler, 
Reverend Rosemary 
Denman, as well as Bishop 
F. Wolf and John 
Holverson. The society 
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays of each month, 
including this one, at 7:30 
p.m. in Portland, on the 
second floor of the People's 
Building, 155 Brackett St., 
Portland (mailing address: 
P.O. Box 942, Portland 
04104). All are welcome. 
• Irresistible, irreducible & 
indefinable: 3 Mustaphas 3 
(six Englishmen from a 
little-known Balkan village 
a few miles up the Thames 
River from Chelsea), is 
possibly the world's most 
enigmatic and dynamic 
ethnic music ensemble. 
Tonight at 8, they will bring 
their bouzoukis, zurnas, 
bagpipes and electric 
guitars to the Portland 
Performing Arts Center 
(25A Forest Ave.), there to 
perform Balkan melodies 
with a danceable polka-style 
beat, with or without vocals 
sung in Albanian, Turkish 
or Serbo-Croatian. Notes 
CBW savant W.D. Cutlip: 
"In addition to wit, the 
Mustaphas' music has 
energy - lots and heaps 
and buckets and trucks full 
of the most sa tisfying, 
pump-your-body-and-
shake·your-fez energy the 
world has ever known." 
Tickets are $13; call PP AC at 
774-0465, or find them at 
Amadeus Music or Gallery 
Music. 
• Deviant, deadly & 
delicious: "Killing Mr. 
Withers" is a comedy 
thriller set in Death Valley 
at The Last Chance Pump & 
Grille. Held captive in this 
seedy diner, you will 
nonetheless be served a 
sumptuous four-course 
dinner - by a rogue's 
gallery of the shadiest 
persuasion! Mystery Cafe, 
Portland's only dinner 
theater, offers its partners in 
crime chicken marsala, 
vegetarian lasagna, sirloin 
steak or grilled swordfish 
with a smoked salmon and 
pesto cream sauce. 
Murder's at 8 every Friday 
and Saturday night, at The 
Baker's Table, 434 Fore St. 
in the Old Port. Call 693-
3063 for reservations. 
• Stop the Widening! On 
June 15, you can join other 
volunteers at an all-day 
conference to plan and 
organize The Grassroots 
Campaign for Sensible 
Transportation. You'll 
address issues including 
setting up the field opera· 
tion, raising funds, the 
unfolding debate and the 
national picture, and listen 
to Congressman Tom 
Andrews, keynote speaker. 
Lunch (turkey sandwiches 
or vegetarian) costs $7 per 
person. Additional contri-
butions to cover costs of the 
conference will also be 
greatly appreciated. In 
Kresge Auditorium, 
Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. Call 761-1993 to 
make your reservations. 
• Stopping the Show: 
Bowdoinham Blues Festival 
- today, from 6-12 - will 
showcase local blues artists 
including Little Jimmy and 
the Soul Cats, The Finest 
Kind Blues Band (featuring 
Kevin Hagerty on harp), 
The J. Arthur Band and 
guitarist Rick Annstrong. 
The festival is also a book-
signing and dance, celebrat-
ing the publication of 
Hagerty's book "Amplified 
Harmonica Playing ... Made 
Possible." Tickets are $4 in 
advance, $5 at the door of 
Bowdoinham Town Hall. 
For more info, call 725-5839. 
Let these Balkan belters serenade you In 
Serbo-Croatian song, FrIday, June 14. 
f'7l : ~::~: ~~~ u L · great music 
• 6/13 The Phil Verrill Fusion Band 
.6/14 & 15 Ben Street Quartet 
wI trombonist Hal Crook, 
saxaphonist Chris Cheek. 
drummer George Schuller 
• 6/18 Benefit performance for 
The Center for Deafness with 
vocalist Mary Bernier, 
Interpreter Deb Silverman 
• 6/19 Theatre at Cafe No 
Vintage Reportory Company's 
performance of Anton 
Chekov's The Marralge 
Proposal 8pm 
• 6/20 K. Barry Saunders Quintet 
featuring Alan Nevew 
rellJervaliona welcome 
clooed BUDday. & mondayo 
20 danforth ot •• 772-8114 
ONLY 2-1/2 MILES TO L.L. BEAN 




. : --:: 
Maine's Famous 
Natural Phenomenon 
Giant Sand Dunes . Narrated 
Coach Tours · Nature Trails 
• Sand Mist ·1783 Bam 
• World 's largest Sand Painting 
• Gift Shop. Store 
Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 
• Desert Rd. • Dept. CB • 
Freeport 04032 
Open May 10th 
to October 14th 
Tel. (207) 865-6962 
WITH lHlS AD, $1 OFF 
ADULT ADMISSION 
UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON 
ALSO, CAMPING AVAILABLE 
Master performers 
of Scots, Irish, 
French-Canadian 
and Acadian Music 
Friday, June 2 1, 8PM 
Po rtland Performing 
Arts Center 
25A Fo rest Ave . 
Tickets $1 3 
Call 774-0456 
Also avoilable at Amadeus 
& Gallery Music, 
Sponsored by; N.E. Telephone, 
Gorham House and WMGX , . . . . . . . . . 
• Tell Dad to go fly a kite; 
just make sure he takes you 
with him.The Father's Day 
Kite Fly will take place 
today from 2-6 at Smiling 
Hill Farm on Route 22 
(Outer Congress Street in 
Westbrook). Possession of a 
kite is not necessary for 
participation; just bring 
yourself & a picnic. And 
watch out for the flying 
fann animals, pigs and 
cows. For more info, call Ye 
Old Port Kite Shoppe 
(3 Wharf St.) at 871-0035. 
• Come On People Now, 
Get Together and hear Jesse 
Colin Young, former leader 
of popular folk-rock group 
The Youngbloods, at 
Raoul's Roadside Attraction 
(865 Forest Ave.) tonight at 
8. Young will be performing 
songs from his recently 
released album "The 
Highway is for Heroes," on 
which he blends folk, rock, 
blues and jazz. Tickets are 
$11;call773~. 
• Tell Your K-I-D-S To R-E-
A-D: Today through July 5, 
I kids 5-12 can sign up for 
Moose Mainea, Portland 
Public Library's summer 
reading program, which 
runs June 17-August 9. Like 
all the library's programs, 
this one is free and open to 
the public. For more infor-
An American Classic 
May 30 - June 23 
797-3338 
mation, call 871-1700. South 
Portland's library is also 
offering a program, "Read 
Around the World," for 
kids in grades K-6. It runs 
June 17-August 9; sign up 
through June 24. For more 
info, call 799-2204. 
• Wake Up Your Nervous 
System: Discover Sahaja 
Yoga, the meditation that 
awakens your own mecha, 
nism for transformation. 
In Sanskrit, Sahaja means 
"spontaneous" or "born 
with you." The idea 
behind this practice is 
that everyone has an 
innate energy; if you 
also have a sincere 
desire to know 
yourself or the truth, 
then this energy responds to 
meditation. The aim of 
Sahaja Yoga is to get 
everyone in the world self-
realized, to transfonn 
consciousness, via the 
nervous system. And 
according to practitioners, 
you can actually feel this 
energy awakening your 
central nervous system. 
Meetings are held every 
Tuesday from 7-8:30 p.m., 
in the USM Portland 
Faculty Lounge, Campus 
Center, Bedford Street. Free. 
For details, call 767-4819. 
• "Photographic Construc-
tions," a show of innovative 
conceptual photography by 
Hilary French and Steve 
Bliss, will open June 18 at 
the Evans Gallery (7 Pleas-
ant St., Portland). There will 
be a reception tonight, from 
5-7. Gallery hours are 
Tuesday-Friday, 10-6; 
Saturday, 11-4; or by 
appointment. Call 879-0042 
for more infonnation. 
Which restaurant 
in the Old Port 
will serve you a 
first-rate meal 
in the peaceful 
seclusion of a 
garden patio? 
None of them. 
Come to our neighborhood. 
Servmg Breakf.osr, 
Lunch, Sunday Brunch, and Dinner. 
58 Pine Street 773-8223 
Cheap thrill: your 
favorite Portland 
''Though we travel the World 
over to find the beautiful/we 
mus,~ carry It with us or we find it 
not, wrote Ralph Waldo 
Emerson. 
It will be presented - free _ on 
Thursday, June 27, at 7 p.m, 
at th: Portland Museum of Art. 
And If you like to watch you'll 
like doing it even bette;. The 
museum will be accepting slides 
of favorite outdoor places in 
Portland through Wednesday, 
June 19. Anyone can participate 
at no ~harge by entering one or 
two slides and an optional, one-
paragraph commentary for 
. Though we traipse the same 
CIty streets daily, the Portland 
~ach one of us sees is a city unto 
Itself. (If spatial relations aren't 
: your forte, don't try thinking 
about ~~is without profeSSional 
supervISIon.) In the search for 
bea~ty, however, Portlanders are 
~:stln~tly advantaged: Regardless 
:ach explaining why that place 
IS so cherished . 
theIr personal baggage, the 
~eed never travel the World t/ 
find the beautiful 
"My Favorite P~rtland" is a 
program featuring slides and 
pro.se submitted by the public on 
theIr favorite Portland landm k 
Pick up an entry form at the 
museum's front desk or call 
Joshua Metz at 775-6148 for 
more Information, Send slides 
descriptions and SASE (with ' 
apologies to laureate 
longfellow) to Theo Holtwijk 
SMRT, P.O. Box 618, Portland 
04104. 
• "The Young and the 
Restless" is the title of a 
gallery talk by docent Irene 
Austin to be given June 20, 
at 5:15 p.m., at the Portland 
Museum of Art. Austin will 
focus on Rockwell Kent, 
Marsden Hartley and other 
artists with Maine ties who 
began their artistic, uncon· 
ventionallives at an early 
age. If you're poor and 
artsy, rejoice! The talk is 
free. It will also be given 
June 21, at 12:30 p.m., when 
it will be included in the 
price of museum admission. 
Call 773-2787 for details. 
• Guerrilla Poets: NYC 
poets/provocateurs Gail 
Schilke & Mike Tyler return 
to Portland for a poetry / 
performance reading 
tonight at 8, when you can 
see them ply their angst 
3 MUSTAPHAS 31 
Friday, June 14, 8PM 
Portland Performing Arts Center 
Tlx: $13; Call 774-0465 
Also at Anuldews &. Gal/try Mwsic 
Sponsored byShcp 'n' Saw &. WMGX, 
ar s. 
against alienated amorality. 
The Village Voice calls Tyler 
"a ranting madman, kick-
dropped from originality 
boot camp," and Schilke "a 
visual artist wresting 
control of the male gaze." In 
addition to the reading, 
Raffles (555 Congress St., 
Portland) will present 
"Smokin Words," a 40-
minute MTV pilot video 
featuring Eric Bogosian, 
Suzanne Vega, Henry 
Rollins, Monie Love, Paul 
Beatty, Schilke, Tyler and 
many other luminaries of 
the written word. Admis-
sion is $4. For more info, 
call 761-3930. 
• Q: What's long and green 
and cruises the harbor for 
hours at a time? 
A: The Summer Solstice 
Cruise to benefit the Casco 
Bay Greens, which will 
leave Long Wharf aboard 
the Longfellow June 21. 
Those aboard will sail 
around the harbor from 
7:15-11:30 p.m., while 
listening to the Lawn Holes 
(formerly the Ozone Holes 
and the Lawn Ornaments), 
and dine buffet-style with 
food catered by Food Not 
Bombs. The cruise costs $20; 
for tickets or more informa-
tion, call 774-4599. 
Thursday, June 13, 5 - 7pm 







Pri"y June 21, N. r.G. Poets Li~e: 
Gail Schilke 




with Dark Star Crew, Paul Beatty, 
Suzanne Vega & Monic love, 8pm. 
MON - SAT 8 TO 5 , THUR 8 TO 7 
555 CONGRESS STREET 
PORTLAND • 761-3930 
• Her Wild Song, Maine's 
newest wilderness guide 
service, will offer five trips 
for women this summer. 
The trips - on the Allagash 
or the West Branch of the 
Penobscot - focus on being 
attentive to the interaction 
of self, group, and the 
natural world. "Each of the 
trips is intended as an 
invitation to women to 
move into conscious 
relationship with the earth," 
says founder Anne 
Dellenbaugh, who combines 
feminism and Zen in her 
work as guide and teacher. 
From June 22-29, you can be 
part of "The Council of 
Dreamers," an exploration 
of rituals. Susan Reed, a 
naturalist and alternative 
health therapist, will use 
rituals to evoke women's 
connections with the earth 
and each other. Participants 
will have the option of 
going solo for 24 hours. For 
more information, call 773-
4969, or write to P.O. Box 
6793, Portland 04101. 
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(KRIS ClARK'S BIRTHDAY) 
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Open 7 Days • Air Conditioned 
All Major Credit Cards ACaipted 
HAPPY HOUR: 
Mon.-Fri. - 4-7 
All Drinks 1/2 Price 
"FREE LOUNGE BUFFET" 
lUNCH SPECIAI$ 
11:3Oa". -5pmDai/y 
Fish 4 ChIps s 295 
Soup 4112 Sandwich you 
RaviolI ch ' 
uK MeaJbaJJ or Saw.sage 
Broiled Haddock $ 3 95 
ChIcken ParmIgiana 
Fried MaIne Shrimp J:. 
Fried Scallops $495 
Lobster Rolf 
Fisherman's Platter your 
(HaddocJ/, Shrimp & Clams) choice 
DINNER SPECIAlS 
• Boned Lobster DInner 
• Baked Seafood Newburg Pie 
(/J4ddoclt, sb"""" JaIiJop!) 
• Pan Fried Ollcken Patm. 
• Sirloin Steak 
• Baked Stuffed Haddock 
Abow smJlld wiJb pota/o 
or pasta and a salad. 
Your Choice $6.95 
* 
* UPCOMING CONCERTS 
JUNE 14 - BLOOD ORANGES 
JUNE 15 - SAVOY TRUFFLE 
JUNE 19_ RED LIGHT REVUE 
JUNE 20 - BONEHEADS 
* JUNE 21 - TONY BOFFA MUSIC Serving Lunch and Dinner Every Dam Day! 
865 Forest Avenue 
Ticket Info. 773-6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775-2494 
Entertainment 
• Continued from la-dRy CALENDAR 
SILVER 
SCREEN 
fire-fighting brothers in 
Chicago come to terms with the meroory 
of their late fireman father, their resent-
ment toward each other and each other's 
different approach to the profession dur-
ing on ongoing arson investigation. 
DeNiro isa fire-fighting investigator, and 
Sutherland plays the arsonist. With Rob-
ert DeNiro and Donald Sutherland. 
C'est La Vie Diane Kury's new film takes 
up where her last one, ·Entre Nous: teft 
off: in a seaside resort town where a 
teenaged daughter's parents have just 
split up. ·C'est La Vie" tells the story of 
this young girl getting her first taste of 
adulthood as the adults around her act 
less than their age. 
City SlIcke,. Three middle-aged New 
York men, Billy Crystal, Bruno Kirby and 
Daniel Stem, attempt to recapture lost 
youth by going on a modem-day callie 
drive. 
Defending Your Life Albert Brooks' af-
terlife comedy is sweet and smart, but 
only occasionally funny. 
Don't Tell Mom the Babysitter'. Dead 
A young girl takes over the household 
and takes charge of her three siblings 
aher her roothe r goes on a two-roonth 
trip and their elderly babysitter dies on 
her first night. 
Drop Dead Fred Phoebe Cates' love life 
is complicated by a dead and/or invisible 
friend who follows her everywhere she 
goes. Except the bathroom, of course. 
This thing is rated PG-13. 
Edward Scl .. orhand. Tim Burton 
("Batman") directed this modem-day fairy 
tale about a boy with garden shears for 
hands. Edward, played soulfully by 
Johnny Depp, brings his amazing sculp-
tural talents with him when he is adopted 
by Dianne Wiest, who playsasuburban-
ite Avon Lady. 
The FJeld A crusty old patriarch who has 
tended a small field that he doesn't own 
for many years feels betrayed when the 
field goes up for sale. With Richard 
Harris. 
Hudwon Hawk Bruce Willis is a retired 
safe cracker who is forced to come out of 
retirement and burgle. Big budget, Iotsof 
special effects, not much roovie. 
Interrogation Under Stalin in the '50s, a 
Polish cabaret singer is arrested and 
interrogated, with the aim of extracting a 
confession that will incriminate a man 
she knows at his trial. She refuses, and 
he is executed anyway. They detain, 
interrogate and torture her anyway. But 
as her strength and defiance grow, her 
persecutors crumble. Janda, wrote The 
Voice, 'ake you places few roovies are 
w~ling to explore. The ripening of coura-
geous instinct is a subject rare in cin-
ema." 
Jesu. of Montreal Winner of the special 
Jury Prize at Cannes, this film by Denys 
Arcand chronicles the attempts of a group 
of actors to reenact the annual Passion 
Play and the reactions of the surround-
ing community - a story paralled in 
many ways by the Passion Play. 
Jungle Fever Spike Lee's new film about 
interracial love. Says Lee, ·We wanted 
the two neighborhoods - that black! 
Italian thing." 
La Femme Nlklta French thriller in which 
a woman becomes a secret agentfor her 
country to escape a death sentence for 
killing a policeman. Then she falls in love 
and begins to Question the roorality of 
her line of work. 
Look Who'. Talking Too Yet another 
·talking babies" roovie: further proof of 
civilization's slide into the universal sep-
tic tank. With Kirstie Allie and John 
Travolta. 
Na.ty Girl A Bavarian schoolgirl encoun-
ters resistance in her small town when 
she starts to probe the livesof her neigh-
bors and the town archives in order to 
write "My Town During the Third Reich," 
her for an i . 
Only the .. u,,, .. ,y,, M'""" 
roortician, but mama won't him to 
see her. With John Candy and Ally 
Sheedy. 
Roblnhood Kevin Costner plays the leg-
endary hero of Sherwood Forest in this 
sweeping epic filmed in England. Among 
the ensemble are Christian Slater as Will 
Scarlett, Morgan Freeman as Asian and 
Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio as Maid 
Marion. 
Fields is an oV€lr-th,e-hili 
soap star who is about to be written out 
of the script forever. Alsostarring Whoop' 
Goldberg, Robert Downing Jr. , Kevin 
Kline and Elisabeth Shue. 
SwItch A testo-pig finds himself reincar-
nated as a woman, and not just any 
woman, but Ellen Barkin . Barkin'sdyna-
mite, but this was directed by Blake 
Edwards, possibly the least funny 
moviemaker in cinema history, so it's a 
coin toss. 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II: Se· 
cret of the Ooze Martial arts puddle 
puppies fight evil, eat pizza, play rock 
music, isten 10 rap. Hold me down, s0me-
body. I just got to see this flick. 
Thelma & Loul .. Two women leave their 
crummy menfolk at home to head out on 
the road. They encounter crummy men 
everywhere they go. Thank God there 
are no cultural stereotypes in cinema 
anymore. With Geena Davis and Susan 
Sarandon. 
Truth or D ... e Madonna bares all lor the 
documenlary cameras, 
What About Bob? Bill Murray, a psychi-
atric patient (Bill Murray), follows his 
shrink (Richared Dreyfus) on vacation. 
WIld Can't Be Broken A Walt 
Disney family blockbuster about high-
diving horses and the people whose two-






Maine Mall Road, S. Portland 
774-1022 
Don't Tell Mom the 
Babysitter's Dead (PG t3) 
1, 3 :15,5:30, 7:45,10:05 
Wild Heart. Can't Be 
Broken (G) 
12:45, 3 :05, 5 
Backdraft (R) 
1 :30,4:20,7:10,10 
Only the Lonely (PG-13) 
t 2:30, 2:45, 5, 7:25, 9 :40 
Soapdlsh (P~13) 
12:50,3, 5:15, 7:40,9:45 
SWitch (R) 
7:25,9:40 
(No 7:25 showing June 20) 
Roblnhood (PG-13) 
1, 1 :15,4,4:15,7, 7 :15,9:55, 
10:10 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd., S . Portland 
879-1511 
Truth or Dare (R) 
1 :20,3:40,6:55,9:20, 11 :50 
Thelma & Louise (R) 
1 :10,3:50,6:50,9:35, t2:2O 
Jungle Fever (R) 
1,4,6:45, 9:30, 12:15 
City Slickers (PG-13) 
1 :30,2:10,4:10,4:50, 7,7:20, 
9 :25, 9 :50, 11:55,12:10 
What About Bob? (pG) 
1 :50,4:30,7:10,9:40, 12 
Drop Dead Fred (PG-13) 
1:40,4:20,7:05,9:15,11 :45 
Hudson Hawk (R) 
2, 4 :40, 7:15, 9 :45, 12:05 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St., Portland 
772-9600 
Jesus of Montreal 
June 12-16 
Wed-Fri 7, 9: 15 
Sat-5un 3, 9 
Edward Sclssorhands 
June 15-18 
Sat-Sun 1, 7 
Man-Tues 7, 9 
Interrogation 
June 19-25 
Wed-Tues 7, 9 :15 
Sat-Sun 1, 3 :15 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets , 
Portland 
772-9751 
No first showing weekdays; 
all shows Sat & Sun 
Defending Your Life (PG) 
1 :45, 6:45, 9:05 
The Field (P~ 13) 
1 :40, 7 :05, 9:25 
Impromptu (PG-13) 
1 :30,6:50,9:10 
La Femme Nlklta (R) 
1 :35,7,9:20 
Nasty Girt (NR) 
(opens June 14) 
1 :50,7:15,9:35 
C'est La Vie (PG) 
(opens June 14) 
2, 7:10, 9:30 
Pride's Comer Drive-In 
Route 302, Westbrook 
797-3154 
Friday, Saturday & SUnday only 
Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtle. " (PG) 
8:35 
Look Who'. 
Talking Too (PG) 
10:08 
STAGE 
Comedy at the Cave Every Thursday at 
8 pm, comedians Tim Ferrell, Joanne 
Chessie & Kevin Shone will bring their 
improvisational comedy talents to the 
Cave (29 tl2 Forest Ave.) Chessie is 
known forher"Big Breasted Chain Smok-
ing Girls: Shone for his ·Shone Alone" 
show, both of which were directed by 
Ferrell (aformerstand-up comedian who 
produces, directs and teaches comedy 
workshops) . The Thursday night shows 
will include improvisational comedy, new 
sketches and roonologues. Admission is 
$3. For roore information, call 879-0070. 
"Danny and the Deep Btue Sea" Late 
night theatre at Mad Horse. Written by 
John Patrick Shanley, whose screen-
play for the film "Moonstruck· gave him 
sudden fame. In the course of thre'e 
scenes, two desperately lonely people 
slowly break down each others' defenses, 
but not without a struggle. Their tortured 
pasts conflict with their romantic dreams 
for the future, making this a heartbreak-
ingly sweet tale of two "lovers" learning 
what it really means to love, and to share 
all the intimacy and pain that accompa-
nies it. Directed by Joan Sand, with 
Randy Arornando and Lew-Ann Leen. 
Fri&Satnightsat 11 pm, 14-15&21 -22, 
tickets $7, or $5 with ticket stub from" A 
View From the Bridge." Also, Tues & 
Wed nights at 8 pm, June 18-19, tickets 
$7. Mad Horse is located at 955 Forest 
Ave, Portland. Box office: 797-3338. 
"The Fisherman's Wife" Krackerjack 
Theatre Co. will present th is lively, audi-
ence-participation play based on the clas-
sic Grimm's tale June 15, at 10 and 
1 t :30 am, althe new amphitheatre of the 
Children's Museum, 746 Stevens Ave, 
Portland. Admission is $2 museum mem-
bers, $3 others. Call the museum at 797-
5483 lor more information. 
"The Good Doctor" will open at the 
Schoolhouse Arts Center on June 21 . 
This Neil Simon comedy is an American-
ization of Russian stories, involving both 
slapstick humor and touching vignettes. 
Show times are Fridays & Saturdays at 
8 pm, and Sundays at 5 pm, through 
June 30. Tickets are $10 for adults and 
$6 lor seniors and children. For reserva-
tions, call 642-3743. 
"JosephandtheAmazingTechnlcotor 
Dreamcoat" Maine Slate Music The-
atre will kick olf its 33rd season through 
June 22 with this family show, Andrew 
Lloyd Webber's first musical. The show 
is based on the biblical adventure of 
Joseph and his coat of many colors, and 
includes themes of roorality, filial love 
and deceit. But, in the words of Charles 
Abbott, artistic director of the Music The-
atre, "Joseph· is also a · foot-stompin·, 
hand dappin' mUSical treat" that includes 
alroost every style of musical theatre 
numberfromgenlle rock, disco, country, 
calypso and French cabaret to old-fash-
ioned musical comedy. Show times are 
Tues-Sat, 8 pm; matinees first week 
Wed, Fri & Sun at 2 pm, matinees sec-
ond week Tues, Thurs & Sat at 2 pm 
PickardTheatre,Memorial Hall, Bowdoin 
College, Brunswick. Admission : $1 0-$21 . 
Call 725-8769. 
"Killing Mr. Withers" Portland's only 
dinner theater presents this comedy 
thriller set in Death Valley at The Last 
Chance Pump & Grille. Though you'll be 
capllve in a seedy diner, you'll be served 
asumptuous four-coursedinner by some 
not-sa-savory characters. Mystery The-
ater offers four d,fferent choices of en-
tree: chicken marsala, vegetarian lasa-
gna, sirloin steak or grilled swordfish 
with a smoked salroon and pesto cream 
sauce. Shows every Friday and Satur-
day at 8 pm, in The Baker's Table ban-
Quet room, 434 Fore St in the Old Pori. 
Call 693-3063 or 1-800-834-3063 for 
reservations and further inlormation. 
NYC Poets Gail Schilke & Mike Tyler 
return to Portland for a poetry/perfor-
mance reading June 2t , at 8 pm. Ac-
cording to the 7 Days, "Tyler's a cross 
between Iggy Pop and Jimmy Swaggar!": 
New York's Newsdaycalls Schilke's cel-
ebration of poetry "funny, smart and 
sexy." Raffles will also present ·Srookin 
Words: a 40-minute MTV pilot video, 
featuring Suzanne Vega, Henry Rollins, 
MonieLoveand rnanyother wordsmiths. 
At Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555 Con-
gress St. Admission : $4. For roore info, 
call 761 -3930. 
Poetry Reeding by Robert Chute from 
his ·Woodshed on the Moon: Thoreau 
Poems." Thursday, June 13, at 7 pm, 
Books Etc, 38 Exchange St in the Old 
Port. Free. Call 77 4-0626 for more info. 
·Spellbound" The Young People's The-
ater premiers this original rock musical, 
a combination of the Cinderella fairy tale 
and the movie "Back to the Future.· June 
t4. For reservations and more informa-
tion, call 729-8584. 
• Continued on page 20 
Tony Owen liS Eddie Cllrbone. Drawing by Judy Lallraslut. 
/I A View From the Bridge" 
• Written by Arthur Miller, directed by Michael Rafkln 
Mad Horse Theatre, 955 Forest Ave., Portland 
Through June 23 
The people come from a country where human relationships are 
based on three thousand years of distrust, and they enter one where 
"most people ain't people." That's the first foreshadowing. Then 
there's the longshoreman's hook, ominously present. And Eddie 
standing up from the table after a plate of spaghetti to slice thought-
fully into a solitary apple with the knife he happens to have in his 
pocket. 
Tragedies are about the fates - destiny - about the fact that 
man's essential character, his motives, goals and values, are nothing 
when they're up against those fates . And tragedy is also about that 
omnipresent flaw in a good man's character. 
This tragedy is about the fact that tragedy is universal; there's no 
national or temporal boundary on it. Tragedy is the essence of being 
human; it follows man across the Atlantic, and through the ages. 
The irony is that this tragedy, and most tragedies, point out that 
people are all too much going about the business of being people. 
The concept of tragedy began with the Greeks, and the concept is 
that of man's futile effort to overcome what the Greeks chose to call 
destiny. We know it (or are struggling to know it) as human nature. 
The Greeks usually discussed this matter in terms of kings and 
gods and such, Arthur Miller, who understands human nature a 
little better, has bypassed the traditional gods to focus on the lesser 
ones. In this case the damned god in question is a longshoreman in 
Brooklyn. His name is Eddie Carbone, and his definition of life's 
requirements is simple. He works, he supports his family - his wife 
and her orphaned niece - he bowls with the boys, and keeps up his 
good name in the neighborhood . He loves his wife, he loves his 
niece, and he loves his good name. But Eddie doesn't understand 
his own nature. Herein lies the tragedy. 
For a tragedy to work, the character of the protagonist has to be 
complex. If there's simply a villain in a black hat and a hero in a 
white one, the plot devolves into pathos, which is ultimately boring: 
sta e 
it elicits sympathy, which is not 
a complex emotion. In a 
tragedy the viewer, himself a 
complex creature, has to be able 
to identify with the protagonist. Eddie Carbone is this complex 
protagonist. He's a hell of a nice guy. The neighbors joke around 
with him, his wife loves him, and he's generous as they come. Why, 
he's even taken in half his wife's relatives and given them the 
blankets off his bed. Especially this orphaned niece who's become 
the light of his life, for whom he has sacrificed everything. Then she 
up and turns into a woman, and arouses the dark nature in an 
otherwise good man. The conflict is on ... 
Tony Owen plays Eddie Carbone with a passionate understand-
ing of the complexity of his character. He rages irrationally, gets 
drunk, cries, deceives, and experiences agonizing contrition which 
always, tragically, proves to be futile . Owen is compelling as a man 
who is a prisoner of his own flesh and soul - in Greek terms, of his 
own destiny. 
Terry Drew grows into the role of Catherine, the niece and focal 
point around whom the tragedy evolves. In Act I she overplays it. 
She is too much the overenthusiastic, wide-eyed and noisy innocent 
to be believable as a woman who can inspire such deadly destruc-
tion. Everyone in the play keeps telling her it's time to grow up, and 
the reaction can only be, "No kidding." In Act II, however, as her 
character finally experiences a woman's passion, as well as the adult 
need to take a stand, the actress and her role slide into each other. 
It's hard to believe, though, that this role wouldn't be more effective 
if played with a greater degree of quietness, tentativeness, and 
mystery. 
Donald Jellerson as Rodolpho, the lover of Catherine and 
nemesis of Eddie, walks his tightrope exquisitely. He has to be 
convincing, on the one hand, as the effeminate creature that Eddie 
hates and cannot understand, while simultaneously conveying the 
heterosexual appeal that would drive Catherine to blow everything 
she has valued to date. He does both of these, as well as capturing 
the enthusiastic innocence of the new immigrant. 
Cynthia Barnett as Beatrice, Eddie's reasonable and kind-hearted 
wife, and Michael Howard as Marco, Rodolpho's somewhat 
incongruous, hard-working and idealistic brother, play fine 
supportive roles as representatives of reason and humanity. Walt 
Dunlap plays the lawyer Alfieri (the Greek chorus in this tragedy) 
well: he sadly prophesies the outcome, at the same time explaining 
why it cannot be otherwise. And throughout are woven the strains 
of Puccini and Verdi, echoing the prophesies of Alfieri, and under-
scoring the inevitability of tragedy. This is a superb production. 
Margot Me Williams 
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1599 Regular price 19.99 SUNDAY ONLY 
1236 Congress Street 
Portland 
next to the Ramada Inn 
772-2371 
RESTAURANT & TAVERN 
Outdoor Deck & Bar 
• is open! 
rf F~aturing Steamed Lobsters & 
~~~ and Raw Bar 
~.-----------------
On the Waterfront 
In the Old Port 
84 Commercial St" 
Portland, Maine 
774-3550 
THE RED LIGHT REVUE 
Get Tickets for the 4th of July Cruise Now! 
• 
June 15 Cape Elizabeth Family Fun Festival, (afternoon) 
15 Ram Island Fundraiser (evening) 
16 Private - Black Point Inn, Scarborough 
19 lOOul's Dance Party, Portland 
21 La Kermesse Festival, Biddeford 
22 Private - Woodlands Dub, Falmouth (afternoon) 
22 Private - Bowdoin College, Brunswick 
25 Balsam's Resort, DixfIeld, NH 
26 lOOul's Dance Party, Portland 
28 casco Bay lines Cruise, Portland 
29 Private - The Senator, Augusta 
• 
Every Wednesday Night at Raoul's! 
For more information, call 88}2802 
20 CAsco Bay ~ekJy 
berry Street 
Casual Comfortable Cotton 
clothing, hats, and accessories 
83 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5 
' pH6~niXi~" smai()' 
Renovation and Design 
of Fine Art Glass Windows 
Since 1976. 
We carry supplies and glass 
for the stained glass artisan. 
630 Forest Avenue 
Portland, ME 
774-4] 54 
Trading Co., Inc. 
ESTABLISHED 1913 
"Quality merchandise 
and experience you can trust" 
We Buy Anything Worth Buying 
• • • WE PAY CASH ••• 
Use our c.onvenient Lay-Away plan 
14k Gold $13.95per gram 
BtrY-SELL-TEUUDE 
4 Stores to Serve You 
498 Congress St., Portland 
772-3932 
330 Lisbon St., Lewiston 
155 Front St., Bath 




"A V1_ From the Bridge" Arthur Miller's 
contemporary tragedy about Eddie 
Carbone, a dockworker in Redhook, 
Brooklyn. When hiswife'scousinsarrive 
from Italy to work illegally, Eddie finds 
himself caught between family loyalty 
and his unconscious passion for his 
niece. who has fallen in love with one of 
the immigrants. Through June 23; Thurs, 
Fri & Satat8 pm, Sun at7. Tickets: $12-
$15. Mad Horse Theatre, 955 Forest 




Blue Roots (blues) Gritty McOuffs, 396 
Fore St, Portland. m-2739. 
Midnight Sun (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Sunday Brunch In the Ballroom (clas-
sical) Portland Regency, 20 Milk St, 
POfdand. 774-4200. 
Jesse Colin Young (folk rock) Raoul's, 
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Severed Head Ina Bag (acoustic) Wharf's 
End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
Hardcore Festival (hard rock) 
Wherehouse, 29 Forest Ave, Portland. 
874-9770. 
MONDAY 8.17 
Monday Night at the Movies ("Sibling 
Rivalry') Moose Alley, 46 Market St, 
Portland. 774-5246. 
Midnight Sun (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Open Mlc Night with Randy Morabito 
(b.y.o. jam) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 773-6886. 
Open Mlc with Ken Grimsley (b.y.o. 
jam) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf St, pOftiand. 
773-0093. 
FRIDAY 8.14 
3 Mustaphaa 3 (ethnic) 8 pm, at Portland 
Performing Arts Cen ter, 25A FOfest Ave, 
Portland. Balkan melodies with a 
danceable polka style beat, with or with-
out vocals sung in Albanian, Turkish or 
Serbo-Croatian. Tickets: $13. 774-0465. 
SATURDAY 8.15 
Bowdoinham Blues Festival (blues) 6-
12 pm, at Bowdoinham Town Hall, 
Bowdoinham. A showcase for local blues 
artists, including LitUe Jimmy and the 
Soul Cats; The Finest Kind Blues Band, 
featuring Kevin Hagerty on harp: The J. 
Arthur Band and guitarist Rick Armstrong. 
Tickets: $4 in advance, $5 at the door. 
725-5839. 
Suede (feminist folk) 8 pm, Luther Bonney 
AuditOfium, Portland's USM campus. 
Tickets: $10 in advance, $11 .50 at the 
door. 929-3866. 
SUNDAY 8.18 
Spotlights Theatre Company needs 
actors and actresses for its production of 
"Shink: In addition to the adult cast, 
there are roles for one 10-year-old boy, 
and one girl in her early teens. To set up 
an audition, call Julie at 773-5676. 
TUESDAY 8.18 
Vocalist Mary Bernier & Interpreter 
Deb Silverman (benefit for The Cenler 
for Deafness) Cafe No, 20 Danforth St, 
Portland. 772-8114. 
sam Black Church (hardcore rock) 7 
pm. at the Wherehouse, 29 Forest Ave, 
PorUand. Tickets: $5 in advance, $7 at 
the door. With guest bands Reckoning 
Force and Out of Reach. 874-9002. 
Jesse Colin Young (fOlk-rOCk) 8 pm, at 
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 665 Forest 
Ave, Portland. Non-smoking show. Tix: 




The Phil Verrill Fusion Band (jazz) Cafe 
No, 20 Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114. 
Danny GraYia (piano) Gritty McDuff's, 
396 FOfe St, Portland. 772-2739. 
Midnight Sun (rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St, PorUand. 774-5246. 
Panic station (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Annl Clark (acoustic) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-
6161 . 
Wing & A Prayer (rock) Spring Point 
Cafe, 175 Pickett SI. S. Portland. 767-
4627. 
FRIDAY 8.14 
Ban Street Quartet (jazz) Cafe No, 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
The Only Motions (R&B) Horsefeathers, 
193 Middle St, Portland. 773-3501. 
Hot Cherry Pie (rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St, PorUand. 774-5246. 
Switt Ice Cubes (rock) Old PortTavem, 
11 Moulton St, POftland. 774-0444. 
Blood Oranges (folk) Raoul's, 865 Forest 
Ave, POftland. 773-6886. 
Wing & A Prayer (rock) Spring Point 
Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-
4627. 
Tom Dyhrberg (acoustic) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-
6161 . 
Dave Good (acoustic) The Wrong Broth-
ers Pub al Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, 
PorUand. 775-1944. 
Bullet Lavolta and the Whigs (rock) 
Wherehouse, 29 Forest Ave, Portland. 
874-9770. 
SATURDAY 8.15 
Ban St .... t Quartet (jazz) Cafe No, 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
Darien Brahm. (folk rock) The Cave 
(below Zootz), 31 Forest Ave, PorUand. 
773-8187. 
The Only Motion. (R&B) Horsefeathers. 
193 Middle St, Portland. 773-3501 . 
Hot Cherry Pie (rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St, Portland. 774-5246. 
Switt Ice Cubes (rock) Old Port Tavem , 
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
SavoryTrume (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Midnight Rider (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 
175 Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Gill Donatelli Band (rock) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-
6161. 
SheHer (rock) The Wrong Brothers Pub at 
Port Billiards, 39 FOfest Ave, Pordand. 
5-1944. 
Darien Brahms (folk rock) Gritty McDuffs, 
396 Fore St, Portland. 772-2739. TUESDAY 8.18 
The Walters (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Open Mlc Night with Peter Gleason 
(b.y.o.jam) Spring PointCafe, 175 Pickett 
St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Will Tumer (rock) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf 
St, Portland. 773-0093. 
WEDNESDAY 8.19 
Bachelors' Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St, PorUand. 774-5246. 
The Walters (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444. 
Red Light Revue (swing) Raoul 's, 865 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Zane Michael Raven (acoustic) Wharfs 
End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
Swamp (reggae fest) Zootz, 31 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
DANCING 
The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open 
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am. 
Cover: $2. 871-0663. 
Salut .. , 20 MilkSt, Portland. Open nightly 
until 1 am. No cover. 774·4200. 
T-Blrd's, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Fri-
Sat, Dancing '50s & '60s; Wed, Contem-
poraries. 773-8040. 
Wherehouse Chem Free Dance Club, 29 
Forest Ave, Portland. Progressive mu-
sic. Thu: Visual Vibration, 8-12 pm. Fri-
Sat, 9 pm-l am. 874-9770. 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed: 
Progressives. Thu: Jump. Fri: Deejay/ 
Live Music; Sat: Cutting Edge Dance; 




Diana Rosa (Motown) 8 pm, Cumberland 
County Civic Center, One Civic Center 
Square, Portland. Tickets: $22.50 & 
$19.50; all seats reserved. 775-3481 . 
Devonsquare (folk) 7:30 pm, althe band-
stand in Deering Oaks Park (althe Reiche 
School in case of rain) . Admission is 
free. 874-8793. 
UPCOMING 
The Roots of New England Music: 
Joseph Connler, Philippe Bruneau, 
Gerry O'Sullivan & Les Danseur. 
d'ia Val .. St_ Jean 6121191 (Scots, 
Irish & French Canadian music & dance) 
8 pm, at the Portland Performing Arts 
Center, 25A Forest Ave. Admission is 
$13. 774-0465. 
Brad Terry & the Friend. of Jazz, 
Rebecca Parris & Bougainvillea 61 
21/91 Gazz) 7pm, at First Parish Church, 
425 Congress St, Portland. Tickets: $13 
in advance, $15 at door. 773-5747. 
Livingston Taylor 6122/91 (folk) 8 pm, at 
First Parish Church, 9 Cleveland St, 
Brunswick. Tickets: $10 general admis-
sion, $8 seniors & students, $12 on day 
of show. Special reserve tickets includ-
ing admission to reception with Taylor 
after show are $25. 729-6779. 
ART 
OPENING 
Cry of the Loon Art Gallery, Route 302, 
South Casco. ' Second Annual Critters 
Show,' which deals with the theme of 
Maine's wildlife, farm animals and pets. 
Thirty-one artists will be exhibiting 2-4 
works each, including a broad variety of 
original sculptures, oils, watercolors, 
signed prints and gouaches. Show in-
cludes artists Ann Weber, Bill Irvine, 
Rebekah Raye, Siri Beckman, Robert 
Shetterly, Milton Christianson, Dan Fait, 
Richard Lee and Marjorie Moore, Edith 
Tucker, Sherry Miller, Tom Rowe, Grace 
Porta, David Cedrone and Evelyn Win-
ter. Exhibition weekend opening: June 
21 , 22& 23, from 4-7 pm. Through July 
8. Gallery hours: daily 9-6. 655-5060. 
Danforth Gallery, 34 Danlorth St, Port-
land. ' Children Portray Adults: Adults 
Portray Children' is a visual and written 
exhibition helping to define and improve 
child-adult relationships. Opening June 
20, from 5-7 pm. Artist/flutist Jim 
Mezynski will provide a musical interpre-
tation. Gallery hours through July 26: 
Tues-Sat, 11 am-5 pm. 775-6245. 
Dean Velentgas Gallery, 60 Hampshire 
St, PorUand. 1991 Gallery Artists Show: 
Dozier Bell, Katherine Bradford, Mary 
Hart, Alison Hildreth, Larry Hayden, 
Charles Hewitt, Jeff Kellar, Frederick 
Lynch, Betsy Meyer, Marjorie Moore, 
Dean Nimmer, Ouane Paluska. Greg 
Parker, Alice Steinhardt, Katarina 
Weslien & Robert Winchell. Opening 
reception June 21 , 5-8 pm. Showing 
through July 21 . Gallery hours: Thurs 
12-8, Fri & Sat 12-5, Sunday 12-4, and 
by appointment at 772-2042. 
Eva .. Gallery, 7 Pleasant St, Portland. 
'Photographic Constructions:' a show of 
innovative photographic constructions 
by Hilary French and Steve Bliss. Open-
ing June 18, with a reception June 19, 
from 5-7 pm. Through June 15: Photo-
graphs by Todd Webb, Jeff Becom, Eliot 
Porter and Richard Misrach, who ex-
plores the relationship between man and 
nature in the fragile environment of the 
American desert. Misrach's images of 
"man-mauled" deserts - nuclear test 
siles - serve as both a record and a 
waming. Galleryhours:Tues-Fri, lOam-
6 pm, Sat, 11 am-4 pm, or by appoint-
ment. 879-0042. 
Icon Contemporary Art, 19 Mason St, 
Brunswick. Opening reception June 14 
from 5-7 pm for Robert Andiulli's paint-
ings. Distant islands, tangled woods, 
boulders, clouds and tidal flats are the 
subjects of Andriulli 's work, done fre-
quently on site in the South Freeport, 
Wolfe Neck region. The show's 20 paint-
ings are divided into oils on paper, and 
larger oils on canvas. Gallery hours: 
weekdays, 1-5: weekends by chance or 
appointment. 725-8157. 
R_N_ Cohen Gallery, 79 Oak St, Port-
land. Group showing of watercolors by 
Brett Rose, Gail McNaughton, Steve 
Cohen and Robert Erwin. Opening re-
ception June 14, from 6-9 pm. Gallery 
hours: Mon-Fri, 10 am-5 pm. 772-0633. 
The Spirited Gourmet, 142 John St, 
PorUand. Works on paper by Louisa 
Boehmer & Brigitte Rogers. Opening 
reception June 13. from 7-9 pm. Show-
ing through July 15. 773-2919. 
AROUND TOWN 
Alberta's,21 Pleasant St, Portland. Works 
byToni Woll and Andres Verzosa through 
June 30. 775-1514. 
The Art Gallery at Six Deering St, 
Portland. Ken Pratson's new oil paint-
ings through June 22. Gallery hours: 
Tues-Sat.ll am-5 pm, first two weeks of 
the month: thereafter by chance or ap-
pointment. 772-9605. 
The Baxter Gallery, POftland School of 
Art, 619 Congress St. Portland. "1991 
Watershed Artisls,' a selection 01 works 
Irom residents at Watershed Center for 
the Ceramics Arts, located in North 
Edgecomb, ME. This two-part installa-
tion will be presented by 1990-91 resi-
dents and the four artists who will be 
artists in residence this summer: Joe 
Bova, Bruno LaVerdiere, Michael Lucero 
and Farley Tobin. Through August 16. 
Slimmer gallery hours are Mon-Fri, 10 
am-5 pm. 775-3052. 
The Congress Square Gallery, 42 Ex-
change St, Portland. "New Work in Oil & 
Pastel: by Henry Isaacs. Showing 
through June 22. Gallery hours: Mon-
Fri, 10:30 am-5 pm; Sat & Sun, noon-5 
pm. 774-3369. 
Elements Gallery, 56 Maine St, 
Brunswick. "Artists I nvite Artists: a group 
show featuring work by artists in resi-
dencethissummeratWatershedCenter 
for the Ceramic Arts : linda Arbuckle, 
Mary Barringer, Bill Brouillard, Barbara 
Diduk, Scott Goldberg, Anna Calluori 
Holcombe. Jeremy Jernegan. Ron 
Meyers and Jacqueline Rice. Showing 
through July 6. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat, 
10 am-5 pm. 729-1108. 
Frost Gully Gallery, 411 Congress St, 
Por tland. A new group exhibition featur-
ing the works of all gallery artists, includ-
ing oils, watercolor, pastels, and sculp-
ture in a wide range of styles and sub-
jects by Dalav Ipcar, DeWitt Hardy, Eric 
Green. Laurenze Sisson , Alfred 
Chadboume, Martha Groome, Sharon 
Yates, Cabot Lyford and John Laurent. 
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri, 12-6 pm, or by 
appointment. 773-2555. 
Greenhut Galleries, 146 Middle St. Port-
land. Oil paintings by Portland artist 
Duncan Slade'ln Search 01 Urban Light. ' 
This show consists of downtown Port· 
land SCenes and the interactions be-
tween buildings, light and people. Slade's 
work has been compared to Edward 
Hopper's for its simple , uncluttered style. 
Showing through June 24. Gallery hours: 
Mon-Sat, 10:30 am-5:30 pm. 772-2693. 
Hobe Sound Galleries North, 58 Maine 
St, Brunswick. Two one-person shows: 
Melita Westerlund Brecher's polychrome 
steel structures and Stuart Ross's Maine 
landscapes in oil. Showing through July 
6. Gallery hours: Thurs-$at, 10 am-5 
pm. 725-4191. 
Jewell Gallery, 345 Fore St, Portland. 
Group showings of oils, pastels, water-
colors, prints and stained glass by Bill 
Jewell, Paul Black, Bert Weiss. Phyliss 
Wilkins, TerryO'Maley, Sarah Elizabeth 
Look, Rebecca Cuming. Joyce 
Richardson and Joseph Cousins. Estate 
and custom jewelry and antiques, as 
well. Showing through June 30. Hours: 
Mon-Sat, 1 o am-5:30 pm: evesandSun-
days by appointment. 773-3334. 
• Continued on page 22 
David Clough: 'The 1.land Inn," watercolor, 31" x 23," 
David Clough and Orrin Tubbs 
• The Bayview Gallery, 75 Market St., Portland 
Through June 26 
In the ever-shifting sands of taste and popularity in the world of 
art, it is currently chic to sniff at the romantic watercolor tradition 
of such painters as Andrew Wyeth, Philip Jamison, or Mary 
Longfellow as being trite and cliche-ridden - pandering to popular 
aesthetics and sensibilities of how the world should be (which is, 
after all, what romanticism is all about). One sniffs particularly 
vigorously if these romantic paintings are about such banalities as 
fields of flowers, salt water farms, or lobster boats - Maine coastal 
landscapes in general. And of all these cliches, the biggest Olle is 
Monhegan Island. Is there anyone who is anyone in American art 
who hasn't painted Monhegan? But then there is one good cliche 
that goes like this: "A cliche is a cliche because it's true." 
There is another sort-{)f cliche that says a work of any kind is apt 
to be good if it involves something that is truly loved. Stephen 
Etnier said it: "You should paint what you love." My father was a 
music aficionado. When anyone playing for him asked him what he 
would like to hear, he would say, "Play what you love the most." 
He knew how to elicit quality. 
David Clough does this . He paints what he loves. He does it in 
this fine, old-fashioned, romantic watercolor tradition, and he does 
it well. His paintings have a delicate elegance, a feeling of fineness, 
a beauty of both range and depth of color, and the ability to portray 
the moods of nature. He captures the early morning light of 
Monhegan, the misty, coastal feeling that Maine has in "Salt Water 
Farm," and the unpredictable winter moodiness of the sky in 
"Winter Shadows." 
Lately he has been working with egg tempera, moving toward a 
deeper pigment with a resultant increase in depth and dimension of 
color as well as contrast of light and dark. In a painting of Portland's 
Back Bay, Clough contrasts an 
almost dead white against a 
combination of crimson and 
dark green that seems almost 
black. The starkness of this contrast gives the painting a multidi-
mensional feeling. And in "Portland Skyline/Clearing Off," the 
warm, solid earth colors are wedged between the more limpid 
colors of the sea and sky, contrasting the solidity and permanence of 
the city against the ceaseless motion of the elements, and emphasiz-
ing the city's relative smallness. 
Clough abandons the earth colors of New England when he 
paints the British West Indies, indulging happily in the profusion of 
lavenders that arc both indigenous to the islands and, coinciden-
tally, his favorite colors. With this total change of palette Clough 
succeeds in making the transition to a different world that many 
other painters find difficult. In love with the Victorian gingerbread 
architecture laced with the ornate, wrought-iron balconies intro-
duced by the French, Clough successfully paints this world 
drenched by a sun that is shining straight down, rather than 
obliquely, as New England's. 
Orrin Tubbs goes about his painting in a highly structured, 
formulaic fashion that entails an enormous amount of preparation 
before he actually applies watercolor to paper. First he photographs 
the scene he's going to paint . Then he makes a pencil drawing of it 
on a separate sheet of paper. Next he goes over the drawing with 
tracing paper. After this, he presses the tracing onto the paper he's 
going to paint (which he has covered beforehand with with a 
• Continued on next page 





Classic of American Theater 
Casco Bay Weekly Reader's Poll ... 
**** Best Director - Michael Rafkin 
**** Best Theater Company - Mad Horse 
May 30 through June 23 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. at 8:00, Sun. at 7:00 Mad Horse Theatre 
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Saturday, Junc22 
Sunday, June 23 
4-7 p.m. 
"Fisb N, gouacbe by Evelyn Winter 
Second Annual "CRITfERS" Two Weeks Only 
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Reach 80,000 summer readers 
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Sales & rental Leavitt & Parris Inc. 
883-4184 
free estimates, Installation & delivery 
448 Payne Rd. Scarborough 
We're in the 'NYNEX Yellow Pages. 
HARMON'S 










Free parkmg at both locations. 
All miljor credit cards accepted on 















Lunch II :30 - 2:30 
Sunday Brunch 10 - 2:30 
Dinner 5:30 - 9:00 
10 minutes from Bath at 
Robinhood Marine Center. 
Just off Route 127 South 
Robinhood, Maine 04530 
(207) 371 -2530 
Reservations appreciated. 
$1 OFF Large or 50~ OFF Small 
: Fat Free Cheese Pizza : 
1 with Alpine Lace 100% Fat Free Real Mozzarella 1 
1 Great on Whole Wheat Crust! 1 
1 1 
• 1 
1 Also serving 1 
: e Hot & Cold Grinders • 
1 e Pasta Dishes 1 
1 e Salads 1 
1 
: 797-9030 1 
1 Open Dally 11-10 • 
l AIr Conditioned I H 0 USE a F P I Z Z A Dine In • Take Out 1 
1 1373 Washlnj(ton Ave. 
• WITH TIllS COUPON, EXPIRES JULY 13, 1991 Northgate, 'Portland 1 
-------------------_-_1 
ground of acrylic gesso). Then 
he paints. The final product, 
therefore, has an illustrative 
quality. 
Tubbs' paintings are 
suggestive both of Neil Welliver 
and of the illustrations I 
remember from "Winnie the 
Pooh." Like many of Welliver's 
paintings, they look as though 
they might have been painted 
by num bers. This effect is 
reinforced by Tubbs' use of 
outlines created by small wavy 
brush strokes (which he used to 
do with magic markers) , 
delineating rocks, pebbles, 
leaves, sections of tree trunks 
and ripples on the water, which 
he then colors in with paint. 
These painted-in squiggles 
create architectural subplots: 
small mosaics of the molecules 
composing the structure of the 
trees and paths. They begin to 
look like pieces of a jigsaw 
puzzle. 
These are tightly contained 
paintings that have the quality 
of dra wings because they are, 
after all, draWings to begin 
with. These paintings have 
wonderful light: t~ey sparkle. 
These two men paint very 
differently. One is contained 
and tightly controlled, the 
other's brush flows through 
open and blending spaces. 
What is apparent, though, is 
that both "lire painting what they 
love. 
Margot Me Williams 
ART 
Johnny D's Seafood Emporium, 425 
Fore St, Portland. Works of Iver Lofving, 
Andres Verzosa, Kathleen Sweeney, Lori 
Austill , Elizabeth Jabar, Tanya Fletcher, 
Jamie Salomon and Toni Wolf. Through 
June 30. 775-1514. 
Lewis Gallery, Portland Public Library, 
Five Monumen t Square. "Pars Orientalis: 
East Asia in Old Maps," laser facsimiles 
of antique maps, a touring exhibition 
created by Dr. Harold Osher from the 
USM's Smith Collection and his own and 
other collections. ShOwing through June 
28. Library hours are Mon, Wed & Fri, 9 
am-6 pm: Tues & Thurs, noon-9 pm: Sat, 
9 am-5 pm. Free and open to the public. 
871-1700. 
Maine Potters Market, 376 Fore St, 
Portland. Pastel landscape pollery by 
Gail Kassshowing through July26. Open 
10~daily, tlll90nThurs, Fri&Satduring 
June. 774-1633. 
Nancy Margoll. Gallery, 367 Fore St, 
Portland. Works by Susanne 
Slephenson , Barbara Diduk, James 
Watral, Woody Hughes, Kimberly 
Willcox , Ron Pearson, Marne Ryan, 
Harry Anderson and olhers. Through 
Sept 1. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat, lOam-
6 pm: Sun, 12-4 pm. 775-3822. 
Thomas Moser Cabinetmakers, 415 
Cumberland Ave, Portland. ExhiMion of 
paintings by Portland artist Connie 
Hayes: over. 20 oils paintings depicting 
famly and fr",nds. On view through July 
13. Hours: Mon-Sat, 9 am-5 pm. 774-
3791. 
The PIne Tree Shop and BayvIew 
Gallery, 75 Market St, Portland. Recenl 
work by Falmouth artiSis David Clough 
and Orrin Tubbs through June 26. Gal-
lery hours: Mon-Sat, 10 am-6 pm. 773-
3007. 
Portland Museum of Art, Seven Con-
OTHER gressSquare, Portland. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-5 pm; Sun 12-5 pm; open Thu tili 
9. pm. Admission: adults $3.50, senior 
clUzens and studenls with ID $2.50, chil-
dren under 18 $1, group rate $3. Free 
Call for Art Work to Senior CitIzens 
from all around Maine, for "Bangor or 
Bust.' a juried visual art exhibil. The 
theme will renect perspectives about 
umquegeographicalorculturalelements 
of each artist's homeland. The exhibit 
wiN open in Bangor, travel 10 Portland 
Public library, then continue traveling 
unUII992. Interested artists can receive 
details by mailing a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope to "Bangor or Bust,' 
c/o Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth St, 
admission Thu from 5-9 pm. 773-2787. 
'Perspectives: Paul HaroUII brings to-
gether recent etchings and ceramic pot-
tery to create a comparison of Heroux's 
style and artistic process. His etchings 
deroonstrate the same painterly ap-
proach that distinguishes Heroux's pots, 
~hlch lealure brightly colored, decora-
tive designs applied with layers of glaze 
and linear draWings. On view through 
June 30. Portland 04101. Deadline for submitting 
work IS Sepl2O. Questions? Call Helen 
at 775-6245. 
'RIchard Estes: Urban Land.capes 
Realist Esles' work describes a world 
roorevisually complex than that the cam-
era can capture ; his contemporary ur-
ban landscapes contain much more de-
tail than the eye can actually perceive 
Working from several photographs ai 
once, Estes adds and subtracts ele-
ments, shifts position and perspective, 
and manlpulales the focus within his 
images to control the viewer's experi-
ence and to give the finished piece an 
aura of reality beyond what is possible in 
a photograph: superreality. Showing 
through July 21 . 
Danforth Gallery, an alternative gallery, 
has open exhibition time for 1991 & '92. 
The Danforth Gallery Advisory Group 
Will rev",w all exhibit ideasartists. Please 
call Helen Rivas at 775-6245 for roore 
informalion, or write Danforth Gallery, 
34 Danforth Gallery, Portland 04101 . 
Portland RevisIted is the title of a gallery 
talk to be gIVen by docent Priscilla Thorne 
on June 13, a15:15 pm, at the Portland 
Museum of Art (Seven Congress 
Square) . Thome will discuss art and 
decorative arts with a Portland theme. 
The talk is free. Thorne will also give this 
talk on June 14 at 12:30 pm - Iree with 
museum admission. For roore informa-
tion, call 773-2787. 
"Winslow Homer Watercolors Twelve 
watercolors and three oil paintings given 
to the museum by Charles Shipman 
Payson will be joined by two oils, 40 
wood engravings. four sketches, and a 
watercolor lent by private donors. The 
works represent Horner's talent for cap-
turing the great outdoors. Through July 
14. 
The Return of the Cafe at Portland 
Museum of Art signals a mix of art and 
other pleasures: food, music on rainy 
days, and a relaxing roomenl in the mu-
seum garden on fair ones. According to 
Roberta Smith of The New York T/lnes 
much has been written about the con: 
nection between pleasure and knowl· 
edge, and the increased ability to absorb 
when you are relaxed. The Cafe pro-
vides an opportunity to lest Ihis theory. 
Open from 11-3 Tues through Fri , in the 
museum garden in fair weather, on the 
ground noor in unfair weather No mu-
seum admission is charged to viSit The 
Cafe. For roore info, call 775-6148. 
Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress 
St, Portland. Jamie Saloman's photo-
graphs through June. 761-3930. 
The stein Gallery, 20 Milk St, Porlland. 
Robert Spielholz & Kathleen Hargrave: 
new variations of traditional techniques 
relatmg to surface design (sandblasling) 
and Imagery to sculptUral and traditional 
large blown glass vessel forms. Fantasy 
Images based on realistic themes. Ex-
hibiting through July 15. Gallery Hours: 
Yankee Artisan is looking for Maine arti-
sans producing all types of fine crafts to 
be juried lor participation in their year-
round relail craft cooperative. Applicants 
must be Maine residents. Pick up a jury 
application from the shop, which details 
specific reqUirements for the submission 
of items. Jury will be held June 26 so 
pick up an application before then . Yan-
kee Artisan is localed at 178 Front St, 
Balh04530. Mon-Sat, 9-5, lei. 443-6215. 
Mon-Sat. 11 am-6 pm; Sun. 12-5 pm. 
772-9072. 
OUT OF TOWN 
Bowdoin College Museum of Art 
Walke~ Art Building, Bowdoin COllege: 
BrunwlCk. "Katherine Porter: Paintings, 
Drawings.' Stacey Moss, the exhibition 
calalogue author, describes Porter as 
having"repeatedly met herself-imposed 
challenge to expand the accepted limits 
of abstract painting. To Ihis quest she 
brings sensual lushness, masterful com-
positional skills. and a strong sense of 
morality.' Showing through July 14. 
"Leonard Baskin: Prints, Drawings, and 
Sculpture· will open June 18 and run 
through Aug 16. The museum is open to 
the public free of charge. Hours: Tues-
day-Saturday, 10 am-5 pm; Sunday, 2-5 
pm. Summer guided 10U(sare also avail-
able from June 11 through Augusl 24: 
Tuesdays & Thursdays at 2 pm, and 
Wednesdays & Fridays at 12:30 pm. For 
further informalion, call 725-3275. 
O'Farrell Gallery,46 Maine St, Brunswick. 
"Heaven & Earth.' new paintings by 
Howard Clffford. Best known for his land-
scapes and especially his renditions of 
cI~s, this show marks a departure for 
Ciliford. HIS new works deal with man's 
Symbols. both sacred and secular. Ac-
cording to Clifford, "The works are about 
contemporary abstraclion, church and 
state and related issues.' Showing 
through July 6. Gallery hours: Mon-Sal, 
10 am-5 pm. 72!>-8228. 
The York Institute Museum of Maine 
371 Main St, Saco. "My Best Wearing 
Apparel: Maine Women and Fashion 
1800-1840.' on exhibit through Sept 6: 
The show highlights the exquisite but 
little-known collections of the Maine His-
torical Society. Assembly dresses, silk 
ball gowns, traveling garb, wedding 
dresses and roouming clothing are fea-
lured. Made, owned and worn by Maine 
women, these garments renect the style 
of Downeast ladies during Ihe years 
between the Revolutionary and Civil 
wars. Museum hours: Tues-Fri, 1-4 pm; 
Thurs, 1-8 pm. For informalion, call 262-
3031. 
The Young and the Restle •• is the title 
of a gallery talk by docent Irene Austin to 
be given on June 20. at 5:15 pm, at the 
Porlland Museum of Art. Austin will fo-
cus on Rockwell Kent, Marsden Hartley 
and other artists with ties to Maine who 
began their artistic, unconventional lives 
at an early age. The talk is free. It will also 
be given June 21 , at 12:30 pm - free 
With museum admiSSion. For roore infor-
mallon, call 773-2787. 
SENSE 
ACT UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash 
Power) is a diverse group of volunteers 
united in anger and committed to non-
Violent, direct action 10 end the AIDS 
crisis. ACT UP meets every Monday 
from 7-9 pm at the People's Building, 
155 Brackett St, Portland. New mem-
bers are always welcome. For roore in-
formation, write to ACT UPtMaine PO 
Box 5267, Portland 041 01 , tel. 772-5941 : 
The Casco Bay Green. will hold their 
rnonthlymeetingJune 16, at 6:30 pm, on 
the second lloor of the People's Bu~ding , 
155 Brackett St, Portland. The public is 
inviled to attend. Call 77 4-4599 for roore 
information. 
Environmental SolutIon. for Small 
Portland Biz Waste Cap Portland is a 
community-based waste reduction and 
recycling program designed for busi-
nesses with 50 employees or fewer. II 
you are interested in partiCipating in this 
program, you can obtain a queslionnaire 
from The Junior League of Portland, 618 
Congress St, Portland 04102, leI. 772-
0624. 
exploring the Tao Come join us Wemes-
days at 7:30 pm, at Maybe Someday 
Bookstore, 195 Congress st. Free, and 
all are welcome. No experience neces-
sary. Call Bonnie al 773-3275 or Jim al 
774-9217 il you have questions. 
Fir.t LIne Management Courwe de-
signed to assist new and seasoned man-
agers in setting the dimale for employee 
productivity and high roorale. Offered by 
the Dept 01 Continuing Ed for Business 
al USM. Taught by Jerry Devlin, owner 
of the Ecology House in the Old Port and 
former manager of training and develop-
menl at Hannaford Bros. Two day for-
mat, June 18 & 25, at the USM Inlown 
Center, 68 High SI, Portland.Cost:$195. 
For roore info, call 874-6510. 
How To Really Start Your Own Busl-
ne"" SCORE (Service Corps of Retired 
Executives) is a national. non-profit or-
ganization providing business counsel-
ing and guidance to the small business 
owner, profit and non-profit organiza-
tions, an d prospective owners at no cost. 
SCORE olfers four appointments a day, 
Mon-Fri : 9 & 10:30 am, 1 & 2:30 pm. It 
also offers th ree-hour weekly workshops 
titled "How To Really Start Your Own 
Business; from 1-4 pm. There is a nomi-
nal charge for the workshops, and they 
require reservations. Located at 66 Pearl 
St, Room 210, Portland, tel. 772-1147. 
Foster Home-Givers Casey Family Ser-
vices is a private, non-profit agency that 
places schoo~age children in "growing 
up' foster homes. The service is looking 
for people who are married or single. 
who have had some experience with 
kids and parenting, and who can make a 
long-termcommitmentlo a troubled child. 
Irs a tough jOb, but the service will be 
with you, providing financial and emo-
tional support every step of the way. If 
you would like to learn more, call Rana at 
772-4110. 
Funds for Alzheimer'. Caregivers 
Southern Maine Area Agency on Aging 
announces that funds are available to 
provide respite care for those who serve 
as caregivers of family members with 
Alzheimer's disease. Relief can be pro-
vided in the home so a caregiver can get 
some needed respite to shop, do er-
rands, lake a walk or simply be alone. 
Funds can also be provided to assist in 
paying for a patienl"s short-term stay in a 
boarding or nursing home while the 
caregiver takes a vacation or goes out of 
town. The funds are intended to help the 
caregiver as well as the individual with 
the disease. To be eligible, a person 
must be 18 or older and be caring for 
someone with a dinical assessmenl 01 
Alzheimer's or related dementia. Funds 
are available on a first-come, first-served 
basis, up to a maximum of $2,000 per 
individual per year. For more info, call 
Southern Maine Area Agency on Aging 
at 775-6503 or 1-800-427-7411 . 
Help People WIth AIDS All donations of 
items big or small will be appreciated for 
men, women and children who are living 
with AIDS in Greater Portland. All gifts 
can be received at 377 Cumbertand Ave, 
Portland, 04102. For roore information, 
call David at People with AIDS Coalition 
of Maine, 773-8500. 
Poetry with William Carpenter Partici-
pan Is in Ihisinformal poetry-writing work-
shop are asked to bring two short poems 
for critique and discussion. Carpenter is 
the author of "Rain" and "The Hours of 
Morning." June 29, from 11-4, at the 
Maine Writers Center. $30 members. 
435 others. Pre-registration required. 
Send payment to the alliance at 19 Ma-
son St. , Brunswick04011 ; tel. 729-6333. 
Po.ltlonlng Your Buslne",,: Creating 
a MarketIng Plan That Works Semi-
nar led by Chris Nichols, president of 
Nichols/Lavoie Advertising. In-depth 
analysis of techniques needed to evalu-
ate a business and develop a strategy to 
increase sales. Offered concurrently: 
Homelessness Is a Crisi. In All Sea· 
sons To help, contact the shelter closest 
to you. Or if you need assistance in 
becoming not homeless, call Hospitality 
House Inc at 453-2986, or wrile P.O. Box 
Hinckley, Me 04944. 
The Maine People's Alliance is looking 
for data entry-clerical people to help in 
the offICe as well as community outreach 
phone stafr. Volunteers will gain an in-
creased understanding of environmen-
tal , health care, child care and consumer 
issues with the help of a lriendly and 
supportive staff. For details, contact the 
Center forVolu~tary Action at874-1015. 
GrIevIng Support Group for bereaved 
persons healing from the death of a 
loved one. Meets in Portland Tuesday 
eves from 7-8:30 pm. Donation. Call 
Kristine Walson, M.A., at 77S'{)366. 
Boosting Your Bottom Line: Techniques 
for Successful Marketing , with David 
carlier, Carol MorrisandJeanne Lavoie. 
June 17, 2-4 pm, Holiday InnBy the Bay, 
Portland. For details, call 772-4994. 
Prince WillIam Sound: 16 Months 
Later Join Jack Banick for this lecture 
sponsored by Maine Maritime Museum 
June 18, at 7:30 pm. The museum is 
located at 243 Washington St, Bath. 
Reservations required ; call 443-1316. 
Profiles: Interviewing and WritIng 
Maine Writers & Publishers Alliance 01-
fers thiS workshop with Candace Kanes 
in which participants wi. discuss the 
nature of writing profiles for newspapers 
and magazines. interviewing techniques, 
and how to prepare for interviews, as 
well as write them. Candace Kanes has 
been a journalist for 15 years, and has 
worked as an editor for the Brunswick 
Times Record and Lewiston Sun. June 
22, from 10-3, at Maine Writers Center. 
$30 members, $35 others. ·Pre-regiSlra-
tion reqUired. Send paymenl to the alli-
anceat 19 Mason St., Brunswick04011, 
tel . 729-6333. 
"What Men Never Teach Women 
About Money: Beginning Inva.tlng 
for Women,· Westbrook College offers 
this summer course on why, how and 
when to plan for your financial future, two 
Tuesdays. 5:30-8 pm, beginning June 
18, $40. The college is also offering "The 
Artistry of Winslow Homer' at Prout"s 
Neck. Tour Homer's studio, view slides 
of his paintings, and walk along the coast-
line he made famous, with artist Mar-
guerite Lawler. June 15, 10 am-1 pm, 
$25. For pre-registration or information, 
call 797-7261 , ext. 263. 
The Working Parent & the Employer 
Portland Public Library presents this 
panel discussion as partofits"Balancing 
Work and Family' series. Creating a 
family-friendly work place, discussing 
family issues with your boss, developing 
problem solving techniques which let 
you fulfull your job. responsibilities and 
meeting your family needs, and how 
employer fleXibility can help both em-
ployer and employee are aroong the 
topics to be discussed. June 19, at noon, 
at the library (Five Monument Square) . 
Free of charge. For roore information, 
call 871 -1700. 
World Peace Library A group 01 
Portlanders seeks to establish a com-
munity-based resource center for people 
pursuinglhe goals of world peace, social 
justice and environmental preservation. 
They are seeking donations of back is-
sues and subscriptions to progressive 
periodicals, books and other media, 01-
fice furniture & equipment, etc. To help, 
call Paul at 772-8529, or Elliott at 775-
0105. 
Projects for Community AgencIes The 
Center for Voluntary Action has a list of 
community projects available to busi-
nesses, civic groups, churches and high 
schools. To receive the booklet, call the 
Center for Voluntary Action at874-1 015. 
HELP 
A BraIn Tumor Support Group meeting 
at New England Rehabilitation Hospital 
of Portland (NERH-Portland), 13 Charles 
SI. This group has been designed by 
NERH-Portland and the American Can-
cer Society to meet the special needs of 
adults with brain turoors and their fami-
lies. The group meels the second and 
fourth Thursdays of the roonth. Inter-
ested participants should contact Rev. 
Wish prior to their first meeting lor a brief 
preliminary interview. People are en-
couraged to join any time by calling Wish 
at 775-4000, ext. 542. 
Diabetes Support Group Sponsored by 
the Visiting Nurse Service of Southern 
Maine, this monthly support and educa-
tion group for diabetics and other inter-
ested persons provides a place for shar-
ing and problem solv ing around the many 
facets of diabetes. Information and edu-
cation is provided by a registered nurse 
and a variety of guest speakers. All meet-
ingsare heldatthe VNS' SacoOffice, 15 
Industrial Road. Free. For roore informa-
tion, call 264-4566 or 1-800-660-4VNS. 
Divorced Perspective.isa weekly meet-
ing held Wednesdays at 7 pm, at 
Woodfords Congregational Church. 202 
Woodford St, Portland. For further infor-
mation, call 774-HELP. 
Homelessne .. Is a Crisis In All Sea-
son. To help, contact the shelter closest 
to you . Or if you need assistance in 
becoming not homeless, call Hospitality 
House Inc at 453-2986, or write P.O. Box 
Hinckley, Me 04944. 
H.O.P.E. self-support groups with facilita-
tor meet weekly to help heal the eroo-
tional pain associated with chronic or 
serious diseases, injury, life, death and 
childhood issues. Group meels at Mercy 
Hospital on Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30 
pm, and at the Unily Church, 16 Colum-
bia Rd, Portland, on Thursdays from 10-
12 noon. There's also a support group 
for the family and friends of the ill that 
meets every other Thursday from 7-9 
pm; and a Next Step Group for 12-
Steppers who want to go deeper into 
feelings, that meets every Monday at 
Unitylrom 7-9 pm. Forroore information, 
call1-8oo-339-HOPE. 
Ingraham Volunte.ers Help available by 
phone 24 hours a day. Call 774-HELP. 
Injured Workers Meeting for workers 
having difficully with workers' comp sys-
tem, 7:30 pm every Wed al Goodall Hall 
next to Sanford Unitarian Church, comer 
of Lebanon and Maine slreets, Sanlord. 
O.C.D. Support Group meets weekly on 
Fridays at 6:30 pm, Williston West 
Church. 32 Thomas St, Portland. Free. 
For more information, call 773-0976. 
Outright, the Portland Alliance of Gay 
and Lesbian, Bisexual and Queslioning 
Youth, offers support and inlormation for 
young people 22 and under, in a safe 
environment, every Friday Irom 7:30-
9:30 pm at the Preble Street Chapel, 
comer of Preble and Cumberland av-
enues. For information, write or call: 
Outright, P.O. Box 5028, Station A, Port-
land 04101, tel. 774-HELP. 
The Path of Recovery Portland Sufi 
Order offers a series of small meetings 
involving meditation based on the Sufi 
teachings of Hazral Inayat Khan and 
sharing focused on bringing spirituality 
into our lives. Meetings are roodeled 
after 12-step groups and welcome any-
one wilh a desire to recover from addic-
tions or codependency. Meetings are 
Tuesdays, 7:30-8:45 pm, at Woodfords 
Congregational Chu'rch, 202 Woodfords 
St, Portland. Open to the public. Dona-
tions are welcome. For roore informa-
tion, call Jan at 878-2263 or Eli at 774-
1203. 
Self-Defense Workshop Rape Crisis 
Center will present a workshop in which 
black belt karate instructor Lauretta 
Gregoire will cover sexual assault aware-
ness, personal safely and risk reduction. 
Sell-defense and breakaway techniques 
will bederoonstrated and practiced. Held 
in Bridgton's Old Town Hall June 23, 
from 1-5pm. Pre-registration:$25;dead-
line is June 16. Atthe door:$35. Alimited 
number 01 scholarships are available. 
To register, call 767-4278. 
OFF THE 
CLOCK 
BIg BrotheralBlg Sisters of Portland 
introduces children and adults who are 
open to and seeking friendship. The 
adults are not to be counselors. part-
time parents, baby sitters or social work-
ers. They are expected to befriend a 
child and to spend time doing activities 
thatare mutuallysatisfying. You must be 
at least 16 years of age, out of high 
school and an area resident for at least 
six roonths to be a big brother or sister. 
Call the Center for Voluntary Action at 
874-101 5 lor roore information. 
DMD (Depressed-Manic Depressed) 
Portland Confidential support group 
<Meting Monday nights in room #2 at the 
Dana Health Cenler, Maine Medical 
Center, Portland. For roore Informalion, 
call 774-4357. 
SenIor Outreach Services In response 
to the needs of older people , Southern 
Maine Area Agency on Aging is provid-
ing Senior Outreach Services 10 Ihe fol-
lowing locations: Agency's offices at 237 
Oxford St, Portland, every Friday from 
10 am-I pm; Pride's Corner Congrega-
tional Church, 235 Pride St, Westbrook, 
first Thursday of each month, for resi-
dents of Weslbrook and Gorham, from 
10 am-I ; Ross Center, 38 Washington 
St, Biddeford, second Tuesday of each 
roonth , for residents 01 Biddeford, Saco 
& OOB, from 10 am-I pm. An Elder 
Advocate will be available 10 assist resi-
dents with their aging-related issues and 
concerns, such as Medicare. insurance, 
housing, social security, etc. This ser-
vice is provided Ireeofcharge. 775-6503 
or 1-800-427-7411 . 
A.R.T _5. Anonymous is a group of local 
artists recovering through the 12 Steps, 
who have come togelher to form a sup-
portgroup that meets every Monday at 7 
pm at St. Luke's Calhedral, Slate St. 
Portland. 
Empowerment KIts are available from 
the Rape Crisis Center: they contain 
facts about sexual assault and resources 
regarding rape and sexual harassment. 
Available at no cost; call the center at 
774-361 3. The purpose of the kits is to 
educate individuals about sexual exploi-
tation. discrimination and assault. 
• Continued on page 24 
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SPECIALIZING IN SHORT & LONG TERM BOARDING 
NUTRITION, EXERCISE & SUNBATHING AND T. L. C" 
Jane Simpson • 9 Harlow St. Scarborough 883-9611 






Our salon will sun shine 
your halr with the latest 
hair color hlghllghtlng tech-
niques from Matrtx. Enjoy 
Proud Recipients of the 
Gourmet Diner's Club of 
America's Silver Spoon 
Award two years running 
Dinner served daily 5 - lOpm 
rich. radiant color that leaves halr healthy. silky 
and shiny. Call today for a free consultation. ~matrix" 
... and Jacia/ sa on 
8 EXCHANGE STREET 
P()~:rrl J~Nn MAINE 775-2555 
8:30 - 7:00 M·F 





Solid metal paper weight 
and conversation piece. 
Ideal for the compulsive 
desk twiddler who must 
keep busy! 
Large selction of Gifts, Antiques and Heinoom items for any occasion. 
"/(~l~ 'Elizabeth s '- ~ . • 'I--..... r 
'--~ j ' I.'fi~ Panor & Pantry 
? ~'" (-"/1 '·-':f,..,{iliona£ '}{Oml 9.=orW - 1"ot lEu 'J,{jru.liI.s. 
"We are always home, 7 Days A Week." 
Rte 77, Cape Elizabeth • 767-5668 (next to Jorden'S Lawn & Garden) 
WELL, MAPr/lII,IVE GWJJN QIJITE A NICE. ART'J VAN DYK£ awp-
NOW I THINk ,'/vi (l.EIlPY TO PUN TIlE PArr OF 11 H£P-CIff 8E1tf 
Ci111P.I/C[ER! WfTH A 6R1XJJ'{ U£1<Ef IINP nE-DY£D DM/fI~1 ,'u. 
Fir IN AT AlBffftlS/ - , 
..50(1\" PEDI'I.E JUST' N£VfR.. 
6£T1lI£ PICnJRE. SURE, 
AW£R.TIlS IS Hfp, lUfTH'IT, 
/oX>W, A-GD-C+>· .. em- AllY· 
ONE CAli Dl6 THE (D)L 
VWf5 ANYTIME tiD MArrrR 
how ~~ ntE'! Aru? 
CAli. 77~-O0l6. 
, ' 
24 0.500 Bay Wee/cly 
'--
CANOES - KAYAKS 
SALES· RENTALS· REPAIRS 
INSTRUCfION • ACCESSORIES 
CASCO BAY KAYAK TRIPS 
SACO RtVER O(jI'I~I'I"I'I~US 
127 MARGINAL WAY, PORTLAND· 773-0910· OPEN 7 DAYS 
< < 
~s\. 
Maine's ~ Authentic 
Oyster Bar 
Og&iel' 
Mixing Good People, Good Food and 
Good Drinks for 13 Years 
Our Full Menu served from llAM to Midnight 
Best Steamers in Town 
Enjoy a view of the Marina from 
the relaxing atmosphere of Q.'~'s=-.....:~~ 
5 Portland Pier 0 
772-4828 
NEED A CAR? 
DO YOU HAVE PAST CREDIT 
PROBLEMS OR NO CREDIT? 
NEED AN ALTERNATIVE? 
Because of tight credit policies by banks and other 
lending institutions, you may not be able to purchase 
the vehicle you need, Lee Dodge can help, We have 
new credit sources not available to anyone else. 
* YOUR JOB IS YOUR CREDIT! * LOW WEEKLY PAYMENTS! * REESTABLISH YOUR CREDIT! 
LEE DODGE I HYUNDAI" 
200 Main Street, Westbrook 




Mon-Sat 9-5, Thurs 9-8 
191 Main st., Saco 
283-1400 
"Traditional outfitters 
for men and women. " 
Entertainment 
• Continued from page 23 
HELP 
SpeclallnterestAA Meeting for Peopl. 
Living With AIDS meets weekly on 
Tuesdays at8 pm at the PWA Coalition, 
377 Cumberland Ave, PorUand. Meeting 
designed to provide a safe space in 
which to discuss HIV issues, while living 
positively sober. This meeting is open 
only to those who have tested HIV/Posi-
tive or have been diagnosed wilh AIDS. 
For more information, call 871 -9211. 
Transplant Support Group H.O.P.E, 
(Healing of Persons Exceptional) is a 
slatewide system of support for persons 
- with illness or injury that prevenls them 
from living ife in the manner to which 
they had been accuslomed. If you are 
waiting or have had a transplant of any 
kind, we would like you to join us every 
Wednesday Irom6-8 pm, al United Meth-
odistChurch,618 WashinglonAve, Port· 
land. Handicapped accessible. For fur· 
ther informalion, call 1-800-339-4673. 
WINGS. a non-profit organization dedi-
cated 10 providing support for low-in· 
come single parents announces The 
Kids' Place, providing day care for chil-
dren from infancy to eighl years in South 
PorUand. Reasonable rales and nurtur· 
ing environment For more informalion, 
call 767-2010. Also , weekly support 
group helps sel goals that lead 10 self-
sufficiency and to facilitale discussion of 
problems single parenls encounler. 
Tuesdays, 7-9 pm al 139 Ocean St, S. 
PorHand and Thursdays, 7-9 pm at 11 
Day SI, Westbrook. Also: WINGS now 
sponsors an Aces chapter in Maine, for 
single parents who are seeking 10 get the 
slale to collect child support paymanls. 
WELL 
NESS 
Adult and Child Sp.echlLanguage 
Screenings free in honor of Beller 
Speech and Hearing Monlh. If you have 
queslions or concerns regarding delayed 
speech, language, stullering, hoarse 
voice, nasal voice, or dialect, lake ad-
vanlage of free speechAanguage screen-
ings Ihis month. Conlact Jean Armstrong, 
MS, CCC-Sp/l, licensed and certified 
speech/language palhologist, al 879-
1886 to schedule a screening. 
Adult Health Screenings lor diabetes, 
anemia , coloreclal cancer, high blood 
pressure and cholesterol level will be 
offered allhe following times and places: 
June '8, 12:30-2:30 pm, Gray Congre-
gational Church; June 19, 9 :30-11 :30 
am, WindhamCommunity Building;June 
24, 1-3 pm, Scarborough Town Hall; 
June 26, 9:30-11 :30 am, Gorah SI. 
Anne's Church. Two or more tests per 
person are available, time permilling. 
Donalion. For more information, call 775-
723', ext 527, or 1-800-479-4331. 
Buddhist-Oriented Meditation Group 
meets every Sunday, from 10-11 am, at 
1040 Broadway, S. Portland. Small do-
nation. For more informalion, call 774-
2174. 
Current Issues in Child Abu .. : As-
.... m.nt. Reaction and Treatm.nt 
This a1~day conference is designed for 
physicians, nurses, social workers and 
olher professionals in Ihe community 
who are involved in the care and treal' 
ment of abused children and their fami-
lies. June 2' , althe Dana Heallh Educa· 
tion Cenler Auditorium, Maine Medical 
Cenler , Bramhall Sireel, PorUand. Reg-
istralion fee is $40. For further details, 
call 871 -2397. 
"Earth Magic: Finding and Using Me-
dicinal Herbs" Corinne Martin, noted 
Maine herbalist and leacher, will be at 
The Good Day Market June 22 al noon 
to sign copies of her new book, a practi-
cal guide to North American herbs and 
herbal medicine with information on gath· 
ering , preserving and storing wild herbs, 
as well as explaining how to make teas, 
linclures, syrups, salves and liniments. 
For more information, call 874·2353. 
Exploring Dreams Through Art The 
images of our dreams lell the stories of 
our souls. Explore these stories, images 
& myths in a six-week series of 2-hour, 
facililated sessions using group sharing, 
wriling and art materials to deepen our 
relalionship with ourselves. Sessions 
begin June 20 & July 2. Group sizes are 
limiled. Call Suzanne at 773-6220 for 
informalion and to enroll. 
Fit Walk USM lifeline is slarting a new 
six-week session June 18. Classes will 
be held Tuesdays and Thursdays from 
4:30-5:30 pm on Baxler Blvd. Fit Walk 
will leach participants sound walking 
techniques and other filness informa-
tion. Individuals can go al own pace. 
Classes held rain or shine. Open to all 
ages. Fee is $25. Pre-registration reo 
quired; call 780·4170. 
Free Krlpalu Yoga Class June 23 from 
5-7 pm. Come and meet the Kripalu 
Connection -local health practitioners. 
All in attendance will receive discounted 
health services. Special summer ses-
sion of Kripalu yoga classes July 9-Aug 
29. Call Kim Chandler allnnerlighl, 874-
2341. 
Hatha Yoga for People With AIDS at 
studio, 22 Monumenl Square, Portland. 
Elevalor 10 fifth floor . Every Wednesday 
from 12:35-2 pm, until the end of June. 
The cost for Ihose who can afford it is $1 
per dass. Portland Yoga Studio's olher 
spring classes of Iyengar Hatha Yoga 
are now in session unlil June 28 al 616 
Congress SI, Portland. Call 797-5684 
for more information. 
Herbs and Spirituality Workshop on 
Ihe place of medicinal planls in Ihe heal-
ing process. TobeheldonJune 15, from 
10 am-3 pm in Bridglon. To register, call 
647·2724. 
Incest Survivor Groups for women sur-
vivorsof sexual abuseflncesl held weekly 
al Women space Counseling Cenler in 
Portland: Mon 10-11 :30 am, Connec-
lions I drop-in support groups$7-$1 0 per 
meeting; Monday 6:30·8 pm, Connec-
tions 11 drop-in support group $7-$1 0 per 
meeting; Thu 6:30-8:30 pm, survivor 's 
sharing counseling group $20-$30 per 
session. All groups are facilitaled and 
strictly confidential. For more informa-
lion, call Vivian Wadas, MA, al 87' · 
0377. 
Living Lightly Want 10 improve the way 
we co-exist with the rest of crealion? 
Ready to give up pursuing Ihe material 
dream and begin birthing a caring real-
ity? Now there is a place 10 exchange 
ideas and support A bunch of folks will 
be gathering al the Swedenborgian 
church for a potluck dinner and free-Ior-
all discussion. Join us June 15, al6 pm, 
at 302 Stevens Ave, Portland. For more 
information, call 772-8277. 
Portland Sufi Order offers meditallon 
sessions with creative visualizalion, 
brealh , sound, lighl, and divine qualilies. 
Struclure and content are based on Ihe 
teachings 01 Hazrat Inayat Khan and Pir 
Vilayat Inayal Khan. Open 10 all , no 
experience necessary. Nexl session is 
June 17, at 232 SI John SI, Poriland. 
This summer Ihe order is also offering a 
healing class, a universal workshop , and 
healing relreals. For more information 
aboulthe order, call Rosanne Jalbert al 
846-6039. 
Preventing Child Abus. Join the caring 
learn at Parenls Anonymous of Maine 
and help families grow stronger and 
heallhier. Volunleers are needed for 
parent helpline, parent support groups 
and children's groups. The next volun-
teer Iraining program will be in June. For 
information, call 87' -7445. 
ral Chi Chuan Is an ancienl Taoisl Chi-
nese martial arts system based on men-
tal and physical balance, unily and har-
mony. rai Chi is a gentle discipline in 
which one achieves a state of medilation 
in movement Excellent for spirilual 
growth , radianl physical health, and un-
equaled in reducing Ihe effecls of stress 
and lension in one's life . An effective 
mel hod of developing. fluidity, aware· 
ness, focus and peace wilhin oneself. 
Beginne~s Ihrough advanced classes, 
induding Push-Hands. Vis~orswelcome. 
For information and registration , call 
Gene Golden al 772-9039. 
The T.enIYoung Adult Cllnicisaplace 
to go if you have a health concern or 
medical problem, need a sports/school 
physical done, or have birth conlrol is-
sues tode;11 with. Open to anyone 13-21 , 
every Monday from 4-8 pm, at Maine 
Medical Center, 22 Bramhall SI, Port-
land. Call 871-2763 for an appoinlmenl. 
Walk-ins seen if they arrive by 7 pm. 
WishcraftlTeamworks Support Group 
This is a team of motivated people who 
wanl 10 make things happen. By the 
giving of support, ideas, accurate steps 
and the faith in one anolhers' abilily 10 
succeed, we won't let you quil. For more 
informalion, call Brian at 773-6226. 
The Yoga Center's Summer Session 
will begin wilh a free introduclory class 
June' 5 at 10am.Thesession runs June 
17 ·AugusI23. For more informalion, call 





Arts Day Camp Schoolhouse Arts Center 
al Sebago Lake will offer this opportunity 
for children 3-14 to experience all as-
pects of the arts al the same time. Slu-
dents will design their own schedules, 
choosing from dasses in acling , voice, 
pholography, computers, wriling , draw-
ing,arts and crafts. dance,sewing, mime, 
guilar and puppel-making. Two three-
week sessions run from July 9-25 and 
July 30-August, 5, Tuesdays andThurs-
days, 9 am-1 :30 pm. For more inlorma-
tion, call 642-3743. 
Brunswick's Young People'. Theater 
Summer Classes indude Junior Pro-
duclion Class, July 1-26, for students 
entering grades 4-6. MeelsMon·Fri, 1 :30-
4:30. Participants will creale a produc· 
lion with Ihe instruclor. Exercises will 
develop improvisational abilities and 
encourage participants 10 work logelher 
creatively. Produclion Class, Aug 5-'6, 
is for sludents entering grades 5-8 . Meels 
Mon-Fri , 9-2:30, and develops theatrical 
skills. There will be a production that will 
move through casting and rehearsal pro-
cess. Story Theater Classes. July 8-12, 
15-' 9, 22-26 and Aug 5-9, are for slu-
dents entering grades 1·3. Hours are 
1 :30-3 :30. Studenls leam 10 worl< to· 
gether imprOVisationally to turn slories 
into mini-plays. Classes emphasize 
imagination, slory-Ielling, cooperalion 
and concenlration. Students may enroll 
in as many sessions as they wish . Each 
session is differen!! For informalion and 
regislralion, call 729-8584, Tues-Sal, 
between 11 & 3, or write 10 The Young 
People's Thealer at Box 817, Brunswick 
04011 . 
Senior Fitness USM lifeline offers a 
program for men and women 55 and 
over. Classes take place Mon's, Wed's 
and Fri's from 10:30-11 :15 am, at the 
USM Portland campus gym on Falmoulh 
Sireei. Program consisls of progressive 
exercises, and is educational, moliva-
lional and fun. Registration is ongoing. 
Call lifeline at 780·4170 for more infor-
malion. 
Bug Pictures will be offered by The 
Children'S Resource Cenler June 13, 
18, 19 & 20, Irom '0:30-11:15 am. The 
cenler offers these art fun sessions Tues-
days, Wednesdays and Thursdays. Ses-
sions focus on a creative activity and 
cosl $1 per child. Children must be ac-
companied by an adult and reservalions 
are necessary. Activities for 6- to 12· 
year-olds are also scheduled. Cost var-
ies according to activity. Thompson's 
Point, Building 1A, 741 Slevens Ave, 
PorUand. Register for all activities by 
calling 773·3045; reservations are nec-
essary. 
Stretching the Spirit. a yoga dass of 
genUe breathing and slretching ending 
in deep relaxation . All are welcome to 
this crealive approach to body, mind and 
spiritual well-being . Wednesdays from 
5:30-6:30 pm, Saturdays from 9-10 am 
al Ihe Swedenborgian Church , 302 
Stevens Ave, Portland. $3 donal ion. For 
Depression and the Elderly Beller 
Heallh Care, Inc. will hold Ihis seminar 
June 27, from 6-8 pm, althe Woodford's 
Congregational Church, Woodford's 
SIreet, Portland. Speakers are Joan Sud 
Soreff, L.C.S., and Priscilla Green of the 
RetiredSeniorVolunteer Program. Semi-
nar is free and open to Ihe public. For 
information and reservations, call Jen-
nifer at 772·m2. 
more information, call 772-8277. 
Summ.r Aerobics with Jessica 
Lockhart ongoing through August, Tues 
& Thurs from 6-7 pm. At Ihe 
Swedenborgian Church, 302 Slevens 
Ave, Portland. For more info, call 772-
8277. 
Cent.r Day Camp There's slill time 10 
register for Ihis non-profit, non·sectarian 
camp run by Jewish Community Cenler 
on Sebago Lake in Windham: New 
Horizens, a preschool camp for children 
3 ,/2·kingergarlen; Day Camp, for kids 
enlering grades 1-6. Day camp runs 8 
weeks and is divided as follows: full 
session from June 24-August 16, first 
session from June 24-July 19, second 
session from July 22-AuguSI16. Super-
vised before and aHer camp care is 
available forcampersalthe Jewish Com-
munity Cenler , 57 AsihmontSt, PorUand. 
For a brochure and application, call 772-
1959. 
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Tipping canoes on 
the Moose River 
You can get to Jackm;1n from here, but il takes a long drive with 
good tires and lots of patience. Once you arrive, you can (;1) do 
your laundry at a laundromat, (b) fill your gas tank, (c) get a cup of 
coffee at the diner, or (d) go canoeing on the Moose River. Choice 
"d" is the clear winner, at least for eight students from West School 
P.R.E.P. 
Last week this octet of young Daniel Boones embarked on a 
character-building education in the woods and waterways. 
Coming along for the ride were principal William Shuttleworth 
and a Rotary volunteer, USM also provided support for this 
venture. 
With virtually no previous canoe experience, these eight young 
men ranging in age from 12 to 16 fared well and lived to brag 
about it, The old adage about doing anything you set your mind to 
for kids 
certainly applied here, on the 
swirling, unforgiving currents 
of the mighty Moose River. 
The adventurers were basi-
cally presented with two choices: either learn quickly to get along 
as a team, or spend four days treading water while testing the 
buoyancy of Kapok life jackets. These young Portlanders want the 
world to know that they spent more time inside their canoes than 
they did in the drink. Don't believe for a second that every canoe 
trip ends up like "Deliverance," a film featuring death, despera-
tion, mutant banjo players and squealing pigs. 
However, slightly bad things can happen to basically good 
people. Here are some bemusing highlights from the Portland 
Eight, although these enterprising students viewed some of the 
events as lowlights at the time they occurred. 
Chris B.: While standing up in a canoe may have worked for the 
Indians, it didn' t do a bit of good for him. Available judges gave 
9.3 and 8.5 to his flailing dive into the merciless Moose River. 
Joe G.: Bold Joe found out the hard way that the best prevention 
for cancer is to leave plastic, seal-proof bags at home and let the 
rapids soak your cigarettes into sopping memories. 
James W.: Sticks and stones may break his bones, but raccoons 
will definitely eat his candy bars. If you're going to camp out under 
the stars, you have to be willing to share - and sometimes that 
extends to furry, four-legged friends as well. Let's just say that 
James allowed the wildlife to "snicker" back at him. 
Jimmy N .: As the youngest member of this gutsy crew, Jimmy 
openly defied the American Dental Association and forgot his 
toothbrush. Not to worry. Jim gargled regularly with Moose Water 
and came out smelling like a rose. 
Keith S.: This canoer brought the coolest knife along to save the 
day. Unlike Indiana Jones' whip, Keith's knife didn't do something 
incredible every 15 minutes . Essentially it served as a decoration 
piece, although rumor has it that on the first day, Keith actually 
used his wonder knife to cut a piece of line for the tent. 
Jeff B.: This chap likes to be in charge and running the show. Jeff 
learned that you can't fight Mother Nature. A canoe doesn't 
magically follow your desired course even if you call it a stupid 
motherfire trucker. By the end of the week, Jeff employed his 
verbal skills less and his j-stroke more. 
Chris M.: In every horse race there is a dark horse. On every 
canoe trip there is a surprise personality change that you wouldn't 
believe. Chris M., infamous for chronic complaining, decided that 
canoeing was what life was all about. He went for the gusto and all 
that jazz. 
Jerry S.: This young math whiz kept his sanity by doing his 
multiplication tables at lightning speed. This technique worked no 
matter how difficult the canoe paddling or portaging. For all you 
kids who wonder how math will help you in real life, stop 
wondering. What's 7 x 9? 
The moral of this kids' story is that often the most valuable 
education occurs outside the classroom. If you are presented with 
the opportunity to participate in a similar trip with fellow stu-
dents, go for it. And if you ever get a chance to join the loyal order 
of the Moose River, stay dry; that's half the battle. 
Mi~Quinn 
Foam Sculpture The Children'sResource 
Center is offering Ihis activity lor children 
6-10 June '8, 19, 20, 25,26 & 27, from 
1-1 :45 pm. Cost is $1 per child. The 
center is localed at Thompson's Point, 
Building 1 A, Portland. Reservations re-
quired ; call 773-3045. 
Hansel and Gretel Scarborough Public 
Library presents this Bennington Mari-
onelles produclion based on the 
Englebert Humperdinck opera. Wilh its 
ela borate costumes, sets and special 
effecls, as well as 29 hand-crafted mari-
onelles, Ihis is Benninglon's most lavish 
production to date, their first full puppel 
musical. June 21 al7 pm, allhe Winslow 
HomerCenlerfortheArtsatScarborough 
High School (althe intersection of routes 
1 & 14). Admission: $2 adulls, $1 chil-
dren. Call the library al 883-4723 for 
delails. 
Miss Maine Scholarship Pag.ant in-
vites you to spend August4 atlhe Knighls 
of Columbus Hall in Brunswick as a 
participanl in Miss Maine Day, an official 
Miss Maine Scholarship Pageant fund-
raiser. All pageanls will be judged and 
prizes awarded. Pageants will be held 
for the following groups: Miss Mini Maine 
(ages 3-7), Miss Little Maine (ages 8-
12), and Miss Teen Maine (ages 13-17). 
For an application and more informalion, 
write to the Miss Maine Scholarship Pag· 
eanl, P.O. Box 2149, S. Portiand04116-
2t49, or call 767·0846. 
Otter Pond Wilderness Day Camp Pro-
gram The Portland YMCA is slill accept-
ing registralions for its camp from girls 
and boys 6-16. For more information, 
call Mike LeGage aI874-" 11. 
The Portland Public Library's 
Children's Room Schedule for the 
week of June 13: Monday, June '7, 
10:30am, Preschool SloryTime;aswell 
as sign up for Summer Reading Pro-
gram. Kids ages 5-'2 can sign up till July 
5 for Ihis program which runs June '7-
Aug 9. Wed, June 19, 9:30 am, Finger 
Fun for Babies; 1 0 :30am, Summer Read· 
ing Program Special "Main ely Moose· 
Puppel Show; Friday, June 21, 10:30 
am, Tales for Twos; Sat, June 22, 10:30 
am, Movies (children of all ages). No 
programs June 14-15. All programs are 
free and open 10 Ihe public. Five Monu-
menl Square, Portland. For more infor-
mation, call 871·1700. 
"Round the World" Summer Reading 
Program Grades K-6 can sign up for this 
program, sponsored by South Portland 
Public Library, June 13·24. Kids will read 
andreporton 10books belWeen June 17 
and Aug 9. Report on only 1-2 books per 
week. Games, prizes and fun . Receive 
an invilalion to ourcoslume party/picnic 
anerbook 10. Disney films will be shown 
July 8, 15,22 & 29. come to children's 
room for schedule and info. The library is 
localed at482 Broadway, tei. 799-2204. 
Scienc. Camp The STAR Science Cen-
ter would ike 10 invite children ages 8-, 2 
to come and reveal the engineer within 
them. This four-day workshop is de· 
signed to spark inleresl, curiosity and a 
sense of advenlure in design lechnol· 
ogy. Dates are July 22-25 or Aug 12-15, 
from 9 am-noon. The fee is $65. For 
more inlormalion, call 775-7362. 
Sea Mammal Feedings Join the animals 
al Maine Aquarium for their daily 
feedings. Penguins' feeding 10 am, seals' 
feeding'1 am, seals' training 1:30 pm, 
penguins revisiled 2 pm, seals revisited 
3 pm. The sharks dine on a less regular 
basis so plan 10 join Ihemon Tue's, Thu's 
and Sat's around 4 pm Crooked Jaw the 
moray eel and the Caiman alligator dine 
on an irregular, calch·as·can basis. Route 
1, Saco. Admission : $6 adults, $5 se-
niors, $4 kids 5-12, $2 kids 2·4, free for 
kids under $2. For more information, call 
284-4512. 
Summer Program in Musical Theatre 
Dance! Sing! Design costumes! 
Dance and direction laughl by Barbara 
Goelman, voice and music by Miriam 
Swanhauer. For kids 6·16, who will be 
placed according 10 age and experi-
ence. July 16-25, Tues, Wed & Thurs, 
from 10 am-2 pm. At McAuley High 
School Performing Arts Center, Stevens 
Ave, Portland. Taught oUlside when 
weather permits, For more informalion. 
call 766-2857. 
T.nnis Clinic Soulh Portland Recrealion 
is co-sponsoring a one-week tennis clinic 
with WayneSI. Peler, USPTR. Thedinic 
is open 10 girls and boys 11-17, and will 
be held at Ihe SPHS tennis courls from 
12:30-3:30 pm, Mon-Fri, June 17-21. 
Thedinic will include forehand and back-
hand approach, serve and overhead, 
volley and poaching as well as physical 
filness. The cost is $50 per player. Reg-
istration may be done al S. Portland 
Recreation (21 Nelson Road) or by con-
lacting Wayne SI. Peler aI797-6613. 
• Continued on page 26 
FUN, 
AFFORDABLE 
SUMMER WEA R 
AT 
June 13, 1991 
86 Exchange St. Old Port. 774-9746- Motr-Sat 1 Q-6 
Spring & Summer Physicals 
Need a physical for summer sports or camp? What about school 
registration? We make it easy: 
• Complete history & Physical exam 




331 VERANDA ST. 
Pediatrics Department 
By Appointment Only 
Mon-Fri, 8 AM-4:30 PM 
774-5801 
1-800-322-0280 
595 BRIGHTON AVE. 
Walk-in Family Care 
No Appointment Needed 
Mon-Sat,8AM-8PM; 
Sun 10 AM-4PM 
871-1588 
Welcome to 
Casco Bay W~kly. 
These new and returning 
advertisers help support us 
in our endeavor to provide 
you with an alternative to 
the daily news. 
• Maine Golf, South Portland 
• Paint Pot, Portland 
• The ~Ide House, Raymond 
• Brunswick Ford, Brunswick 
• Convenient Computing, 
Portland 
• Fila, Freeport 
• Cry of the Loon, Casco 
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SPlA 
20% O FF LIST PRICE ON ALL GUARDEX POOL & SPA CHEMICALS 
150N 
DISPLAY 
480 RIVERSIDE ST. PORTLAND 
878-3000 
M-F 9-6, Sat. 104, Eves. by appt. 
1975 LISBON RD. LEWISTON 
1-800-244~858 • 78~858 
M-F 8-7, Sat. 84, Eves. by appt. 
Watch prehistoric sea 
creatures come to life through 
the amazing robotics of 
Dinamation International 
MAY 25-SEPTEMBER 2 
191 Riverside Sl. at EXit 8, Portland 
$3.50 per person 
children under 1, FREE 
The Children's Museum 
of Maine 
Open year-round 
746 Stevens Ave., Portland 
Call 797-KITE (5483) 
"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide 
A sensible. direct and 
easy-to-read parenting guide. 
Designed to provide direction for 
parents, to furnish them with 
understanding of their child's 
behavior and to instill confidence, 
Issues and behaviors are 
common in childhood and 
adolescence. Tells parents what 
to do and what not to do, Indexed 
and alphabetized. Written by Carl 
Metzger, M.D" who has a private 
psychotherapy practice in 
Portland, and hosts "Healthline " 
a weekly radio talk show. Send ' 
$10.95 check or money order to: 
Good Parenting Guide 
PO, Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101 
•••••••••••••••••••• • Father'S Day, June 16 • 
• Maine-Made: 
: Gifts for Dad: 
• World Famous • 
• Moose &: Spruce Watch • 
• Death-by-Chocolate Sauce • 
... T-Shirts • Tie Tacks • 
• Music &: Videos • 
• Mugs • Posters • 
• Puzzles &: Buoy Bells • 
• 12· : q~: 
... ME Mall • 775-4268 • 
• 10-6 Mon.-Sat. , 12-5 Sundays • 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
Entertainment 
• Continued from page 25 
OUT 
SIDE 
Her Wild Song: Wlldernes. Journeys 
for Women Maine's newest wildemess 
guide service is offering five trips for 
women this summer. Founded by wil-
demess guide Anne Detlenbaugh , Her 
Wild Song has planned canoeing and 
backpacking joumeys that are appropr~ 
ate for novices and experienced out-
doors .women. The first joumey, "The 
CounCil of Dreamers· (an exploration of 
rituals) , will take place June 22-29. Su -
san Reed, a naturalist and alternative 
health therapist, will use rituals to evoke 
women 's connections with the earth and 
each other. There will be an option for a 
24-hour solo for participants who wantil. 
For more info, call Dellenbaugh at 773-
4969, or at P.O. Box 6793, Portland 
04101. 
SPORT 
Adult Indoor Soccer Portland Recre-
ation sponsors pickup games every 
Wednesday and Friday night, from 7:30-
9 pm, with skills ranging Irom intermedi-
ate to advanced. For those 18andotder. 
Cost: $1 .50 for reSidents, $3 for non· 
residents. Reiche Center, at the Reiche 
School, 166 Brackett St. For more inlor-
malion, call 874-8873. 
Bike & Pizza Ride. Bike for one to two 
hours along the beautiful coast and 
marshes of Cape Elizabeth and 
Scarborough with the Casco Bay Bi-
cycle Ctub. every Thursday at 6 pm. All 
abiliijes welcome. Meet at Pars Pizza, 
Route 1 (near Oak Hill), Scarborough. 
Park in rear of restaurant. Afterwards 
join the group lor pizza and socializing: 
For details, call Keith at 799·1085. 
Wednesday Evening Paddle. Want to 
try a sea kayak? Join Saco River Outfit-
ters for Wed evening demo kayak 
paddles. Meet every Wed at 5:30 pm at 
East End Beach to test' paddle different 
kayaks. For details, call 773-0910. 
In the Pine. A program with activities 
focusing on the life and community of 
Maine's state tree, June 16. June 23, 
Nature's Medicine Chest, a walk and 
discussion 01 medicinal uses of plants in 
the past. Developed and led by Mary 
Thorp, .pharmacist and volunteer park 
naturalISt. No lee, and no reservations 
required. Part of Freeport's Wolle's Neck 
Woods Slate Park's May/June nature 
programs for the public, which begin at 2 
pm at the benches by the second park. 
Ing lot at the park. For more information 
or group reservations, call the park al 
865-4465 or Ihe Bureau 01 Parks and 
Recreation at 289-3821 . 
Future SUrs Basketball Camp July I-
S lor girts entering grades 6-9 next lall; 
July 6-12 lor boys entering grades 3-5 ; 
July 15-19for boys entering 5-7;Juty 22. 
26 for boys entering grades 7-9. Tujtion 
is $80 per week. Camp runs Irom 8:30 
am-4 pm every day. For more informa-
tion, call Dave Brenner, Deering boys' 
basiketball coach and camp director, at 
774-1315. 
Hot Shot Mini-Golf Toumament Tues-
day night goll toumament with tee-on at 
6:30 pm. Prizes for low scores. Every· 
one welcome. Hot Shot Mini-Golf is lo-
cated at 87 Marginal Way, Portland. For 
more information, call 773-1441. 
Paddle Sessions Join Saco River Outfit-
ters at East End Beach on Wednesday 
eves at 5:30 pm for their paddles ses· 
sions. Demo 2 sea kayaks or canoes. 
Weather permitting ; call 773-0910 for 
more inlormation. 
Bird Banding Program with June 
Ficker, Wells Reserve at Laudholm 
Farm. every Wednesday at 8 am, June 
through August. Licensed bird-bander 
Ficker invites public to watch as birds Ily 
into invisible net and she bands them 
after identifying where they're coming 
from and gathering other informaijon 
she needs from them. If you're very 
tucky, you may be allowed to hold a 
banded bird before it is released again . 
No charge; but there's a parking fee in 
July and August of $5, unless you 're a 
member. Or you C3n fly down on your 
bike, for which there's no parking lee. 
Wells Reserve is located off Route 1 
north of Wells. Formoreinformation,call 
646-1555. 
Bird Walk Through the West Ken-
nebunk BlueberTY Barrens June 15 
at7 am, at Maine Audubon Nature Cen-
ter , Gilsland Farm, 118 Route 1 
Falmouth. Meet at barrens on Route 99 
in W. Kennebunk. Maine Audubon Soci-
ety is offering Saturday morning bird 
walks through June. They'lI take place at 
various locations in Greater Portland 
and begin promptly at either 6:30 or 7 
a.m., rain or shine . Call the Audubon 
Society for details at 781-2330. 
Cnco Bay Bike Cfub will hofd its monthly 
meeting June 18. Michele Drucker of the 
MS Society will talk aboul the MS Great 
Bicycle Escape. The club meets the third 
Tuesday of every month, at 7 pm in the 
Portland Safety Building (potice station) 
on Middle Street. The public is welcome. 
The club also has the following rides 
SCheduled: June IS, third annual 
Kankamagus Madness, 50 miles, meet 
at Gorham Shop 'n Save, 8 am, for inlo 
call Gary Davis at 892-8257; June 16, 
brunch ride, 45 miles. meet at Yudys, 
Saco Street in Westbrook, 8:30 am, for 
info call Evelyn Cookson at 854-5029; 
June 22, strawberry sensation, 30 miles, 
~tatExit3.MaineTumpike , 9am, for 
Info call Liz Vezeau at 646-5396 or Pat 
Aceto at 449-2048; June 23, Fre~port to 
Srunswick loop, 40.miles, meet at Tour-
istlnlo Parking Lot, Exit 17 offt295, 9 :30 
am, lor info call Howard Feller at 865-
3093. Call the 24-hour hodine at 774-
1118 or Ketra Crosson at 829-4402 
eves, for more inlormaijon. ' 
Casco Bay Bicycle Club offers evening 
rides every Wednesday at 6 pm, in the 
YarmouthlFreeportarea. Leisurely paced 
15-20 miles, low traffic. Dinner aher at a 
local eatery. Helmets recommended! CaR 
Charley at 665-3636 or Ketra at 829-
4402 for dates and locations. 
Kayak Roiling Clinic Learn to roll or 
second dass is free. Also offered: sea 
kayak rescue clinic, assisted and sell· 
rescues. Learn the basics in the comfort 
of a pool. Low instructor : student ratio . 
No experience necessary. Call Saco 
River Outlitters at 773-0910 lor details. 
Maine Audubon Seeks Volunteer 
Naturalists The society oilers guided 
natural history walks through the sum-
mer for the public and seeks salt marsh 
and nature enthusiasts to be trained as 
naturalists for the walks. Increase your 
own knowledge of the natural history of 
our local environment while sharing your 
own enthusiasm and wonder with chil-
dren. For more information, call Heidi 
Palola at 781 -2330. 
Maine Sailing School specializes in ba-
sic through advanced navigation, coastal 
cruising courses and bare boat certilica-
tion. Sumner 4-day ,live-aboard cou rses 
are supplemented with ctassroom offer· 
Ings during winter months. For more 
information, call 878-5213. 
Maine Women Outdoors sponsors hik-
ing, biking and camping trips lor women 
18 years of age and older. Upcoming 
events : June 16, day hike Mt. Caribou, 
call LeAnn at 547-3919; July 13, bike tr ip 
25-30 mies, call Donna at 247 -542t . 
July 14, easy day hike, call Jane at 247: 
4411 . For more info on MWO call Sandy 
at 657-5134 or Karen at 797-3006. 
MOAC (Maine Outdoor Adventure ClUb) 
oilers the follOWing events: tra il mainte-
nance trip to Black Angel Trail in the 
White Mts, June 14-t6, call 772-9831 lor 
more inlo; evening walks around the 
Back Cove, meet at Payson Park Tues-
days at 6:30 pm and Thursdays at 6 pm, 
call 829-4124; surfing at Higgins Beach, 
call 871 -1216. 
Nature Center The Wells National Es-
tuarine Research Reserve at 
Laudholm Farm in Wells trails and park· 
inglotisopen everyday from 8 am-5 pm; 
the Visitor Center is open Mon-Sat, 10 
am-4 pm, and Sun, noon-4 pm. Tours 
are given Sundays at 1 pm. For more 
inlo, call 646 -1555. 
Nature Volunteers The 1991 SERVE! 
Maine Voluntary Directory lists volun-
teeropportunilies throughout Maine with 
state and lederal natural resource and 
environmental agencies. Opportunities 
include endangered species al state 
parks, back country rangers on public 
lands, DEP river quality monitors , in-
terns at Land Use Regulation Commis-
sion field ollices and conservation edu-
cators for the Soil Conservation Service. 
The projects require volunteers with skills 
and abilities ranging from enthusiasm 
and interest in nature 10 highly trained 
professionals. For more information or 
to obtain a copy of the directory, call or 
wnte to Libbey Soigars, SERVEIMaine, 
Mame Dep't of Conservation, Station 22, 
Augusta 04333, tel. (207) 289-4945. 
Portland Rugby Club practices Tues & 
Thurs eves, at 5:30 pm, at Fox Street 
Fietd oil Marginal Way. Players of all 
abilWes are welcome. Games and tour-
naments are scheduled throughout the 
summer. For more information, call Pe-
ter at 829-4607 or John at 774-5221 . 
The Portfand Women'. Rugby Club 
welcomes all levels to its practices on 
TuesdaysandThursdays, at 5 :30pm, at 
Mame Youth Center. For more inlorma-
tion, call Rose at 772-5630 or Karen at 
772-2942. 
Scubs Diving Cla •• e. Tommy's Dive 
Shop offers five-week, national certifica-
tion prograrnsone Tuesdaynightaweek. 
New class starts every five weeks. 
Tommy's Dive Shop is located at 273 
CongressSt. Toregisterorfindoutmore, 
call m-5357. 
Senior Adult Water E.ercl.e Program 
The City of Porttan d is offering classes at 
the Riverton Pool (1600 Forest Ave) 
every Friday afternoon from 12:15-1 :15 
pm. Transportation to and from the pool 
is available (a van leaves the Cummings 
Center, 134 Congress St, Portland, at 
11 :30 am and returns at2 pm). Cost is 75 
cents. For more information, can 874-
8870. 
Softball Marathon Pine Tree Society's 
13th annual marathon will be held June 
15 & 16 at Payson Park and Dougherty 
Field. ASAand pick' up teams welcome. 
For more information, call 774-9280 or 
1-800-244-3792. 
Volleyball Portland Recreation oilers pick· 
up games through the summeron Tues-
days and Thursdays, from 7:3O-9 :3O pm. 
Fee is $1 .50 for residents, $3 for non-
residents. Prool 01 residency required. 
At Reiche Community Center, 166 
Brackett st. For more in fonmatlon , call 
874-8873. 
ETC 
Amnesty International Group 1355 
wiU be meeting June 18at7:30pmatthe 
Mernll Memorial Library, Main Street, 
Yarmouth. Interested persons are wei· 
come 10 attend. Plans are underway for 
our local celebration 01 Amnesty's 30th 
anniversary this year. For info, contact 
Paul Shupe, group coordinator, at 781-
3551,orwritetoP.0 . Box 364, Yarmouth 
04096. 
Outdoor Hotlln. Call 774-1118 for a list-
ing of bicycling, hiking , cross country 
skiing , canoeing and other outdoor ac-
tivilies sponsored by the Maine Outdoor 
Adventure Club and the Casco Bay Bi-
cycle ClUb. 
Book Sal. The Friends of the Curtis Me-
morial Library will hold their annual sale 
on June 13 (11 -8) , 14 (11-6) & 15 (9-
noon) at Bowdoin College in the lobby of 
Morrill Gym. Thousands of fiction & non-
fiction titles as well as records will be 
ollered. Prices will be reduced Friday 
and even further Saturday. For more 
info, call 729-4473. 
The Center for Performance Studies 
wi. begin its summer session the weeks 
01 June 24 and July 1. Beginning and 
advanced acting . singing and games! 
improv will be offered to adults; a kids 
thealer day camp will be o"ered to kids 
9-13. All classes will be held at the Port-
tand Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest 
Ave, Portland. For more inlormation, call 
774-2776. 
Get Your Paddle Wet III Bring your 
kayak and the willingness to meet new 
lriends to PorUand's Easl End Beach at 
6 pm every Thursday evening through 
Labor Day. All levels are welcomed and 
encouraged to join in the fun . For more 
inlormation, call n2-5357. 
Small Boat Handling One-day workshop 
deSigned for the novice. Workshop 
touches on the application of the rules of 
the road and rudimentary navigation. 
Workshop time to be spit between a 
morning class ashore and an afternoon 
lab in Casco Bay aboard SMTC's 32' 
motor vessel. One-day classes 10 be 
held on June IS, 16, 22, 23 from 9 am-5 
pm in the Deck Shop, SMTC campus, S. 
~~~~;;g3.Cost: $75. For more info, call 
Dateline Every Tuesday Dateline hosts 
an adult singles dance (ages 28-60 plus), 
althe PorUand Marriotl'sSables Lounge, 
off Maine Mall Rd. in S. Portland. Dance 
starts at 8 pm. Bullet, deejay and door 
prizes, but no jeans. For more inlonma-
tion, call 645-4751 . 
Deering Oaks Family Festival is look-
ing for musicians to play at the festival, 
which will be held July 23-28. Interested 
musicians should send a demo tape to 
the Deering Oaks Family Festival , 142 
Free St, Portland 04101. 
Designers' Showca .. '91, sponsored 
by the Portland Symphony Orchestra 
Women's Committee, wiU feature the 
work of 19 noted designers and decora-
tors, at the newly constructed Anastos & 
Lohnes home at Royall Point in 
Yarmouth. Open through June23, every 
day except Mondays. Tickets are $7 for 
adults, $5 lor seniors. Proceeds benefit 
the PSO. For more information, call the 
PSO at 773-8191 or 1-800-639-2309. 
"Doing OurPart: Casco BaysndWorid 
War II" The Spring Point Museum's 
mission is to collect, preserve and inter-
pret the history of S. PorUand and envi-
rons. Its waterfront facitity at Fort Preble, 
on the campus of Southern Maine Tech-
nical College in S. Portland, currently 
oilers visitors tours of its World War II 
exhibition as well as the conservation 
taboratory lor the bow of Snow Squall, 
the only intact remains 01 an American-
built clipper ship in the world. The 
museum's public season runs through 
Oct 31, and it's open Mon·Sun, Irom 1-4 
pm. Admission is $2, chitdren under 12 
admitted free. For inlo, call the museum 
at 799-6337. 
EMT Cours .. Southern Maine EMS will 
oller one EMT Bridge course lor licensed 
ambulance anendants and medical pro-
fessionals who want to become EMTs, 
and two advanced life support courses 
for EMTs who want license at the EMT-
Intermediate level in Maine. Thecourses 
begin the th ird week of June and will be 
held In Bndgton, Biddelord or Topsham 
For details, call Carolyn LaMarre at 878-
9210. 
The Enriched Golden Age Ctub invites 
men and women 60and over to Wednes-
day luncheons and programs as follows: 
June 19, Indoor Picnic; June 26, June 
Birthdays Music Program with Beau & 
David . Donation: $2 . The club is located 
at 297 Cumberland Ave, Portland. Res-
ervations must be made in advance by 
calling the Salvation Army at 774-6974. 
Father's Day at the Seashore Trolley 
MuseumOnJune16, fathers andgrand-
fathers will be admitted free il they are 
accompanied by one or more of their 
chitdren. The museum oilers rides in 
restored trolley cars, guided tours and 
exhibits. Museum store leatures trolley 
and railroad books and souvenirs. Spe-
cial events are scheduled throughout 
the season. Open daily Irom 10 am-4 :30 
pm through Sept 8. Admission ' $5 .50 
adults, $4.50 senior citizens, $3.50 chil -
dren 6-16, children under 6 free. The 
museum is located on Log Cabin Road 
In Kennebunkport. Call 967 -2800 for lur-
ther information. 
Father'. Day Craft Fair The Portland 
YMCA will host the lair June 15 & 16. The 
day will be filled with lun, crafts and 
special activities. At the Portland YMCA. 
70 Forest Ave. Formoreinlormation,call 
Mrs. Stevens at 684-3935 or Mike 
LeGage at 874-1111 . 
First Aid In.tructor Candidate Train-
Ing will be held on June 19 from 2-6 pm. 
Standard First Aid course lollows !rom9-
5 pm on June 24-25 at the Portland 
Chapter of the American Red Cross, 524 
Forest Ave. For more info, call 874-
1192. 
The Freeport Funfest, a lull day of ac-
tivities and entertainment, has been 
scheduled lor June 29. The fest wiU start 
at 10 am, with a 5-mile Route 1 run 
thorugh South Freeport and will finish 
with an awards ceremony hosted by 
Joan Benoit Samuetson 01 Freeport. At· 
though the central location for the lest is 
The Freeport Outlet Mall , activities will 
take place at all of the sponsors' loca-
tions Irom the Freeport Inn up to Dexter 
Shoe. Entry forms may be picked up at 
Tuckerman's Outfitters in Portland or 
Freeport or at festival sponsors on Route 
1 in Freeport. For more info, call 865-
1348. 
Garden Tour Gorham Garden Club is 
sponsoring this tour June 15, from 1-4 
pm. Admission is $5; tickets may be 
purchased that day at 2 Robie st. in 
Gorham. Seven Gorham gardens will be 
featured. Refreshments will be served. 
Grow Your Own Garden The Maine 
Organic Farmers and Gardeners Asso-
ciation and the Cooperative Extension 
have put together a package fororganiz-
ers who want to start a, local community 
garden. The package contains general 
organizational procedures and informa-
tion, descriptions and sample lorms from 
successlul Maine projects. It is available 
for four dollars to cover postage and 
copying costs from MOFGA, P.O. Box 
2176, Augusta 04338. Also: more volun-
teers are needed to serve as advisors to 
beginning gardeners, as well as people 
willing to donate gardening space, seed-
lings, rototilling, etc. II you are interested 
in making this commitment, or il you are 
seeking gardening hetp, conlaCtMOFGA 
at the above address. 
Host Famille. Sought for Foreign Stu-
dent. The rewards 01 sharing one's 
home with a young person are great. In 
addition to the new languages and cus-
toms each student brings, the host lam-
ily receives a travel scholarship which a 
lamity member can use to deduct as 
much as $800 oil an A.I.F .S. study travel 
abroad program. The program is non· 
prolit and families are eligibte to claim a 
charitable deduction lor their partici pa-
tion. Anyone interested in applying to 
become a host should call Francis 
Parkman 01 The American Institute lor 
Foreign Study Academic Year in America 
Program, at 871-Q682, or the regional 
director, Heidi Burmeister, at 1-800-322-
4678. 
Istand Journal 1991 Published by the 
Island Institute, a non-prolil organization 
dedicated'" to the balanced use of the 
Maine islands, this year's issue rellects 
a continuing tradition 01 showcasing the 
best 01 Maine's island art, poetry, liction, 
issues and history , and at the same time 
addressing the serious concerns lacing 
the islands. Available 10r$1 0.951rom the 
Island Institute, 60 Ocean St, Rockland 
04841, or from local bookstores and 
shops. For more inlo, call 594-9209. 
Karaoke Competition Fundralser to 
benefit the American Red Cross Disas-
ter Van at T-Bird's (126 N. Boyd St, 
PorUand) . Qualification rounds on June 
13 & 20, final sing ·oll June 27. For more 
inlo, call 874-1192. 
Maine Ballroom Dance hosts ballroom 
dancing, all levels, every Sat, 9-12 pm, 
and ballroom dancing for beginners ev-
ery Sun 6-9 pm. Learn foxtrots, waltzes, 
jitterbugs , rumbas and cha-chas. For 
more information, call 773-0002. 
Maine Maritime Museum Cruise "Five 
Lighthouse. by Day and Night" 
leaves Boothbay Harbor June 17 at 6 
pm, serves dinner and cocktaits en route , 
and returns atll pm. This cruise costs 
$40 for members, $46 for others, which 
includes dinner and cocktails . Reserva " 
tions required; call 443-1316. 
Midway with chi ldren 's games, lood 
booths, beano and musicat entertain-
ment by the Royal River Chorusol Sweet 
Adelines tnternational. June 15, 10-4, at 
Westcustago Grange Hall , Route 115, 
North Yarmouth. Free admission . Call 
846-4726 for more information. 
Multi-Family Yard Sate 141 Neal St, 
Portland, June IS, 9am-3 pm. Rain date 
June 16. To benelit the Community 
School, an altemative school in Camden. 
Help yourself to some great deals and 
help a very special school continue to 
oller second chances and respect to 
adolescents and their lamilies. 
Portland Chamber of Commerce Elev-
enth Annual Meeting June t4 at7 am 
at the Sonesta Hotel (157 High St) . Guest: 
Rep. Tom Andrews. $9 for members, 
$15 non·members. For more inlo, call 
772-2811. 
Portland Women'. Aglow Fellowship 
w~1 meetJur.e 18, at6 :3O pm, at Ramada 
Inn, 1230 Congress St, Portland. All 
women welcome. Donation : $4 al the 
door. For details, call 797-4915 or 883-
9979. 
The Proprioceptive Writing Center of 
Portland announces the publication 01 
its first literary magazine, -Spiral ,' which 
leatures stories and poetry by 10 Maine 
writers, and of the second volume 01 
poetry by center director Tobin Simon, 
"The Love-Hate Mombo Jombo: A cel· 
ebration 10 greet the new publications 
will take place on June 14 at 7:30 pm, at 
the home 01 board members KaiUin Briggs 
and Mac McCabe, 51 Coyte St, Portland. 
Festivities will include meeting the au-
thors whose work appears in -Spiral,' 
music, and readings from the new pub-
lications. The magazine and book are 
available at the Propriocepijve Writing 
Center, 39 Deering St, Portland. For 
information on these, or for directions to 
the celebraijon, phone 772-1847. 
Publl.her'. Party and Book Signing 
wltn Author Cyntnla Haclnll and her 
book -Down Eats : The Essential Maine 
Restaurant Guide: June 13, from 5-7 
pm, at Ralfles Cafe Bookstore , 555 Con-
gress St, Portland. For further inlo, call 
761 -3930. 
Recycling at Shop 'n Save Hannalord 
Bros. now recycles "Hi-Cone' plastic 
carriers. The six-pack carriers, custom-
arily used for carrying soda, beer and 
other muW-pack beverages, may be re-
turned by customers and ptaced in the 
plastic recyding bins located in all Shop 
'n Save supermarkets in Maine. For more 
information, call 1-800-442-6045, ext 
2488. 
St. Vincent DePaut Thrift Shop has 
reopened. Located at 305 Congress St, 
its hours are Mon, Wed & Fri, 1-3 pm. 
Proceeds benefit SI. Vincent DePaul 
Sou p Kitchen. 
Sabbathday Lake Shaker Museum Lo-
cated in the last ac~ve Shaker commu-
nity, the museum will offer tours of the 
Shaker Village Mon·Sat, Irom lOam-
4:30 pm, through Columbus Day, the 
season's end. Closed on Sundays. On 
the Shaker Village grounds are the 
Shaker store, where many herbs and 
crafts are sold ; and the Shaker Museum 
Reception Center, where books, fumi-
ture and other items are lor sale. The 
center also contains exhibit rooms. Spe-
cial events include a series 01 16 cralts 
workshops and a concert offered by the 
Portland String Quartet. The museum is 
located on Route 26 in New Gloucester, 
25 miles north 01 Portland. Contact the 
museum at 926-4597 lor a copy of the 
1991 Workshops catalog, or lor more 
information. 
Southern Maine Singles Social Group 
meets on weekends at various locations 
Irom Portland to Biddelord. Meet new 
Iriends, ages 35 and over. No lees. 
Please call usat 934-1692, 284-9322 or 
775-1553. 
Southworth Planetarium Summer 
Schedule Astronomy shows: Wednes· 
days, Fridays & Saturdays at 7 pm; La-
ser light shows: Fridays & Saturdays at 
8:30 pm. Astronomy presentations in-
clude A Tour 01 the Solar System and 
The Mars Show. The planetarium's 
Skywatch line offers recorded inlonma-
tion about what is currently visible in the 
night sky; call 780-4719. Prices: adults 
$3 lor one show, $5 lor two ; seniors 
$2.50 lor one show, $4 for two : under 18 
$2.50 lor one show, $4 lor !WO. The 
planetarium is located in the Science 
Building, USM Portland, FalmouthStreel. 
For further inlormaijon, call 78Q-4249. 
A Special Bakesale will feature home-
made cookies by Portland Foster Grand-
parents at Monument Square , June 20, 
11 -2. Rain dale June 21 . 
Summer Solstice Cruise to benefit 
the Casco Bay Green. leaves Long 
Wharf aboard the Longfellow June 21 . 
Cruise the harbor lor four hours, Irom 
7:15-11 :30 pm, while listening to the 
Lawn Holes (Iormerly the Ozone Holes 
and the Lawn Omaments) . Dine buffet 
style , with food catered by Food Not 
Bombs. Tickets are $20, and are avail-
able at Ecology House, Maybe Some-
day Bookstore, Good Day Market in 
PorUand, and at the Gull 01 Maine Book-
sto re in Brunswick. For tickets or more 
inlormation , call 774 -4599. 
Visitor. Guide The 1991 olficial Greater 
Portland guide is now available from the 
Convention and Visitors Bureau . This 
56-page magazine is a year·round, lull 
cotor guide to area accomodaijons, res· 
taurants, attractions, shopping and ser-
vices. You can pick up a co py at the 
bureau on 142 Free SI., Portland. Larger 
quanmies are availabte to businesses, 
convention planners and tour operators 
by calling the bureau at 772-4994. 
Waterfront Festival June 22 opens at 10 
am and includes traditional -blessing 01 
the lIeet: Mr. & Mrs. Fish at 1 pm, 
Kendall Morse at 2 pm, Castlebay at 3. 
Free admission! Held at Portland Fish 
Pier on Commercial Stree. For more 
info, call 874-8793. 
Women'. International Folk Dancing 
Beginner's classes in line and circle 
dances of Bulgaria, Greece, Turkey, 
Armenia, Yugoslavia, Rumania, Israel & 
others. No partners needed. Thursdays 
at 7:30 pm, Williston West Church, 32 
Thomas St, Portland. Cost is $2 per 
class. For more information , calt Ruth at 
774-9378. 
Your Maine Event A fIVe-part workshop 
devoted to producing successlul meet-
ingsand events, June 17, from 8:45 am· 
2 pm at the Holiday Inn by the Bay, 
Porttand. Sponsored by the Convention 
and Visitors Bureau of Greater Portland. 
Cost $45, including admission to Book-
ing Business Plus trade show and buffet 
lunch . For more information, call 772-
4994. 
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Winner receives two free movie tickets compliments of Maine Mall Cinema! 
SAT. JUNE 1st - 5:15 pm on Forest Ave by Pier 1. You were 
driving Sheriff's Dept. vehicle #200 and had gorgeous eyes. 
I was the brunette in the silver Aries station wagon. Are you 
single? Please say yes. Can we meet? CBW Box 688. 
If you have placed an ad in the Casco Bay weekly personals, your ad is automatically 
entered in the PERSONAL OF THE WEEK contest. We are looking for ads that are 
creative, witty and fun. Winners will receive their tickets in the mail. ' 
BORED WITH GENERIC ADS, 
PEOPLE? I'm not a • ... blah.blah ... • 
done and don't want one. I'm a 
dynamic, unique. attractive. 38, 
DWM passionate Italian. Self-suffi-
cient. gutsy. romantic. Where's my 
Juliet? 1r5342. 
DWM- YOUNG 58 NON-SMOKER. 
Successful businessman. enjoys 
tennis. dining out, traveling. theater. 
movies. romantic evenings. Looking 
for attractive. intelligent female to 
share evenings- weekends with. 
P.O.Box 1800, Hampton. NH 03842. 
1r5341. 
dating services 
POOH. HOPING YOU ARE DOING 
WELL I love and miss you daily. I 
still need space though. Can't take 
the pain. I love you. piglet! _ 
SANDY- our love is the most beauti-
ful thing I've known. I'm sorry I'm so 
rotten. I love you. I need you. Please 
take me back.-JOHN 
SAT.JUNE 1st - 5:15 pm on Forest 
Ave. by Pier One. You were driving 
Sheriff's Dept. vehicle #200 and had 
gorgeous eyes. I was the brunette in 
the silver Aries station wagon. Are 
you single? Please say yes. Can we 
meet? CBW Box 688. 
MWM- GOOD LOOKING. 30 YRS .• 
seeks MIS F's for intimate times and 
friendship. Enjoy good smoke. 
motorcycles, outdoors., Discretion 
and cleanliness a must. Race and 
age not important. P.O.Box 387. 
Umington. ME. 04049. 
FREE DINNER if you're a single 
female 25-32 with good looks. some 
wit and the desire to meet a 
genuinely nice man. Send photo and 
letter and I'll gladly buy dinner. If din-
ner goes well then it may be a great 
beginning. What's to lose. CBW Box 
681. 
HOW TO USE PERSONAL CALL® 
PERSONAL CAII~ is a FREE service for Casco Bay Weekly advertisers! 
Ask for PERSONAL CALL~ service when you place your Casco Bay Weekly personal ad. Then. 
you'll receive your own PERSONAL CALL~ number and security code, so you can call a FREE 800 
number to record your one-minute greeting message. Be creative! You can change your message 
as often as you like to satisfy the whim of the moment. 
We do suggest that you leave your first name and ask the people responding to leave their 
telephone numbers and best times for you to call. Do not leave your last name, tl ~ephone number 
or address. • 
When you call the 800 number and enter your PERSONAL CALL~ number and your private 
security code, the system will immediately tell you how many new responses you have. From there. 
just fOllow the easy prompts. You'll press 1 to record your greeting or press 2 to hear your 
responses. 
Once you've recorded your greeting message. you can call the same FREE 800 number as often 
as you like. 24 hours a day, to listen to your responses for up to three weeks after your ~d appears 
in the paper. 
RESPONDING TO A CASCO BAY WEEKLY PERSONAL AD 
WITH PERSONAL CALL® SERVICE: 
Using PERSONAL CALL~ to answer Casco Bay Weekly personal ads is fast and fun! 
Relax in your favorite chair, browse through the Casco Bay Weekly personal column and circle 
the ads that interest you. 
The small telephone symbol-~- next to the four digit number tells you the person has PERSONAL 
CALL~service. With PERSONAL CALL~you don't have to listen to one message after another until 
you find someone you'd like to meet, (unless you ch@se to). These messages remain on line for 
three weeks after the ad appears in Casco Bay Weekly. so check the date of the paper you're 
reading! 
You can immediately respond to an ad by calling 1-900-370-2041 . 
When the system answers, follow the easy instructions. 
Enter the four digit number of the ad that interests you. You w ill then hear that person's one- . 
minute voice greeting, and you can leave your response. And, you can enter another box number. 
and another and another .... (If the advertiser's voice greeting is not yet on line. you can still leave 
your response.) 
The cost for using PERSONAL CAL~ to respond to Casco Bay Weekly Personal ads is only 99 
cents per minute and will appear on your telephone bill under "PrsnlcaIL" 
Having Problems? Please be sure that you are using a touch-tone phone that is on tone, not pulse. 
If you have any questions or feedback about PERSONAL CALL~ , just call us at 775-6601. We 
like to hear from you. 
personals 
dating services 





















lost & found 
music lessons 
ADVENTUROUS ITALIANI FIRST 
ANNUAL-and hopefully the last- AD. 
Last June I placed my first ad ever 
and requested responses from ex-
ceptional women who never thought 
they'd 'be responding to an ad like 
this . Of a staggering 72 responses I 
thoroughly enjoyed 29 dinner-dance 
beach and lunch dates before be-
coming enchanted with. in hindSight, 
the finest actress I ever met. Though 
I offered Camelot. the fair maidens 
armor lost it's lustre. I'm attractive. 
dark, romantic. feisty. passionate, 
considerate and an exceptionally 
youthful 39 DWM. Equally comfort-
able in formal wear in the finest res-
taurants. barefoot on the beach or 
dancing in blue jeans. Always a 
gentlemen. always laughing, yet I've 
been described by friends as ·a good 
bad boy·. I'm taking the summer off 
to find one exceptionally: attractive. 
bright. romantic. considerate and 
true fair maiden to share my 
camelot- forever. The most descrip-
tive letters with photos get first daim 
to the kingdom. "8'5344. 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA JUST 
WON'T BE SUNNY until my Light 
Guy gets here. Hurry. June 28th! I 
love you and I miss you .- Maika. 
Submissive DWM. Mid 40's. Enjoys 
stock car racing. Would like to hear 
from petite. attractive females who 
like lile in the fast lane. Smokers. 
spanking and alcohol OK. No drugs. 




EBONY IVORY SOCIETY. Meet 
ladies and gentlemen of different ra-
cial and ethnic groups for friendship 
or dating. Stamped envelope to POB 
8628. Metairie, LA 7001 t. 
U.S. Asian Connection for free photo 
brochure and details of the beautiful, 
faithful . marriage-minded ladies from 
overseas in our pen- pal club call 
702-451 -3070 and leave your mail-
ing address. 
Compatibles 
·The Dating Service That Cares" 
Remember when you were ir. 
school? Everyone you 'knew 
was Single. So is everyone we 
know. 
That's how we've introduced 
thousands of relationship-
oriented Singles. Through our 
caring concern and personal-
ized service, we can introduce 





Money back guarantee 
GWM 33, INTERESTED IN MEET-
ING OTHER GM without having to 
go to the bar. I enjoy movies, dining 
out, dancing (on occasion) and the 
theater. I also enjoy camping on oc-
casion. though I'm not much of an 
outdoorsman. Respond to P.O.Box 
11144, Portland, ME. 04104. 
1r5345. 
I' M N():':T~Loo=-=-K:-:CI"'N-::G--'F=CO::-:R::-::C:::O::-M7:M:7IT=-­
MENT. Indepenent, attractive, out-
doorsy SWF 40 loves hiking. nature. 
laughing, tamaracks. waterfalls. 
good conversation and adventure 
seeks attractive SWM 35-45 non-
smoker who'd like to share some of 
the above (and maybe an occasional 
pitcher of beer-). 1r5339. 
MWM, 37. seeks man for intimacy. 
exploration of fantasies. If you're 
looking for no strings attached ex-
citement, let's meet and see where 
things gp. Discretion a must and as-
sured. CBW Box 679. 1r5337. 
MWM, 38, seeks F to show me how 
to improve my culinary skills. If inter-
ested send lesson plan. Discretion 
assured, all letters answered. 
Thanks. CBW Box 682. 1r5334. 
MWM. Moderately attractive. in 
thirties. seeks MIS women to share a 
special friendship based on respect 
for each others marital status and 
need for discretion.CBW Box 678. 
"8'5336. 
MWM. late 30's, attractive. sen-
suous. sensitive seeks SF 25-40 for 
intimate relationship. Free days. dis-
cretion requested and assured. CBW 
Box 670. 
SINGLE AT LAST! NOW WHAT? 
DWM seeks attractive, trim WF. over 
25. blue eyes a plus. for barbeques, 
beach. friendship . fantasies , movies. 
parties. passion. sports . suppers! 
PICture appreciated. not necessary. 
CBW Box 690. 1r5343. 
SWF. NEWLY SINGLE. 34, AT-
TRACTIVE, you decide. per-
sonalities are what I go by, sense of 
humour a must. enjoy living. danc-
ing, walks. movies, people, music. 
nature, hugs. CBW Box 687 
"8'5338. 
SWF, PROFESSIONAL, EASYGO-
ING, WORKAHOLIC Loves outdoor 
and cultural activities. Looking for 
same qualities in attractive, healthy 
male 24-35 for fun times. I am 5'2·. 
125 Ibs .• brown hair. blue eyes, fre-
quent smile. Photo appreciated. 
PO Box 9421, Suite 360. South 
Portland. 04106. 
SWF.36. PROFESSIONAL. AT-
TRACTIVE. interested in meeting 
special SWM. 30-40. I hope you are 
attractive. intelligent, sensitive. and 
enjoy biking, walks. dining. music. 
camping . Write with phone#. Box 
11046. Portland, 04104. 
SWM 31, SEEKS A FUN LOVING 
SF 20-30. who likes international 
cuisine, romantic evenings, shopping 
the Old Port. exploring fantasies and 
joys. Willing to work on peaks and 
valleys of life in a long term 
relallonship. Photo prefered. CBW 
Box 691. 
If You're Single, We're Free 
Trying to meet someone new? Try Casco Bay Weekly'S Personal 
Call®. On FAX FREE THURSDAY fax your ad of 30 words or 
less to 775-1615 between 9 am and 4 pm and get your Personal 
Call® ad absolutely FREE. Don't forget to include your name, 
address & phone number so we can send you your Personal 
Call® number. 
For more information about Casco Bay 
Weekly personal ads, Personal Call® and 
Fax Free Thursday call us at 775-6601. 
personals 
USF (UNCOMMON SINGLE 
FRIEND) SEEKS GUD (if you are 
one, you know ... ) in his late .30's for 
fun and frolic. Let's defy gravity. Your 
airspace or mine? CBW BOX 689. 
SWM, 30, attractive, muscular, trim , 
passionate, intelligent, childless, 
financially conservative, seeks WF, 
22+ for mutually nurturing, equal, 
romantic, respectfull, intimate, true 
partnership in ·real life." In bed, he 
feigns dominance. CBW Box 675. 
"8'5329. 
SWM. 41 , EXCELLENT HEALTH IN 
BODY AND SPIRIT, seeks F partner. 
ideally, an imaginative, non-<:onfor-
mist kalon, to commence a program 
of appfied tantra. Passion, love, 
sacrament may be conjoined if the 
fire is awakened. Please write 
P.O. Box 10841. Portland. ME. 
04t04. 
body & soul 
A DAY OF AFFIRMATION . Spend a 
day among women. affirming and 
celebrating your healing journey. 
Share your struggles and successes 
with the guidance of a professional 
therapist. We will make collages and 
use supportive. nourishing group ac-
tivities to breathe life into affirmations 
we create together. Saturday, July 
20th, 10am-3pm. $20 ($15 if you call 
by July 10th). For details call Jane 
Gair 774-8633. 
Astrological consultations provide in-
sights into the many paths available 
for healing and change in your life. 
For yourself or a troubled child. Call 
Jan Moody. 725-8226. 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen 
Austen, MA, LM.T., Ucensed Mas-
sage Therapist. Alleviate chronic 
backaches, headaches. neck and 
shoulder stiffness, sciatica. stress. 
improve flexibility, muscle tone. cir-
culation, athletic performance. By 
appointment. 865-0672. 
EMPOWERMENT THROUGH 
CONNECTION : Women 's Adult 
Development. July 13, Community 
House. Kennebunkport, 9-4:30. $75. 
Facilitated by Rosalie Heart (formerly 
Byrer), 781-5639, Louise Zubrod 
(985-4430) and Shari Lewchanin 
(985-4854 ). 
INTIMACY AND COMMUNICATION: 
OPENING THE HEART, a one day 
workshop for lesbians, June 29. 10-
4. Call Wendy Moser. MA. 767-
3848 for registrallon info. Sliding 
scale. Couples group also forming. 
ONGOING WOMEN'S HEALING 
GROUPS - Address issues in a safe 
supportive environment through ex-
pressive therapy and group process. 
Recover, claim and heal yourself. 
For information contact Lynda 
Despres. M.S.w. 883-5597. 
SPECIAl! I'm celebrating the reloca-
tion of my Polarity Therapy office to 
Broadway, South Portfand by offering 
a FREE session as a BONUS for 
any session scheduled by June 30th. 
Experience an energy balanCing and 
feeling of well-being. Call today: 
Hiromi Dolliver, 799-2117. 
T'ai Chi Chuan is an ancient chinese 
martial arts system based on mental 
and physical balance. unity and 
harmony. T'ai Chi is a gen~e dis-
cipline where one learns to blend 
with an opponent's energy to gain 
control of it. The T'ai Chi Form is 
meditation in movement. Excellent 
for spiritual growth. radiant physical 
health and unequaled in reducing the 
effects of stress and tension in one's 
hfe. An effective method of develop-
ing fluidity awareness, focus and 
peace with oneself. Beginners 
through Advanced Classes including 
Push-Hands. Visitors welcome. For 
information and registr .. tion call 
Gene Golden 772-9039. ___ _ 
TAl CHI CHUAI~ , martial art em-
phasizing a slow. rulaxed~ mooitatve 
approach 10 body-mind interactions 
and movement. On-going classes 
Tues. 6:30 pm, 861 Main St. 
Westbrook. Instructor. Don Labbe, 
854-9257. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax 
body & soul 
MEN'S GROUP- Opening in on-
going men's group. Explore issues 
such as commitment. relationships, 
the absent father. fear of intimacy, 
stuck feelings. Whether you 've had 
group experience or not. if any of 
these topics presents a concern for 
you, you're invited to call Rick Lynch 
at 874-0681 for information or an in-
terview. 
Brooke Alexander, M. Div. 
Pastoral Counselor 
Treatment for addictions 
and co-dependancy. 
Help with self-alienation and shame. 
Individuals, couples and (Jroups 
781-5041 
portlan<:I:a Studio 
616 Congress Iyengar Yoga 
Portland 797-5684 
We have world marketing rights 10 
the ancient Ming Dynasty whole food 
herbal formulas. These secret and 
much protected Chinese for-
mulations are credited in many 
scientific journals for nourishing and 
balancing the body systems. ·Chi· 
energy is enhanced and the body 
becomes stronger and better able to 
regenerate itself. Call Frank at 773-
1500. ext. 300. 
roommates 
A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE! Looking 
for responsible. employed roommate 
10 share mostly furnished, comfort-
able 5-room. duck-pond view apart-
ment. Fun. music. pets, deposit. 
Rent $200/month + 1/2 utilities. 774-
3958. 
ASSIDUOUSLY SEEKING the per-
fect roommate for an imperfect wond 
and a great. perfectible apartment. 
You are a thoughtful (both senses) 
SEFERLIS & TROTTIER adult. probably willing to trade low 
Brief The"'Pl' w~h rent for some work on home im-
CHILDREN. ADOLESCENTS. ADULTS provement and housekeep!· ng COUNSEUNG & HYPNOTHERAPY 
•• oh", .. """,001 " .... ' "" ........ ·H .... ";ont' .. • projects. Enough room for single 
....y __ .".,Ph ..... ·"" .... ""' .. -""' .. , ""'.. parent with part-time child. Nice 
EVE & WEEKENO HOURS. Reaeonable Feee 
.... NATIONAL.""""OfCERTlF1EOCOlJlol8E!.OM West End location. 774-1597. 
232 St. John St. ptld_ 871-8134 
Sfiiats11 
Acupressure 
Gentle, relaxing, ba:Jling_ e 
A" upmlmCO of deep bak",,,,, 
Ann Foster Tabbutt ~ 
799-9258 AOBTA 
evenings only please. 
BACK COVE IS 2 1/2 BLOCKS from 
this Wood fords area apartment. Non-
smoking 3O-ish woman wanted to 
share with two other women. Quiet 
lifestyle. $225/month +113 utilities. 
774-7058. 
June 13, 1991 29 
Responsible roommate wanted: 
Non-smoking. chem-free. 
$275/month indudes all excepl 
phone. to live with small family in 
quiet Deering section of Portfand. 
Available June 30, call 772-3058. 
SHARE COMFORTABLE APART-
MENT IN GORHAM with 33 ylo 
male. Student or professional wel-
come. Includes piano. $275 plus 
security. 892-5356. 
SUMMER OCCUPANCY- 2 ROOMS 
AVAILABLE in our 1800's farmhouse 
on 40 acres. Share with 3 other 
music/art students. Early to mid-2O·s . 
$175/month plus $140 security. Only 
utility: phone. 797-8841. 10 mins . 
from Portfand in Falmouth. Easy ac-
cess to tumpike and highway. 
Single Mother. Professionat. seeks 
another mother to share apartment 
in Portfand area. Have furniture . Call 
774-8066. Ask only for Jean. 
F SEEKING MlF ROOMMATE. 
Eastern Prom area. Share nice 2 
BR. Must be an easy-going, respon-
Trouble Setting Career Goals? . sible, and sharing individual. Parking 
I and small yard. $235 incL heat. Call Put your education, experience, values and interests to work. 
Stroudwater neighborhood. 
Housemate. nls female wanted. 
Whole upstairs. All amenities includ-
ing Wid, kiVbath. storage, parking, 2 
miles to downtown. Great privale 
yard abutts Audubon Sanctuary. 
$350 + 1/2 util. 773-8618. Find the career for you. I 775-3405. 
~ k harge of your I,'fe I FEMALE LOOKING FOR NON-la e c . SMOKING, OPEN-MINDED male or 
ROOMMATE WANTED, MlF. for 
large, new. duplex. situated off-
street. two bedroom. full basement. 
livingroom. kitchen. quiet, sunny. 
yard. deck. non-smoker, non-drinker. 
off-street parking. $265 +utilities. 
839-5705. 
Career Counseling h · t ttr 
774-8780 female to s are sunny, qUle • a ac-Patty Williams, M.A. tive West End apartment. 
;::=,;,,=================""-=-"'-"'-..... =-~-~·~-i- $325/month. heat included. available 
JACQUELINE R. CLARK, M.ED. June 15th. Call 774-2441. 
HONORING OUR INNER VOICE GF and SF seek another F to share 
ffJ recess-centered counseling for women great Backcove apt. Late 2O·s. ener- Non-smOking female roommate wan-getic. prefer non-smoker, no drugs ted for cozy town-house style. West , A safe and nurturing space to discover, please! $200 plus 1/3 utils. Parking, End apartment with hardwood floors "" reclaim, and honor the Inner Self for laundry. Call 773-3764. and working fireplace. $273 + low 
GM, MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL, utilities. 761-2124. leave message. 
- Personal Growth - Healing - Decision-making - seeking roommate 10 share the rent · ONEfTWO M ROOMMATES WAN-
- Recovering the Inner Child - Creativity - of a house in Cape Elizabeth. who TED for great 3 bedroom townhouse 
Includes Individual has a quiet lifestyle. honest, reliable. apt. intown. Performing artists prefer-
-Art-Music-Intuition- and caring and will appreciate this house red. $275 month Includes utll, phone. 
-Movement-Meditation- Small Group as their home. Got furniture- we can cable. Deposit. Call Reindeer 
- Dreamwork - Sessions talk. $375.00 plus 1/2 of utilities. Call Records, 874-9002. 
74 Winthro St., Au sta - 626-5541 - for brochure, information 767-7023 after 4pm. PROFESSIONAL INDIVIDUAL 
i-~~~~~~~ •• " •• Iri~ ••• ~ •• iiiiiiiii--' Two females. 30+. seek same to WISHES TO SHARE RENOVATED 
INTOWN COUNSELING 
CENTER 
Addictions • ACOA Issues 
Co-Dependency' lndividuals 
Groups' Couples 
Lucy Co Chudzik, LSAC 
Llcenoed Substance Abuse Counselor 
761-9096 
477 Congreos SL. Suite 410 
Portland. ME 04101 
Rolfing 
by Judi Clinton 
158 Danforth 
774-3175 
YOU'VE WAITED LONG 
ENOUGH! 
CASCO BAY WEEKLY ClASSIFIED 
UNE AD DEADUNE 
IS EVERY MONDAY 
AT6PM 
CALL MICHAEL 775-6601 
share spacious. affordable 4-bed- South Portland home. Near park, 
room apartment in West End. Very beaches. busline. and Mill Creek 
nice apartment with backyard and shopping center. Male or Female. 
washer/dryer. Fourth bedroom could smokers OK Quiet and well kept 
be studio space or we could have residential neighborhood. Call 799-
four roommates. We're open. Call 7864. Please leave message if no 
775-0626. Available July 1. answer. References required. 
call. Use your Visa or Mastercard. 
Call Michael at 775-6601 for more information, 
- -




o FREE Personal 
Call® 
o dating services 





o real estate 
o studio/rent 
o visual arts 
o photography 
o learning 
o music lessons 
o wanted 
o employment 
o biz services 
o business opps 
o boats 
o stuff for sale 
o wheels 
RATES 
All charges are per week. Ilfti;II:£\iJ 
IIM443 "J Up to 30 words 
31 to 45 words 
46 to 60 words 
Each additional 




Name _ ______ ____ _ 
Address _____________ _ 
.15 
DEADLINES Telephone 
Line Ads: Monday at 6 pm. ------------
Display Ads: Friday at 5 pm. 
THE FINE PRINT 
CBW will not print ads that: seek to buy or sell 
sexual services. have purely sexual content, or use 
full names. street adresses,or phone numbers in 
the personal section. Personal advertisers must 
provide a P.O. Box # or use the CBW box service. 
Casco Bay Weekly shall not be liable for any 
typographical errors. omissions, or changes in the 
ad which do not affect the value or the content of 
the ad or substantially change the meaning. 
Classified ads are non-refundable. Credit will be 
issued when a viable error has been determined. 
Cost per 
week. ___ _ 
# of weeks 
to run"--__ _ 
CBW box 
$5/wkL-__ 
Total Due $"' ___ _ 
tired. aching, stiff muscles while im- .--___________ -; 
proving circulation and soothing ten- " 
o bulletin board 
o childcare PHONE IT IN 207 -775-6601 
Using Visa or 
Mastercard. 
MAIUWALK IT IN 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551 A Congress Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
FAX IT IN 
207-775-1615 
Ask about our sion. Sliding scale. Call Pam E MAKE NEWS MATTER Richards. A.B.M.P. Certified. 775- W " 
6636. . 
o animals 
o lost & found Fax free thursdays. 
30 Casco Bay Weekly 
roommates 
I'm lookin for some people to live 
with who listen to hardoore inde-
pendent labels, ska. Preferably West 
End area, or downtown. 761-6653 
mornings, except Wed. Nazis need 
not reply. 
M looking for MlF to share nice 2 BR 
apartment. Must like cats be 
responsible and be fun. $200/~onth 
plus 1/2 utilities. 761-2827. 
MlF Non-smoker, to share Portland 
home. Common kit. and bath, private 
hVlng area (2 rooms) with cable 
hook-up. WID, garage, $3501month 
utilities included. Call 773~21 . ' 
Quiet male willing to share furnished 
3 bedroom home on 6 acres just 10 
miles from North Deering. Neat and 
responsible person can enjoy 
oountry living at $260/month. 657-
3374. 
RESPONSIBLE PERSON TO 
SHARE South Portland house. Great 
rent, $ 150/month, in return for some 
overnight childcare. 799-2113. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 
EASTERN PROM APARTMENT. 
large sunny bedroom available. 
Quiet neighborhood. Should be open 
to who listie approach to life and 
health. N/S. Please call Rob- 879-
8704 . 
Woman to share spacious Victorian 
townhouse duplex in Woodfords 
area. $250/month +113 utilities. Per-
son desired is non-smoker, enjoys 
quiet, chem-free lifestyle. If interes-
ted call 871-1320. 
apts/rent 
BACK BAY TOWER AREA, petite 
one bedroom, oompletely renovated 
with galley kitchen, w/w and full bath 
$365/month +utilities. Pets accepted. 
774-6363. 
COZY, CLEAN 1 OR 2 BEDROOM 
APARTMENT $375/month + utilities 
includes mostly full oil tank. Don't 
pay for heat until January! Available 
July 1 st. Call 871-9310 after 3 pm. 
Cumberland Ave., clean, modern, 
two bedroom, townhouse-style 
apartment with roof deck. Parking, 
wid, $500/month. 781-4740. 
Eastern Prom Area, sunny, quiet, 
newly renovated two bedroom, wid 
in basement. $550 heated. 799-
6765. ' 
GORHAM 2ND FLOOR 2 BED-
ROOM Apartment in Victorian house. 
Heated, comfortable. Easy commute. 
$525 plus security. 892-5356. 
PORTLAND APARTMENTS: Starting 
at $350 - $595: Various Floor Plans. 
Call 871 -1290. 
STATE ST. - AVAILABLE JULY 1. 
PERFECT INTOWN apt. for profes-
sional persons. Includes 2 skylight 
bedrooms, spiral staircase, wlw car-
pet, dishwasher, track and recessed 
lighting, sundeck and much more. 
$695 includes heat. No pets, refs. 
772-9530. 
STATE ST- A VERY NICE EF-
FICI ENCY at a reasonable price. 
Newly renovated; classic bay win-
dow, new wlw carpeting, ceiling fan 
and more. No pets ; refs. Heat in· 
cluded, $365. 772-9530. 
offices/rent 
Furnished Office with secretarial and 
bookkeeping services available. Ap-
proximately 400 sq. ft. Also available 
800 sq. It. unfurnished office. Park-
ing available. Monument Square 
area. Call 772-6527. 
studio/rent 
OLD PORT MIDDLE STREET 
STUDIOS. Fax and copier available, 
fully applianced kitchen, 2 full baths. 
$123/month plus. 772-3992. 
STUDIOS: Artists only building, all 
inclusive, tin ceilings, artist sinks, 
high energy environment. Darkrooms 
to suites with views. $75 to $200 a ' 
month. 799-4759 or 799-7890 ask 
about our summer specials. 
Studio - Monument Square area per-
fect for artist/craftsperson . From 400-
1200 square feet. Light and heat in-
cluded. Parlking available. No lease 
required. Call 772~27. 
seasonal/rent . 
LOOKING FOR A 
SUMMER RENTAL? 
For the best selection 
in Maine call 
1-900-97MAINE 
(99¢ per minule) 
MAINE TiMES 
One Main 5t., Topsham, ME 04086 
207-729-0126 
real estate 
A LARGE SELECTION OF 
APARTMENTS, condos, and homes 
for rent. $350 to $2000 per month. 
Call Fishman Realty Group at 775-
6561 for information and showings. 
EASTERN PROM AREA- CHARM-
ING VICTORIAN CONDO- recently 
redecorated, 2 bedrooms 
livingroom, diningroom, Ig . kitchen: 
hdwd. floors. MO/fee $25, available 
immediately. $95,000. No brokers 
please. 761-1629. 
by Lynda Barry 
(IND':,) ~AID No MATIEi<. WHAT DoNT 
LH fv'\AR\..IjS EVER ~NOW ABovT 
THE qUI:ERN\:SS OF UNClE :JoHN, 
IT COULD Do SOMH1-\INb To I-hR. 
I SAY "liKE Wl-\AT?" AND (INDY 
LOOKS AT M~ liKE I AM So STV?fD 
MARLIjS AND KEVIN CONKED OVT . 
ON Tl-II; !3tANKn WI-\EN nlE !v\oVlf 
SA'fS. "THE: END" AND nlE 'sTARS 
ABOVE AR.lO S\-\ I~ lNG, 0 HOLY NIGI-I, 
JESUS DID You MAKE VEE.RS oN 
?v RI'OSE? r:=--~~~":';'~';:";~~ 
FOR SALE FREEPORT: NEW 2 
bedroom, end unit condo in beautiful 
location with all the extra's. MUST 
SELl!I!! Call 865-6722 leave mes-
sage. 
$1,499 DOWN 
$165 FOR 180 MONTHS 
OR $14,995 FOR A 1992 
70' - 3 BEDR., APR 12.25, 
80' -3 BEDR, 2 BATH 
$19,995, DOUBLE WIDE, 3 
BED 2 BATH $24,995, 
VNCLE JOHN LIFTS J\1ARL';J$ AND BILL 
LIFTS KEVIN 80TH SLEc;PING AND 
(INDY lilTS MY AR.M "TKt::Y SHOVLDN'r 
\3E TouqHtJ6 TH£ M" SI-If Wr\lSPER S. 
LINDY LVOERMYER SOMETIMES I IfJIS 11 
You WOULD JUST BLOW vp, E)I.'PLot>E 
INTO A !v\ll\..ION PI~c'E.<; STARTING 
WITH youR Moun\. VNCLE' JOliN 
STARTS THE CAR. TOMORROW AT 
SCHOOL EVEp..~ONE WILl.. KNOW, 
DfAP. KEAVENL':l FAmE\<. I WILL GIVE 
YoV ONE MILLION DOLLARS To TAKE 
BILlS ARM on: 'fr\E BACK 01= THE 
FRONT SEAT 11\5 HANO ONE INCIi 
FROM VNc'LE J'OI-\N AND ClNC>YS 
E':JES LIKE' $(1£ NC.t; (LA~S fv'\ICRO-
ScoPES, I LEAN FORWARD. "BILLS 
!-lOUSE IS CLOSER. 'j I SAY" DROP 
I-\IM OFF FIRST." UNCLE J'OHN 
TuRNS 1-\1$ HEAD AROUND AND HE 
LO OK ~ STRAIGI1T AT ME . \' DRoP \-11M 
LOTS OF OTHERS! 
FAIRLANE MOBILE 
HOMES, DAILY 12 TO 6 
(CLOSED WED.) SUNDAY 
1 TO 5. RT. 3, EXIT 20, RT 
93 TILTON, NH, *** 
FAIRLANElHONEYMOON 
MOBILE HOMES, DAILY 10 
TO 6, SUN. 12 TO 5, 
(CLOSED TUES. & WED.) 
RT, 18,4 MILES NORTH 
OF LITTLETON, NH *** 
FAIRLANE MOBILE 
HOMES, DAILY 8 TO 7, 
SUN_ 10 TO 5 RT. 7 
visual arts 
FILM AND VIDEOMAKERS, actors 
(MiF 18-25), photographers, 
musicians, etc. wanted for collabora-
tion. Send bio., resume and SASE 
to: 52A Mechanic St. , Camden, ME, 
04843. 
photography 
NORTH BRANDO PHOTOGRAPHER.. Celebrations 
, N, VT. healing portraits, Weddings, families: * * * * * * freinds, children, births, dance, 
~:::::::;~~~=~=;:=:::::;:::::=. theatrical, gardens, homes, yachts ; 
r- 23 995' dark room and camera instruction 
, • fUm processing, contacts and fin~ 
_ printing. Friendly, honest Charles 
80' X 14' - 3 BED ROOM, 
2 BATHS, BEIGE LAP 
SIDING, BROWN SHING-
LED ROOF, FURNISHED, 





CABINET DOORS, DELUXE 
CARPETING, BAR 
STOOLS, NORTH ZONE, 
HURRICANE ZONE. 
ALWAYS SAVE BIG 
BUCKS, $2,399 DOWN, 
240@ $249, APR 12,75%, 
DAILY 8-8, SUNDAY 10-5, 
LUV HOMES Rt 26 OXFORD 
Melcher 775-6301 . 
WEDDINGS- Several summer and 
fall dates still open. Very reasonable 
rates (and keep the negatives, too!) 
Please call RICK CROCKETT 
PHOTOGRAPHY: The Affordable 
Choice for All Occasions. 774-4732. 
learning 
PRIVATE ACTING COACH. (Quick-
fix) Audition preparation or long-term 
coaching for rehearsals and 
monologues. Experienced profes-
sional able to guide you in character 
development, Shakespearian 
analysis and distinctive speech. 781-
7101. 
1 
WE MAKE NEWS MATTER 
OPEN HOUSE! FRI. 1-6 
Luxury Homes 90' high cathedral ceilings, 3 
bedrooms, 2 baths, gorgeous interior colors, white 
Vinyl exterior siding, green shutters, shingle 
~itched roof, GE applianc'!!' ... includes dishwasher. 
Beginning at $29,985.uul 
Price includes deck, white vinyl skirting , 275 
gallon oil tank & complete setup. Lots available. 
Low down payments,long-term financing. 70x14 
and 6Ox14 available. 
Monthly payment approx. $340 .00. 
OPEN SAT, 10-3 • OLD ORCHARD VILLAGE 
1134-5655 
Located Just off Exit 5 10 minutes to Portland .. . 
Open 1 to 6 daily. 
OFF FIRS.T. " I SAY AGAIN. 
learning 
SUMMER CLAY CLASSES- Small , 
relaxed classes so you can pursue 
your own interest. Beginning-Advan-
ced. June 19 through August 7. 
Wednesday nights 6:30-9 :30. 131 
Sawyer St., South Portland. $185. 
Call 767-4394. 
music lessons 
I SPECIALIZE IN TEACHING PIANO 
to people who have always wanted 
to play, but never had the opportunity 
to learn. I would love to teach you. 
Call Vivian at 767-0971. 
wanted 
FRENCH HORN PLAYER needed to 
oomplete fun Brass Quintet. Anything 
from Bach to Be Bop. All ideas wel-
oomed. Call Eric 774-9566. 
LOOKING FOR PORTABLE MAS-
SAGE TABLE Contact Janet-
days:824-2430; evenings: 824-3889. 
WANTED TO BUY 
ORIENTAL 
RUGS 
Top cash paid for 
your old oriental 
rugs regardless of 
size or condition. 
874-2233 
employment 
COLLEGE STUDENTS $8.25 TO 
START National firm has entry-level 
positions. Learn valuable business 
skills while you earn, scholarships 
possible. All majors may apply. Call 
773-2233. 
ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES: Learn 
this trade, we send instructions, 
parts and check for assembly. Call 
(404)426-0672 Ext. WB3027. 
employment 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- lisherles. 
Earn $5,OOO+/month. Free transpor-
tation! Room & Board! Over 8 ,000 
openings. No experience necessary. 
Male or Female. For 68-page 
employment manual, send $10 .95 to 
M&L Research, Box 840OB-NB, 
Seattle, WA, 98124- Satisfaction 
Guaranteed. 
$200-$500 WEEKLY! Assemble 
products at home. Easy! No selling. 
You're paid direct. Fully guaranteed. 
FREE 24 Hour recording. 801-379-
2900 Copyright # MEl14DH. 
~~---
BE ON TV. many needed for oom-
mercials. Now hiring all ages. For 
casting info. call (615)779-7111 
ext.T-897. 
NEED A JOB FAST? Receptionist, 
secretary, bookkeeper, accounts 
clerk, warehouse laborer, construc-
tion trades, delivery drivers, hotel, 
restaurants. Up to $400-$600 
weekly. 1-800-258-9675. 
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income, 
easy work assembling products at 
home. 7-day 24 hr. service. Info 504-
646-1700. DEPTP5086. 
BE ON TV. many needed for oom-
mercials. Now hiring all ages. For 
casting info. call (615) 779-7111 ext. 
T-1265. 
COLOR COPY/DESIGN SHOP 
has opening for full time, 
entry level position, 
Responsibilities include: 
Assisting in graphic 
production, interpreting 
client needs & accounts 
receivable, Fine arts 
background & desktop 
publishing recommended. If 
you have strong customer 
service skills, are flexible, 
and have an ability to work 
with deadlines in a fast 
paced environment please 
apply in person: 
GENERATED IMAGE 
164 Middle St. Portland, 
(next to the Oyster Club) 
business opps 
PERFECT AT-HOME PROFIT 
MAKERI We'll teach you to make $ 
using your own 900 number. $499.00 
total oosl. No other charges. Call Mr. 
Jackson- 773·7369. 
Images International has dynamic 
proprietary products for personal and 
health care. Join our marketing team 
full or part time. Call Frank at 773-
1500, ext. 300. 
biz services 
College Student with truck available 
to do odd jobs and moving. Very 
handy and can fix most anything. 
Experienced mover who will move 
you for less. 774-2159 anytime. 
College Student with truck available 
to do odd jobs and moving. Very 
handy and can fix most anything. 
Experienced mover who will move 
you for less. 774-2159 anytime. 
G & B CLEANING COMPANY- offers 
first time FREE cleaning! We can 
oontract offices, homes and oom-
mercial properties. References, in-
sured, FREE ESTIMATES! 772-
5173, leave message. 
REDUCE - REUSE - RECYCLE-
Call USM Recycles and find out 
more. Casco Bay Weekly is using 
our service and we can work for you, 
personally or professionally. Call 
Todayll! Recycling Hotline 780-4998. 
Today you need a PERFECT 
RESUME. Laser resumes (Macin-
tosh) for as little as $16.00 Computer 
resume fax service, laser envelopes, 
and same-day service available. 
Satisfaction guaranteed! 854-2972. 
AMES PLUMBING CO.- We service 
all your plumbing needs, commercial 
and residential renovations and 
remodeling. 24 Hour service. 776-
4511. 
l " A S E R 
CARTRIDGE 









CO M PULSIVE· CLEANING 
and other life supporl servICes 
If you've ever cleaned up for 
the cleaning person .. , or worse, 
cleaned up after them ... 










DISABILITY CONSULTATION If you 
have been denied Social Security 
Disability benefits and would like 
professional help at the lowest pos-
sible price, call 799-2163, Ragay-
Ludkvist. 
Multi-user database 
systems that work 
using Progress~ rdbms on 
dos/unix/vax 774-3465 
stuff for sale 
;:ULL SET OF GOLF CLUBS: 
Spaulding Executive Irons 3 thru 9 
lI1d pitching wedge. Prima Woods 
1,3, and 5. EXCELLENT oondition -
'ecendy regripped. $185.00. Call 
865-6722 -leave message. 
MOVING SALE- Furniture and sports 
equipment. X-Country skis; ice 
fishing equipment. Twin bedroom set 
with nightstand, bureau bookcase. 
Corduroy sofa and chair; cabinet for 
music system; rugs; two file 
cabinets; IBM Selectric typewriter; 
office desk and chair; girl's canopy 
bedroom set. Call 799-2690 after 
4:30. 
SEA KAYAK- 1990 Wilderness Sys-
tems, Cadence LP. Used 3 times. 
Two watertight compartments, rud-
der. $1250 firm. 767-2040. 
garage sales 
Garage Sale with many interesting 
items, June 22nd; 9-2 at 505 Spur-
wink Ave., Cape Elizabeth. Call 799-
2690, alter 4:30, for more info. 
wheels 
'73 Toyota Land Cruiser- Two door. 
Electric winch, mechanically sound. 
AMlFM cassette, some spare parts, 
sticker. $650 or B.O. Call 871-1646. 
1939 BUICK SPECIAL 
STREETROD. No Bondo, no rust. 
Suicide doors, blue metal flake paint. 
Crag Mag wheels. 70,000 original 
miles, air shocks, more. Hallowell. 
Call 626-0653, don't leave a mes-
sage. 
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED: 84 VW 
$50, 87 MERCEDES $200, 85 
MERCEDES $100, 65 MUSTANG 
$50 Choose from thousands starting 
$25. FREE 24 Hour Recording 
Reveals Details 801-379-2929 
Copyright ,MJl15C U.S. HOTLINE 
oopyright. 
DRUGLORD TRUCKS! $100; '84 
Bronco, $50; '89 Blazer, $150; '75 
Jeep CJ, $50. Siezed Vans, 4x4's, 
Boats. Choose from thousands start-
ing $25. FREE 24 Hour Recording 
Reveals Details. 801-379-2930. U.S. 
Copyright # ME 114KC. 
U.S.HOTLINE Copyright. 
TOYOTA LANDCRUISER, 1987, 
Rugged 4WD vehicle for pulling 
boats, trailers, etc. 55K miles, 
$10,900. Call Bob Davidson, 878-
3243 or 781-5140 . 
bulletin board 
HAGS: What won't Peeping Tom's 
look at? Look for the HAG Awards. 
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS 
SUMMER? Hitch a ride on a oom-
mercial jet anytime lor only $160 with 
AIRHITCH®! For details call: 
AIRHITCH® (212) 864-2000. 
PLANETARY HEALERS GATHER-
ING (11/11), June 30, 1-5pm, 172 
Bath Street, Bath, ME. Action plan-
ning, networking, information shar-
ing, and support for ourselves as we 
support the planet. Donations accep-
ted. Facilitated by Rosalie Heart 
(formerly Byrer), Mary Locke and 
Nancy Bahmueller. Call Nancy at 
443-4139 or Rosie at 781-5639. 
Responding to a 
CBW Box #? 
CucoBayW .. lcly 
551ACorigrooo SI. 
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C€:> @@ 00 C~@ 
Eye cues 
We're reading a 
message written in 
big block letters, but 
all you can see is our 
eyes. 
Take the first few 
eye cues: lower right, 
middle right, top 
right, top left, middle 
left, middle right. 
That's the letter P. (It 
would be backwards, 
remember,) 
~~ 0'0 (){) 
V~ 00 @>@> 
(i>@ 00 ~~ 
@@ tV~ 00 
~~ @@ {)<:O 
@@V;~ 00 
~ <1J; @ ~ C> {!) 
@@ 00 C~(!p 
We'll blink 
between letters. 
@ V~O~ 0'0 
@@ ~@ @~ 0=0 
():() @@ 00 @>® 
@>:@> <i>@ 00 C~~ ~ 
@t@ @@ V~ oot 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is 
a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the 
first prize winner. The second prize winner 
receives two free passes to the Movies on 
Exchange Street. Winners will receive their 
prizes in the mail. Drawings are done at 
random, Contestants are ineligible to win 
more than one prize in a four-week span, 
Only one entry is allowed per person per 
week. 
All entries for this week's puzzle must 
be received by Wed., June 19. The solution to 
this week's puzzle will appear in the June 27 
issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best 
guess to: 
Real Puzzle #75 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551A Congress St. 
Portland, Maine 04101 
Solution to Real Puzzle #73 
The Florida Keys were used as ex-
amples, 
We accept: Moosehead (a lake, really); 
Queens, Princess Anne (Maryland) and the 
District of Columbia; Brunswick (Mary-
land); Lincoln, El Dorado (Kansas), De Soto 
(Missouri) and Cadillac Ranch; Kaiser 
(Wisconsin); and Palm Springs, 
We do not accept: Troy (Helen?), Los 
Angeles, Austin, Charlotte, Little Rock 
(much too far from Boulder) or Chevy 
Chase, among others, 
This week, South Portland's Larry Bliss 
and a friend will dine at Alberta's. Portland's 
John Bean and a friend will take in a movie 
on Exchange Street. 
(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was 
recently published by Harper and Row.) 
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58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146 
Open Every Day ----------------------
~~~~ 
~', .~ ~ ~~ ~~r.! .;,~j'
Willard Square Antiques 
Used Furniture and Consignment 
Everything you always wanted ••• but didn't need. 
Tues.-Sat. 10-4 • 416 Preble St. • So. Portland • 767-7100 
.A~~~ 
This is the time to tell Dad to 
"Go Fly a Kite!" 
He' s always wanted to fly a kite 
He's just never told you .. . 
~~~~~ .. ~~~!~sm / 
~ 





Open 7 days 
Offering a new 
menu for 




lunch & dinner. 
Free parking. 
Take Out Available. 
VISA . MASTERCARD · AMERICA!" EXPRESS 
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OEPE.mADl US to C S 
1988 Chey SprInt 4dr ... $3995 
1988 Escort Wag .... $4995 
1987 Pontiac Grand Am .•• $5995 
1986 Colt Vista 7pass ... $5995 
1985 Crown Victoria ••• $4995 
1988 Dodge Omnl37k auto ... $4999 
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OEPE 0 OLE U 0 RI1t.YS 
1989 Aerostar 7pass wgn ... $13995 
1989 Chey S-10 pickup .. . $7995 
1988 Nissan 4x4 w/plow ... $8995 
1986 Chev C-l0 pickup ... $4995 
1986 Ford F150 pickup .. . $4995 
1988 Mercury Col. Park 10pass wgn ... 10599 
1986 Escort L 4dr Auto ... $3599 
1984 Ranger 4wd ... $4995 
1988 GMC Hi Sierra ... $8999 
1987 Ranger Super Cab XLT... $5295 
1986 Taurus LX 4dr loaded .. . $5999 
1985 Isuzu Impulse red .. . $3599 
1986 Ford F-150XL auto ... $4999 
1986 Ford F-150 6cyl auto ... $5999 
1988 Ford F-150 4x4 28k auto ... $10999 1987 Plymuth Carayelle low mile ... $4999 
1986 Cougar Bostonian ... $5995 1989 Ford F-150 4x4 35k man . .. $11999 
Where's Cliff's Backyard? 
Call 
721-1163 
Just Behind Brunswick Ford! 
157 Pleasant St. Brunswick OPEN 
8-8 M-F 
8-5 SAT 
ARE YOUR WAITERS ••• 
WAITING? 
Keep them busy by advertising in Casco Bay Weekly's 
Southern Maine Dining Guide. We'll reach 80,000 hungry 
readers at the height of the tourist season. 
Advertising deadline is June 14. 
Publication date is July 3. 
For more 
information and 
to reserve space 
call 775-6601. 
